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Abstract 

 
Beginning in 1998, selective colleges began adopting no-loan admissions policies to increase 

socioeconomic diversity. These colleges, however, get their new diversity from old sources. I show 

how half of lower-income black undergraduates at elite colleges graduate from boarding, day, and 

preparatory schools like Exeter and Andover, those whom I call the Privileged Poor, while their peers 

enter from local, typically troubled public schools—those whom I call the Doubly Disadvantaged (Jack 

2014, 2015a). This dissertation draws on in-depth interviews with 103 black, Latino, and white 

undergraduates and two years of ethnographic observation at pseudonymous Renowned University 

to explore what sociologists Stevens, Armstrong, and Arum (2008) call, “the experiential core of 

college life,” the often-overlooked moments between college entry and exit when undergraduates 

employ different cultural competencies to navigate college and how university policies facilitate this 

process. Each chapter examines moments of social contact: (1) micro-interactions between peers, (2) 

engagement between undergraduates and college officials, and (3) undergraduates’ experiences 

navigating university policies. There are instances where lower social class status is oppressive, but 

also there are times when cultural resources serve as social buffer to class marginalization. Equally 

important, I document not only how university practices can exacerbate preexisting inequalities, but 

also how their effects are unequally distributed. Where the Privileged Poor and Doubly 

Disadvantaged’s experiences differ, disparate cultural endowments play a larger role in shaping 

undergraduates’ well-being. Where their experiences align, shared economic disadvantage is more 

salient. Examining the experiences of those who travel different trajectories to college extends 

theories of social reproduction and deepens our understanding of both the reproduction of 

inequality in college and how university policies facilitate these processes.
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I shall be telling this with a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hence: 

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— 
I took the one less traveled by, 

And that has made all the difference. 
 

—Robert Frost 
The Road Not Taken (1916) 

 
I associated my life in the Bronx with pain and suffering. When I got to boarding 
school, I really appreciated everything that was there because people were actually 
nice. I got everything I needed, things I didn’t even have before…. Talking to Alice 
and kids who didn’t go to boarding school, who came from Harlem, who came from 
the Bronx, they’re going through things [in college] I went through in high school: 
“Oh shoot no one gets my hair. No one gets this.” My high school was white; I 
understood that earlier. Alice is going through that now because she didn’t go away.   

  
—Annie 

 
[Boarding school kids] have very different experiences because they’ve already been 
through it, have thought about it, and know how to work the system or make it 
work. My friends who did go through prep school—because their high schools were 
way smaller than Renowned—became friends with white people. For them the 
transition was finding themselves again in a different way. For me, it was, I don’t 
know… prep school to Renowned was way easier than from my high school to 
Renowned but it was struggle nonetheless for each of us…. Prep school changed 
Annie, not in a bad way, but she’s changed. 

 
—Alice  
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A TALE OF TWO LATINAS 

Higher education is highly stratified. Although one out of every five undergraduates are the 

first in their family to go to college—with many doing so from economically disadvantaged 

families—they are not equally represented across all types of colleges (Balemian and Feng 2013; 

Bowen and Bok 1998; Choy 2001; Hoxby and Avery 2012; Stevens 2007). The more selective the 

college, the fewer the number of students from disadvantaged backgrounds. Carnevale and Strohl’s 

(2010) examination of social class and college enrollment makes this fact particularly clear: just 16% 

and 14% of the undergraduates at the two most competitive tiers of colleges come from the bottom 

half of the income distribution. Such paucity of lower-income students at the most selective colleges 

and universities stands in stark contrast to the fact that 63% and 70% of undergraduates, for 

example, at the same institutions come from the top quartile alone. 

Figure 1.1. Socioeconomic Distribution at Colleges by Selectivity, 2006 (figure 3.7 from Carnevale and Strohl (2010:137)) 

 

The reality in America is that youth from poor families are more often left out of post-

secondary education than their wealthy peers, therby limiting their mobility (Carnevale and Strohl 
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2010; Goldin and Katz 2008). And for those lower-income students who do make it into college, 

they are disproportionately relegated to community colleges and for-profit college where resources 

are few, spending per student is low, and aid for students is scarce (Cahalan and Perna 2015; 

Carnevale and Rose 2003; Mettler 2014; Small and Winship 2007). College entry is one issue; 

graduation at less selective colleges is another altogether. With respect to students completing their 

baccalaureate degrees, “College graduation rates increase with selectivity and resources” (see also 

Bound, Lovenheim, and Turner 2009; Carnevale and Strohl 2010:120; Velez 1985). As figure 1.2. 

shows, enrolling in a more selective colleges does not guarantee competition, but it does mean 

attaining a degree is more likely. 

Figure 1.2. Graduation Rates, by Selectivity and Socioeconomic Quartile (percentage of initial attendees) (Table 3.4 from 
Carnevale and Strohl (2010:120)) 

 
This stratification matters. Selective colleges have vastly more economic and social resources 

to dedicate to students that create a veritable safety net for undergraduates while in college to help 

them toward graduation and exposing them to a wide array of experiences that extend enrichment 

and learning beyond the classroom (Aries 2008; Hurtado 2006). These colleges also serve as mobility 

springboards after college, especially for underrepresented groups, compared to lower tier schools 

(Bowen and Bok 1998; Carnevale, Rose, and Cheah 2011; Dale and Krueger 2002; Ingraham 2015).  
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To address this inequality and gap in access that kept youth from disadvantaged families off 

of their campuses and from reaping the benefits of an elite education—as well as to respond to 

public outcries against skyrocketing tuition costs—a select number of colleges introduced no-loan 

financial aid policies to recruit and support academically-gifted, lower income applicants beginning 

in 1998 with Princeton leading the way (Hillman 2012, 2013). Many colleges followed suit soon 

thereafter. Forty-eight colleges, for example, adopted such policies between 2007 and 2008 alone 

(Jack 2015b). Currently, nearly 80 colleges have similar initiatives. These colleges might be fewer in 

number, but their influence in society is impressive (Karabel 2005; Khan 2012; Rivera 2015). From 

the Supreme Court to leaders of different industries, alumni from elite colleges and universities are 

the norm rather than the exception. As Donald Saleh, former dean of admissions and financial aid at 

Cornell University, noted, “There’s an importance in having socio-economic diversity, so that 

campuses reflect the country in general rather than a campus that is upper income” (Goldin 1998). 

Such a revolutionary policy—replacing loans from financial aid packages with scholarships, 

especially for students who receive the Pell grant—increased access to elite colleges for those who 

were traditionally prevented from entry because the price tag was larger than what their families 

could possibly afford.1  

                                                
1 The Pell Grant is a federal means-tested program to make higher education more accessible to those from 
disadvantaged backgrounds. Those who qualify typically come from families from the bottom quarter of the income 
distribution. Youth whose families earn less than $25,000, for example, automatically qualify for a Pell Grant and for no-
loan policies at most colleges. 
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Figure 1.3. No Loan Policy Adoption By Year (Author's compilation) 

 

Consequently, these colleges have seen a sustained demographic shift. They look very little like they 

did twenty years ago. At Vassar College, for example, the percentage of Pell grant eligible students 

rose from 12% to 23% from 2008 to 2015. The University of North Carolina and Amherst College 

report that at least 20% of their incoming freshmen in the years 2012 – 2014 came from poor 

families. Renowned University, an elite university which plays host to this investigation of campus 

life, increased its share of Pell grant recipients by more than 30% during this time. In doing so, 

colleges are bringing together students from families at the very top and very bottom of the income 

distribution to live together as equals on a supposedly equal playing field. 

Many applaud college presidents and deans of admission for opening their doors—and their 

coffers—to admit and support new admits. But how far have the doors really been opened? These 
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same colleges get their nontraditional students from traditional sources (Jack 2014, 2015a). Put 

another way, they recruit their new diversity from old sources. Take, for example, Annie and Alice.2 

A TALE OF TWO LATINAS 

Annie and Alice made their academic dreams come true when they earned admission into 

Renowned University, one of the most elite colleges in the world. Their path to Renowned, 

however, was not easy. Both Annie and Alice hail from New York, the promised city of dreams, 

where their mothers immigrated in search of a better life in America. Abusive romantic relationships 

with men who left them soon after finding out they were fathers-to-be, their mothers’ poor health 

that made working two jobs even harder, evictions and the constant strain of moving that made 

uncertainty a constant reality, and language barriers that limited options transformed immigrant 

dreams into American nightmares.  

Annie, curly-haired with a spritely personality, is the oldest of four children. Alice, 

straightforward with a penchant for short answers, is also the oldest of four. Both grew up on 

government assistance, and have grown familiar with Section 8 vouchers and food stamp cards 

being replenished each month. Although Annie and Alice lived in different boroughs, their 

grandmothers lived in the same neighborhood. Their grandmothers are even members of the same 

local parish. Annie and Alice, family oriented and always looking forward to hearing stories from 

their grandmother’s childhood back on the island, often spent time with their abuelas on Sunday 

mornings. Discussing this familial connection to Annie with a smile, Alice shared that “we went to 

the same church. Her mom lives around where my grandma lives.” As fate would have it, however, 

the two did not meet while sitting in the pews. Rather, they were not meant to meet until they 

moved into their freshmen dorm at Renowned. Their paths to opening days of freshman year had 

run parallel but drastically diverged during late adolescence.  

                                                
2 All names are pseudonyms chosen by individual respondents. The name of the college is also a pseudonym.  
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Annie and Alice lived in segregated neighborhoods scarred by bullets, fragmented by absent 

fathers, and neglected by the city that continues to pass them by whenever potholes need to be filled 

or job centers need to be populated. As Alice notes, “It’s not really a project cause we do pay for 

electricity, but its subsidized. Everyone there is poor.” Although they both hated when outsiders 

called their neighborhoods “ghetto” or ‘sketchy,” they knew that a rose by any other name still has 

its characteristic thorns.  

At home, teenage pregnancy was a reality. They were one of the few of their friends without 

children of their own. Their neighbors were frequently jobless, especially the young men who sat 

and stoops and catcalled women as they passed by. The other men were either in locked up or six 

feet deep. Although Annie and Alice saw beauty in the struggle they and their neighbors faced, 

neither felt safe traversing neighborhood streets. Annie noted that “there’s so much Hispanic 

culture; I love that. People know each other. It’s kind of chill. I don’t like the violence; that’s a big 

thing. There’s a lot of violence. A lot of shootouts. I witnessed one this summer.” Drug use and 

crime were ever-present. Even the “good ones” were all too often lost to the street. Seeing so many 

of her peers fall victim to the street, Alice reflects, “John was so smart; he used to do so well. Now 

he’s in and out of jail. What happened? Why did I get out? How did this happen to me but not 

everyone else? It’s sad.” To battle local dangers, voluntary isolation was law. Their mothers kept 

them inside, hoping that closed doors and lowered blinds would keep them out of the line of fire 

when violence erupted.  

Just as neighborhood woes worried them, Annie and Alice experienced loss due to violence 

early on in school. One shared that her younger brother’s third grade crush was shot by a fellow 

student who brought a gun to school for safety while the other discussed how constant fighting left 

students bloodied, teachers scared, and the school on high alert. In many ways, elementary and 
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middle school were less safe than the neighborhood; for at least in the neighborhood, home was sort 

of refuge with borders they could police (to a degree).  

Up until eighth grade, Annie and Alice were social twins. They saw and experienced much of 

the same at home, in their neighborhood, and in school. They shopped in the same bodegas. They 

worshipped in the same parish. Everything changed in high school. Both applied for Prep for Prep. 

Annie got in. Alice was waitlisted. Unable to make it off the waitlist, Annie attended her local high 

school where the people and problems she saw in middle school followed her. Her high school—

like her elementary and middle school—was predominantly black and Latino, underfunded, under-

resourced, and overcrowded. Disrespecting the teacher was as a daily routine. Threats to person and 

property were real. She lamented how “there would be fights, people setting garbage cans on fire, 

people smoked weed in school, cutting schools, and all these things became more commonplace as 

the years went by.” She hated how she had to travel to other schools to complete lab assignments 

because her school did not have the appropriate equipment to carry out experiments they were 

assigned in class. 

Alternatively, after two summers of intense preparation for boarding school life, Annie left 

New York to navigate a world that looked nothing like anything she ever experienced before. 

Someone else’s dime paid her $50,000 tuition, which included snow tubing trips and European 

immersion programs that extended learning beyond Advanced Placement classes. This support also 

included helping her family at home: “We’ve always had to struggle, but going away to boarding 

school we got a lot of help from the school. My mom never had to pay for tuition: got full financial 

aid, paid for books and trips…. When my grandfather passed away, the school sent a check to help 

with funeral expenses.” Her boarding school, rich and white, boasts of a $200 million endowment to 

support academic and social life for all those admitted. At her school, many teachers had doctorates 

and the average class size was fifteen. Joking, Annie notes, “My school was smaller than some of my 
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lectures now,” which allowed her to get “very close to the teachers; there was a lot of overlap with 

who was your coach, who was in your club, who was in your organizations, and then who was in 

your classes and dorms.” In fact, one of Annie’s fondest memories of boarding school was the 

privilege of independent study and the resources to conduct research on the social meaning of hair 

for women of color. Although her white peer’s ignorant—or borderline racist—questions about the 

cleanliness of “black hair” spawned such a project, she appreciated and came to enjoy her teachers’ 

encouragement to explore a project that sparked her nascent interest in identity and culture. 

Annie and Alice both know poverty’s sting. They are familiar with the welfare offices in their 

cities as they translated for their mothers during demoralizing visits where case workers looked 

down on them. They have witnessed violence in their neighborhoods that make staying indoors the 

safest—and often only—option. Their early schooling was riddled with problems of a public 

education system that has left poor black and Latino youth behind. Then their worlds diverged. Yet 

extant social science research treats lower-income undergraduates as a monolithic group, more often 

offering depictions a singular, troubled experience for youth who enter college from economically 

disadvantaged backgrounds (Aries 2008; Armstrong and Hamilton 2013; Bergerson 2007; Lehmann 

2014; Torres 2009). Investigating undergraduates like Annie’s disparate path to college, I discovered 

that they did not necessarily take the road less traveled to Renowned (Jack 2014; see also Patrick 

2011; Zweigenhaft and Domhoff 1991). Rather I showed that half of lower-income black 

undergraduates at elite colleges who hail from single-parent homes and segregated, distressed 

neighborhoods actually graduate from boarding, day, and preparatory schools like Exeter and 

Andover (Jack 2014, 2015a). This is not simply an alternative pathway for black youth either. A third 

of lower-income Latino undergraduates like Annie also enter college from private schools like 

Brearley and Hockaday (Jack and Irwin Forthcoming).  
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What does it mean—for sociological theory, mobility, policy, and practice—for elite colleges 

to hedge their diversity bets by admitting a disproportionate number of their lower-income students 

like Annie from elite preparatory high schools, those who I call the Privileged Poor? When and how 

are their experiences different from lower-income students like Alice who stay connected to their 

neighborhoods; attend local, typically distressed high schools; and have less exposure to elite 

academic environments—and the cultural and social norms that dominate those locales—before 

entering college, those who I call the Doubly Disadvantaged? When do their college experiences 

diverge? When do they run parallel? How do university policies facilitate these processes? 

A LOOK INSIDE THE GATES 

To begin to answer these questions, I draw on in-depth interviews with 103 black (B), Latino 

(L), and white (W) undergraduates and two years of ethnographic observation at Renowned 

University to explore what sociologists Mitchell Stevens, Elizabeth Armstrong, and Richard Arum 

(2008:131) call, “the experiential core of college life,” the often-overlooked moments between 

college entry and exit when undergraduates employ different cultural competencies to navigate 

college (for detailed discussion of data and methods, see Methodological Appendix). I also explore 

how university policies facilitate this process. Four chapters comprise this investigation of 

undergraduate life for the Doubly Disadvantaged (DD), the Privileged Poor (PP), and those from 

middle-class families (MC).  

Chapter 2, “Standing before the Gates,” examines respondents’ experiences in their families, 

neighborhoods, and high schools to provide context for why certain lines of actions are possible for 

some students but not others and also why certain hurdles exist for some students but not others. So 

much is tied to the families we are born into, where we live, and where we are educated. A strict 

class-based analysis adopts a deficit model when discussing differences between undergraduates 

from middle- and working-class families. This framework generally captures the experiences of those 
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from middle-class families and the Doubly Disadvantaged. It captures the experiences of the 

Privileged Poor until they enter their boarding, day, or preparatory high school. At this point, the 

Privileged Poor’s access to academic and social resources beyond what their parents could provide 

changes dramatically. Their networks change. Their ties to home change. They change. Allowing 

respondents to reflect on life before Renowned, this chapter shows how social class alone does not 

adequately account for the cultural resources undergraduates have at their disposal. It broadens our 

understanding of youth’s precollege accumulation of cultural and social capital. For if we continue to 

flatten out this diversity among lower-income undergraduates, we will continue to have a biased 

understanding of how class and culture shape college life, which has direct consequences for theory 

and policies. 

I organize the next three chapters around moments of social contact: (1) interactions between 

peers, (2) engagement between undergraduates and college authority figures, and (3) undergraduates’ 

experiences navigating university policies. There are instances where social class is oppressive, but 

there are times when cultural resources serve as a social buffer for disadvantaged youth. Further, 

some university practices lead to suffering, but it is unequally distributed. Institutional polices can 

exacerbate preexisting inequalities that are further compounded by longstanding racial inequalities. 

Examining the experiences of those who travel different trajectories to college deepens our 

understanding of the reproduction of inequality in college. Where the Privileged Poor and Doubly 

Disadvantaged’s experiences differ, their disparate cultural endowments—acquired through different 

paths to college—play a larger role in shaping their well-being. Where their experiences align, their 

shared economic disadvantage is more salient. I describe each chapter below. 

No woman is an island unto herself. Chapter 3, “Come to Italy with Me,” examines micro-

interactions between peers to investigate what influences social exclusion, a feeling of being on the 

outside because of one’s status. In this case, we focus on class-based exclusion. Whereas middle-
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class respondents generally frame social life at Renowned as “unsurprising” and do not identify class 

as a barrier to fitting in, lower-income respondents offer different assessments of whether 

Renowned is for “people like me.” The Doubly Disadvantaged tend to associate being at Renowned 

not with unbridled opportunity, but with economic and social constraints. These constraints make 

them wary of engaging peers, expanding their networks across racial and class lines, or joining 

certain groups. The Privileged Poor, however, tend to not be shocked by wealth, whiteness, or 

displays of money at Renowned. Calling Renowned bigger and more diverse than their private high 

schools, they report enjoying new opportunities for engagement with people from a wider array of 

backgrounds. While the Doubly Disadvantaged draw moral boundaries against peers who, for 

example, purchase $200 scarves en route to class or buy “cheap $30 lobster” at lunch, the Privileged 

Poor enter college understanding that their peers’ economic freedoms do not reflect poorly on their 

inability to engage in similar activities.  

This differential preparation is not to say that the Privileged Poor’s social life is unaffected 

by their class background. They too still live in poverty’s long shadow. Problems at home—

evictions, convictions, or gang related deaths—disrupt campus life, especially for lower-income 

black and Latino undergraduates who experience greater exposure to concentrated poverty, disorder, 

and gang-related violence in their neighborhoods than their lower-income white peers (Charles, 

Dinwiddie, and Massey 2004; Massey et al. 2003). Differences between the Privileged Poor and 

Doubly Disadvantaged highlight the cultural and social contingencies of social exclusion and how 

interactions on campus shape whether undergraduates see college as liberating or restricting. 

Similarities draw attention to how lower-income students must still contend with far-reaching 

problems that come with growing up in unstable homes and distressed neighborhoods. 

Academic life is inherently social. Focusing on grades or graduation rates alone obscures this 

fact. It is not just what and whom you know, but also who knows you. Chapter 4, “Can You Sign 
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Your Book for Me,” examines how undergraduates acclimate academically to college and 

investigates how their disparate precollege experiences equip them with different orientations to and 

skills for engaging authority figures in college. This decision on how to connect with faculty—if at 

all—is an important one: engaging adults in academic contexts is a mechanism through which youth 

gain access to institutional support like recommendation letters. Yet college officials—who serve as 

gatekeepers—are biased toward those who adopt proactive engagement strategies. Consequently, 

students must navigate these tacit expectations. Some know the rules that govern academic life at 

Renowned because they are similar to those they navigated before college. Others, however, are left 

to stumble their way through with little direction.  

The Privileged Poor enter college with developed cultural repertoires akin to their middle-

class peers and, like their more affluent peers, are proactive in reaching out to college officials for 

many reasons, from academic help to the job search process. They attribute feeling entitled to 

professors’ time to lessons learned in high school and prior experiences navigating similar structural 

features like office hours. Alternatively, the Doubly Disadvantaged are more anxious and defensive 

when engaging authority. They are also more likely to report withdrawing from college officials than 

their peers. The expected style of engagement—which is distinctly different from what their parents 

preached at home and what they encountered in high school—contradicts notions of the right way 

to get ahead. To them, success should “be about the work” not about personal relationships. They 

are more meritocratic in their orientations, and argue that social networking is “for those people” 

even as they see it limiting their access to support. Through identifying the bias toward proactive 

students and the disparate engagement strategies among undergraduates, this chapter sheds new 

light on how informal university practices contribute to the reproduction of inequality. 

Money matters. So does not having it. Chapter 5, “‘I, too, am Hungry,’” focuses on structural 

exclusion—instances when specific operational features marginalize lower-income students—to 
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highlight university’s direct role in shaping social interactions and sense of belonging. Colleges can 

validate some undergraduates’ experiences while undermining others. Previous studies examining 

how school practices like tracking in Karolyn Tyson’s Integration Interrupted or subsidizing Greek life 

in Elizabeth Armstrong and Laura Hamilton’s Paying for the Party shape youth’s trajectories through 

school examine policies that are largely hidden from students even if their effects are felt daily. As a 

result, students largely accept the resulting social stratification of campus life as natural. I explore 

three university policies: hiring student-janitors with Community Detail, segregating undergraduates 

by social class through Scholarship Plus (program to help students afford social events), and closing 

cafeterias during Spring Break, to show how undergraduates do not take the stratification these 

programs engender for granted. Rather, they identify these policies as intentional, abrupt tears in the 

fabric of campus life that target them for being poor, undermining their sense of belonging.  

Both the Privileged Poor and the Doubly Disadvantaged report that these policies make them 

feel that they are at Renowned, but not of Renowned, for if they were of Renowned, they would not 

clean their peers’ bathrooms, stand in separate lines, or go hungry. These similarities underscore how 

economic capital remains required for full citizenship in college despite institutional declarations that 

money will not be a barrier to success therein. Furthermore, I show how these processes foster racial 

marginalization for black and Latino undergraduates because of the history of segregated labor 

markets (e.g., maids, janitors) and social spaces (e.g., colored versus white entrances) in America. I 

show the limits of cultural and social capital as it pertains to social integration, but also highlight the 

social and emotional costs of the institutional cultural lag between admissions policies and those that 

structure student life.  

The following is a journey to and through Renowned. I show, in novel ways, how class and 

culture shape undergraduate life. Undergraduates at Renowned invited me into their hearts and 

minds and permitted me access to their personal narratives so I could engage in larger questions 
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about equity, equality, and their absence within this democratic republic. Their experiences remind 

us that access does not guarantee inclusion, for access and inclusion  are two separate social 

processes and institutional mandates. Their words provide a way for moving not just colleges and 

universities toward creating more inclusive communities, but also for pushing us to think of policy 

reform that target neighborhoods and schools. Colleges are not isolated environments, disconnected 

from the outside world. The boundaries between town and gown are porous, and the proceeding 

analysis allows for examining how structural inequalities have and continue to have a grip on 

American society, even for those who earned admission into these bastions of privilege.  
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STANDING BEFORE THE GATES 

Conventional wisdom dictates, “You have to know where you’ve been, to know where 

you’re going.” When it comes to understanding the diverse experiences of undergraduates at elite 

colleges, the same is true. Scholars and college officials alike must examine where students come 

from—and what they have been through—to understand why undergraduates chart the paths they 

do once they reach the college’s gates. For although respondents arrive at Renowned at the same 

time, their paths to get there are quite different. 

America is inherently unequal. Children from middle and working class families typically live, 

learn, and socialize separate from one another (Carter 2012; Putnam 2015; Reardon, Fox, and 

Townsend 2015; Stephens, Markus, and Phillips 2013). While the former do so in objectively safer 

and more resourced environments, the latter must endure less secure, unstable situations (Massey 

and Denton 1993; Sampson 2012; Wilson 1987, 1996). Racial segregation, the structural linchpin of 

racial inequality (Bobo 1989; Massey 2016; O’Connor, Tilly, and Bobo 2003), further compounds 

these differences, leaving many blacks and Latinos to contend with higher rates of crime, violence, 

disorder, concentrated poverty, joblessness, and other social dislocations that undercut youth’s 

development and slows their mobility (Massey and Tannen 2016; Sampson 2009; Sampson and 

Wilson 1995; Sharkey 2013).  

Despite these longstanding and growing inequalities, everyone is expected to play the same 

game in college. The reality, however is that some undergraduates, however, have both a head start 

and insider’s knowledge while others are left to navigate new rules in a new world. To understand 

this difference, this chapter charts undergraduates’ unequal starting points. This analysis is 

purposefully descriptive. Such an analysis sheds light on why some undergraduates feel comfortable 

entering a diverse, but still predominately white and wealthy academic community, whiles others find 
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doing so to be emotionally taxing. It provides background to undergraduates’ engagement with 

faculty and college officials, which influences their acquisition of cultural and social capital in college. 

It offers context for not only why economic hardships do not end once students enter their dorms 

but also how certain campus policies exacerbate such precarious circumstances.  

The family, neighborhood, and school are gateway institutions that fuel inequality 

(Bronfenbrenner 1993; Stephens et al. 2013; Young 1999). They are youth’s launch pads into young 

adulthood. Some scholars focus on students’ access to material and symbolic resources via their 

families. Building on the work of Pierre Bourdieu (1984), scholars focus on how middle class 

parents, with their advanced degrees and economic resources, transmit valuable knowledge about 

navigating schools to their children as well as immerse them in activities that extend learning outside 

the classroom (Calarco 2011; Covay and Carbonaro 2010; Ermisch, Jäntti, and Smeeding 2012; 

Lareau 2003; Smith and Sun 2015; Weininger, Lareau, and Conley 2015). Working class parents, with 

fewer resources to draw upon, are less equipped to help their children effectively navigate 

mainstream institutions that privilege a narrow set of experiences that are simply out of the price-

range and/or outside their comfort level, leading to class differences in academic and social 

(Armstrong and Hamilton 2013; Calarco 2014a; Carr and Kefalas 2009; Lareau 2000; Rondini 2016; 

Sennett and Cobb 1993).  

As children age, the primacy of parental socialization wanes as neighborhood and school 

influences on youth’s development increase (Bronfenbrenner 1993; Furstenberg et al. 1999; Harding 

2010; Massey and Brodmann 2014). To account for this, scholars have increasingly taken an 

ecological approach that examines how factors outside the home shape academic achievement and 

social development. Massey et al. (2003), for example, show how patterns of racial segregation place 

poor, minority youth on separate and unequal paths toward college. They show that, compared to 

the objectively safer neighborhoods and more resourced schools of white and Asian students, 
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disadvantaged black and Latino neighborhoods are more likely to be scarred by the loss of life due 

to gang activity and schools are more likely to have daily disruptions of learning (Massey and Fischer 

2006). This inequality matters. Not only does it contribute to differential academic and social 

preparation, the obstacles and distractions of growing up under impoverished, segregated conditions 

continue to undercut undergraduates’ social and academic experiences in college (Charles et al. 2009, 

2004). I call lower-income understand who traveled this route to college the Doubly Disadvantaged. 

Youth, however, do not always travel along these two separate streams as they transition to 

adulthood (Eaton 2001; Jack 2014; Jack and Irwin Forthcoming; Zweigenhaft and Domhoff 1991). 

Some crisscross neighborhood boundaries for schooling and socializing after gaining access to elite 

boarding, day, and preparatory schools either through programs like A Better Chance or 

scholarships at private schools (DeLuca and Dayton 2009; Jack 2015a; Kramer 2008). These 

students, those whom I call the Privileged Poor, travel an alternative path to college that is marked 

by both poverty and privilege. They come from segregated neighborhoods where employment is 

low, drug use is high, and college is more myth than reality but attend resource-rich high schools 

with manicured lawns, staffed by teachers with terminal degrees, and filled with opportunities to 

study abroad. 

To account for the overlooked diversity in students’ paths to college—especially among 

lower-income students—I examine undergraduates’ modal experiences in their homes, 

neighborhoods, and schools (see Young 1999). I ask respondents generally about their experiences 

in each but also probe them on specific experiences like applying to college. Their answers reveal a 

troubling truth: by treating all lower-income undergraduates as a monolithic group, we have 

underestimated how differential exposure to poverty affects the Doubly Disadvantaged’s path to 

and through college and overestimated how it influences the experiences of the Privileged Poor. 

Such biased understanding of lower-income undergraduates precollege experiences has direct 
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consequences for how we best prepare for each new cohort of students who enter into our 

classrooms, labs, and offices. 

The Family 

Me and my sister have always gone to private school. My dad has been really 
involved in my education. Really involved, helping us study for the SAT. He kept us 
focused, bought us everything we need. He was like, “Tell me what you need and I 
will spend whatever money on it.” I’ve had tons of SAT tutors. Any place there was 
weakness, we would work on it. I have been studying for the SAT since the summer 
of my sophomore year. He bought me tons of books, flashcards, enrolled me in 
Kaplan courses. He was really involved. –Winter (MC,B) 
 
I am my mother. My optimism, my drive, my resilience, my freaking everything is 
because of her. She is who I am and I am who she is. The way my mom is involved 
with my education, I think, is more about character than information. –Jose (DD,L) 
 
I was raised by my mother and grandmother. I don’t remember meeting my dad until 
I was five…. [My mom] was instrumental. Until the day I left for college, every day, 
“Did you do your homework?” She always would be there to help me. As I got older 
and more independent, she didn’t really help. It was difficult for her to help me when 
I’m bringing home Algebra and Trigonometry, but she’s always been very 
supportive.” –Price (PP,B) 

 
Dorothy’s most famous line reads, “There’s no place like home.” Another famous adage 

goes, “Home is where the heart is.” Home is one’s starting point in life. Our families shape who we 

are. Some parents expose their children to worlds and cultures beyond their local address while 

some must invest significant time and energy in combating community dangers that threaten to 

break down their doors. Respondents from more affluent families typically fall into the first category 

while the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor—more often than note—fall in the second.  

Middle Class 

 Respondents from privileged backgrounds spoke about their parents being intimately 

involved in their academic lives from early childhood all the way up to choosing between colleges. 

Middle class respondents like Winter (MC,B) noted that their parents’ choice of neighborhood to 

live in and schools to attend were one of the first—and most significant—ways that parents 

involved themselves in their education. They described lengthy conversations with their parents 
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about vetting high schools with one key criterion that stood out above the rest: a school’s record for 

sending graduates to the “right” colleges. Ultimately, roughly half attended private schools. Parents, 

however, did not simply rely on hand-selected schools alone to get their children to college.  

Parents provided both general support and specific help. They edited college and scholarship 

application essays. Some simply paid others to do it for them. Describing her college search, Jessica 

(MC,B) notes, “we all sat down at the dining table and made a list of everything I needed to do. My 

father’s a Literature major so he would help me with my essays, reading them through. I had a lot of 

parental help.” Even respondents who identify as “fiercely independent” relied on their parents for 

“nitty-gritty application editing, like work-shopping essays.” 

 Middle class respondents remembered their parents encouraging them to apply broadly—

without worry of financial or geographic restraints. In addition to their own alma maters, middle 

class parents invested time, energy, and money into exposing respondents to different colleges. 

Although pressured to add more colleges to his family’s itinerary than he wanted to visit, Kramer 

(MC,B) enjoyed “the summer after my junior year” when he “visited a whole bunch of schools 

including Renowned” because it meant not choosing a college sight unseen. Some respondents are 

upfront about the privileges of having parents with knowledge of colleges and the resources to visit 

them while the stakes are low. Mari (MC,B) shares that, “both of my parents went to college and 

they were able to give me advice. After I did my essay, I asked my mom to read it over and tell me 

what she thought. My dad took me to see different colleges. I was lucky my family had the resources 

to visit colleges and tell me to think about places like Renowned and challenge myself.” 

 Sometime this immersion into college life began well before college tours. Sitting in the 

common room watching the snow accumulate in the street, Vicki, an affluent biracial student, 

shared a story with me that made her cringe and me laugh. Her father suggested that since she also 

will be graduating from Renowned like he and his wife, the three of them should get matching 
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tattoos of the seal. Vicki was not amused with the suggestion and quickly shot down the idea before 

it took flight. Like Vicki, about a quarter of middle class respondents had parents with degrees from 

Renowned and were very conscious about following in their parents’ footsteps. Moreover, they were 

aware of the benefits of their legacy status. Some reveled in it. Marie (MC,B) grew up surrounded by 

Renowned: “I have wanted to go to Renowned ever since I was a little girl. My dad went here. This 

was the first school I learned about and I grew up around here. I did a program [here] throughout 

high school.” She continues, “I knew that out of the schools I wanted to go to the most, I probably 

have the best chance of getting into Renowned, given that my father went here and he’s also on the 

faculty. So just in terms of being practical, I had the best chance here.” Antoinette’s (MC,B) 

grandfather even chided her asking, “Why are you applying to all those schools if you know you’re 

going to Renowned?” Some things were simply expected.  

But this taken-for-granted approach to attending colleges like Renowned was not always the 

case. Many respondents, including Antoinette (MC,B), noted that their parents were first generation 

college students and grew up in extreme poverty. A successful doctor now, Antoinette’s father 

attributes his start to A Better Chance placing him in school that connected students to Renowned 

and other elite colleges around the country (Zweigenhaft and Domhoff 1991). Carol (MC, B) shared 

that, “my dad was very, very poor. He was born in Birmingham and he had a lot of siblings. Their 

dad was not a good dad; he drank a lot. They were always switching house to house because couldn’t 

stay one place long. They were really poor.” When asked if they ever experienced economic 

hardships, the majority said no and pointed to their parents’ childhood for the last time anyone in 

their immediate family experienced such difficulties. There were exceptions; one respondent recalled 

that her mother “rolled pennies and spare change just to pay for basic things” during a nasty 

divorce. Nevertheless, compared to stories of fourth and fifth generation white families that are 
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common at Renowned, even some of the most affluent black families are just entering their second 

generation at Renowned. 

Middle-class respondents parents mobilized resources to ensure that college would be a 

reality, which included choosing certain neighborhoods and schools, hiring expensive tutors, 

pouring over drafts of application essays, organizing college tours, and having insiders’ knowledge 

about different schools that all lead to informed decisions about the big “next step.” As the next 

section highlights, the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor were not so fortunate. 

Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor 

 In almost one voice, both the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor discussed how 

their parents direct involvement in their education declined over time, especially as they entered 

honors, Advanced Placement, and International Baccalaureate classes. More so than the material 

being more advanced than what their parents learned, respondents lamented the growing gap 

between what academic institutions required of them and their families and what their parents could 

provide. There was so much respondents had to translate for their parents that had nothing to do 

with English proficiency.  

Unlike middle class respondents who enjoyed parental support in their academic endeavors 

and college prospects, lower-income respondents reported uneven support. Valeria’s (DD,L) mother 

was very involved early on. Limited by language barriers and a middle school education, she helped 

Valeria in the best way she knew how. With a smile, Valeria said her mom “would quiz us on our 

homework; I learned my multiplications in Spanish because of her. She would just say, ‘Cinco por 

cinco?’ I’d say, ‘Veintecinco.’ ‘Seis por siete?’ ‘Cuarenta y dos.’” When Valeria got to high school, 

and especially towards the end when college applications kept her up until 2 am, her mother 

provided emotional support and “would bring tea; I always knew they were there.” Sara (PP,L) says 

her mother could not help with academic assignments after elementary school but she invested 
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tremendous amounts of time in her: “Since fourth grade, my mom and I woke up at 5:30 am. She 

has gotten me ready and to the bus stop. I’m just like, ‘Thank you so much for waking up at 5:30.’ I 

don’t know how I did it, much less you who had to cook, get stuff ready in the morning, and 

support my extracurriculars.”  

Sacrificing financially was the way that respondents often spoke about how their parents 

prepared the family for college. So invested in her education beyond high school and overjoyed that 

she aspired to college, Miranda’s (DD,L) father vowed to “sell the house.” He told her, “Whatever 

you do, just don’t worry about money.” Similarly, when talking about how her mother and father 

worked multiple jobs throughout her childhood to move out of the housing projects and into a 

home, Stephanie (PP,L) shared that “we live beyond our means [but] it’s living beyond our means 

for the sake of investing in our education.” 

Hurdles to college for the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor, however, did 

sometimes begin at home. Some respondents’ families were not a help, but rather a hindrance. In 

high school, Diego (DD,W) made it clear to his teachers that he “never wanted to go home” 

because his mother kept “getting DUIs and the police stay at my house…. She was one person 

during the day and then, by night, transform, always covered in bruises because she would always fall 

when she’s drunk.” Diego learned early on that he had to fend for himself, unable to rely on his 

alcoholic mother or father who “was always the obstacle. I’d want to do things. He’s like ‘No. I 

don’t want to waste money.’ The way he spent his money was not ways that prioritize children first 

or even second, third, or fourth.” Diego explains that women and drugs took precedence: “my dad’s 

third wife, my second step mom, used to be an escort, was big into the crystal meth. My dad got a 

crystal meth conviction and had another DUI.”  

Missy (DD,L) lived with her half-sister’s aging aunt and uncle. Her mother was forced to 

informally give up custody when she spent more time out drinking instead of home taking care of 
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her three kids. Despite her mother’s abandonment and other abuses, when Missy got college 

acceptance letters, especially to Renowned, she wanted to share the good news with her. 

Unfortunately, her mother avoided her calls and other attempts to see her. When Missy finally found 

her, her mother’s message broke her heart: “That’s good baby but, you know, I was really smart 

when I was your age and then I got pregnant. I don’t want you to think school is everything and 

that’s all that matters.” Similarly, Javier (PP,L) had to distance himself from a home broken by 

incarceration and substance abuse:  

I grew up with my mom; my father was incarcerated. There’s one early memory of me 
watching basketball with him and then my next memory is him in an orange jumpsuit. 
Relationship with my mom got really rocky; she’s an alcoholic. She was always out late at 
night, very promiscuous. By high school, it got violent [at home]. Sometimes I would go to 
the school and just sleep in the gym there. In terms of my education, my mom barely spoke 
English; couldn’t help me on any homework but she knew the value of education in a self-
deprecating way. She would be like, “Don’t be like me. Don’t be dumb like me. Go to 
school. I don’t want you to be stupid like me.” But I can’t take that away from my mom; she 
was a hustler. She always found a way to put something on the table for me to eat but her 
alcoholism got worse and her maternal duties fades to the background. Her priorities [were] 
finding a new man…. I was no longer priority for her. 

 
 While middle class respondents described their families as being focused on college as one 

long term goal, both the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor describe their parents as having 

more immediate concerns to contend with, specifically battling neighborhood woes and minimizing 

disruptions in daily life brought upon by financial strain. In Joshua’s (DD,B) home, his mother 

preached “‘Yahweh or the highway.’ Given where we lived, the sort of asceticism that came from 

the faith kept me out of a lot of stuff that would have prevented me from coming here… I could 

very easily be at home with a child to be honest.” In addition to trying to keep negative influences at 

bay, respondents noted how their parents all but forbade playing outside. As early as elementary 

school, Belinda (DD,L) stopped hanging out outside because one friend, who “was my age, I had 

him in some classes, my parents didn’t want us hanging out with them; in fifth grade, they were 

doing drugs, smoking, and not doing good stuff.” Commenting on limited connections to 
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neighborhood friends, Michele (PP,L) put it simply: “I never really had neighborhood peers… my 

mom didn’t let me talk to those people” who catcalled women, smoked, drank, and got into fights 

that made her scared to walk down the street for fear they too might be a target. 

Very limited financial resources translates into more problems for the Doubly 

Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor. Their families often struggled to put food on the table and keep 

the heat on during the winter. Anna (DD,L) thanks her parents for being “really supportive of my 

education,” especially her dad who “would always help me with my homework. I was really shy; he 

would help me at public speaking: like, ‘OK Anna, stand up on the table and then say it.” But often 

economic hardships monopolized their attention: “we were really struggling, it was hard to even 

keep food in the house; I remember we didn’t have electricity for two weeks in May. Even though 

it’s starting to warm up, it’s still cold. I remember bundling up in my covers and it being so cold. We 

didn’t have heat. We didn’t have lights.” Elise (DD,W) faced financial hardships and received no 

support from her family in her academic endeavors. Her father abused her physically, her extended 

family disowned her, and her mother struggled to makes ends meet amidst long periods of being 

hospitalized. Consequently, they were evicted several times, forcing them to live in at least “9 

different houses in an 8 year span” that she can remember because “I’ve lost track of how many 

places we’ve lived in.” Like Anna, she hated the winter months because from “October to March, 

we’d have no heat or hot water; it was that type of thing.” Sometimes relief came, but it came in the 

form of charity. She grew to resent always having to rely on others. This resentment shapes how she 

views of asking for help today:  

We’ve gotten food baskets from churches, the Gospel Tree. Do you know what that is? 
There’s a kid. He’ll be on a Bible. It’ll have his name and a gift he wants for Christmas. We 
were on that; that’s the only way we had Christmas. We’ve had help from a lot of different 
sources, always someone different. I absolutely hate, to the point where I just completely. I 
wouldn’t even let my boyfriend buy, my phone broke, and I wouldn’t let him buy me one for 
my birthday just because I hate for anyone that I care about to have connections to finances 
cause there’s always a struggle and I don’t want them to think that that’s why I am friends 
with them, why I want them in my life. There’s so many times in our life, the people in our 
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life we’ve had to use for reasons other than just we love having them in our life and that’s 
something that I’ve hated my whole life.  

 
As Ariana (DD,L) put it, sometimes it seemed that her family mantra was “robamos de la mano 

izquierda para dar a la derecha.”3 Michele (PP,L) says that “we may not have had everything but we 

were rich in love; that was really what matters in the end” but “we actually got evicted from our 

apartment. We became homeless. I wrote my [college] essay about that, that struggle, which is 

terrible because your mother is crying everyday. We never knew if we had a home. We’re about to 

get kicked out from my friend’s place, just series of things.” Vivian (DD,L), proud of what she 

overcame to get to Renowned but visibly angered by some of the obstacles faced, revealed that her 

family would steal toilet paper from local McDonald’s. Shaniqua (DD,B) took showers at public 

facilities when the shelters she and her mother frequented proved too dangerous for a young, 

adolescent girl. As many respondents noted, there was often more month at the end of the money. 

As Anne (PP,W) shared, “I don’t have to be that rich but I know that I have to get a normal job 

because I don’t want to be like my mom. My mom is miserable and I know that. I have no pretense 

about the romanticism of being poor or struggling. There’s nothing romantic about that.” 

 Lastly, lower-income respondents, specifically Latino students, discussed how immigration 

status shaped their trajectories to college. A number of Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor 

respondents reported that their parents were undocumented and that they lived with the constant 

threat that their parents would be deported. Carolina (DD,L) said that the fear was always there: 

“My parents are undocumented. That has really had an effect on me. I was actually explaining this to 

a freshmen that it was scary, the fact that you never know when your parents aren’t going to be there 

anymore because they could easily… something could happen. They could easily not be there. We 

have to have a lot of emergency plans: if this happens, call this person and this person. That’s kind 

of how my childhood was.” Nick (PP,L) had to put his emergency plans into action. With a 
                                                
3 The family saying translates to, “stealing from the left hand to give to the hand.” 
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hardened look on his face, he recounts, “My parents were arrested and tagged for deportation. We 

basically… I didn’t have parents, any parents, for a year.” 

 Lower-income respondents’ families could provide general support but not specific advice 

on how to achieve their goal of a college degree. Sadly, some parents invested their energies and 

limited funds on vices that made their children’s paths to college even more difficult and uncertain.  

The Neighborhood 

The neighborhood I grew up in is the most wonderful neighborhood ever…. There 
would be neighborhood potlucks. It was a special community.” –Mari (MC,B) 

 
We weren’t allowed to walk the streets…. Definitely crime. The cops are out; they 
have a new patrol unit and they circle the area all the time. Gunshots no longer 
bother me because you hear it and you’re like, “Oh that’s just a gunshot.” I knew the 
difference between a gunshot and firecracker.” –Lindsie (DD,B) 

 
A lot of people got shot. The first hot day of the summer, you always know 
someone’s going to get shot or stabbed. I lost a lot of people to violence. I lost a 
friend, he was stabbed to death… his buddy killed him. I’m not really over that 
death. He lived in the place that was the crack house. He lived on the first floor. The 
second floor was where they made it, sold it. –Ogun (PP,L) 

 
Neighborhoods are more than a collection of homes and shops, more than uneven sidewalks 

and winding roads. Some communities protect us from hurt, harm, and danger while others place us 

in the thick of them (Sampson 2009, 2012). This process is not random, but rather is highly 

racialized and connected to historical patterns of exclusion (Massey and Denton 1993; Oliver and 

Shapiro 1995a; Sharkey 2013). Some families know that life in privileged enclaves means that their 

children will traverse objectively safe streets; have access to good schools; and be surrounded by 

neighbors who can provide help with calculus, give advice on colleges, and supply more than the 

proverbial cup of sugar. Other families know life in locales where stray bullets are constant worries 

and harassment from members of local gangs is an ever-present concern. Again, these ecological 

dissimilarities, which are further amplified by race, matter not just for property values, but also for 

cognitive and social functioning, development, and physical health (Charles et al. 2004; Sampson, 
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Sharkey, and Raudenbush 2008; Sampson and Wilson 1995; Sharkey 2010; Wodtke, Harding, and 

Elwert 2011). Middle class respondents describe life in the former while the Doubly Disadvantaged 

and Privileged outline how they endured the latter. 

Middle Class 

 As respondents noted earlier, middle class families used their resources to secure residence 

in desirable neighborhoods. Ashley (MC,B), who hails from the Midwest, sits up a little straighter on 

the couch when discussing her neighborhood, clearly proud of her family’s success to be one of the 

only black families in the wealthy, white community. She says, “my block is… I live in a new house, 

this doesn’t sound really relevant but most of the houses around there are 100 years old. My parents 

bought the house while its still being built so they got to decide stuff in the house.” Marie (MC,B) 

reveals that she lives “in the oldest part, many of our homes are pretty old, at least 100 years old. 

They’re pretty large. Pretty affluent neighborhood. We, right now, are the only family of color 

there.” The age of the housing stock was a marker of neighborhood quality that I was not 

accustomed to hearing from respondents.  

The majority of middle class respondents describe their neighborhood as safe, even if 

freedom from neighborhood problems made life “cookie cutter.” As Brittany laments, it is “boring, 

suburban, I don’t know, its just suburbia. It’s really boring. People walking their dogs, people 

running, the one lady that would push her dog on a stroller.” Beyonce (MC,B) talks about how her 

neighborhood was family friendly and community oriented. 

My neighborhood is a suburban, middle class neighborhood. Growing up we were really, 
really close. Almost everyone has kids so we all be outside playing football or playing 
basketball. Always be at another neighbor’s house and just like gather and eat dinner. Yeah, a 
very tight knit community. As we got older things kind of started to change, but we’re still 
like if we need something, we can still go to our neighbor. The majority of us had been there 
since the development was built so grew up together. 
Tony: If we would take a walk down the street that you frequented a lot in the 
neighborhood, what will we see? 
Beyonce: See like well-kept lawns, shrubbery like all that kind of stuff. Cookie cutter, 
suburban homes and there was like no graffiti there is not really like littering or anything like 
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that. It is like a quiet family, family safe like neighborhood.  
 
Community was central to respondents’ discussion of their neighborhood. They felt comfortable at 

home and at ease relying on community members when they needed something. After laughing that 

his neighborhood was “all white. All white,” Joe (MC,B) said that he and his neighbors were 

“conversationally close.” For Joe, it was enough that everybody got along and came together once a 

year for parties. 

Being surrounded by neighbors with advanced degrees also gave respondents access to 

academic support and information about college from sources outside of their family. Madeline 

(MC,B) describes her community as tightknit where, in addition to always seeing “so many people 

walk dogs [and] a lot of people jogging,” her neighbors’ cardio workout sometimes included digging 

out their car after snowstorms: “the thing I like about my neighborhood is that you can easily 

depend on the people that we live around if you need something. Multiple times, our neighbor, 

shoveled us out just out of the kindness of their hearts” Moving beyond snow removal, they offered 

academic help. The families she babysat for were professors and physicians who, when it came to 

academic matters “always offered, he was a chemistry professor, he always offered to help with my 

any chem or math because I’m such a humanities person. He and his wife offered, which is really 

nice.” Marie (MC,B) offered an interesting story about how neighborhood ties actually factored into 

her applying to Renowned that went beyond help studying for SAT subject tests and reading over 

essays as other respondents received from neighbors. Marie laughs, “It’s funny, my neighbor, was 

one of the Renowned interviewers at my high school. He was talking to me a lot. He couldn’t have 

me because conflict of interest, I babysat his kids since they were born. He couldn’t have me but he 

and I talked a lot about Renowned. Yeah, I was just like, ‘What do you think about when you do 

these rubrics?’ Just stuff like that.” 
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 Respondents noted, however, that although they lived in safer environments, trouble was 

not always far away (Pattillo-McCoy 1999). If they traveled outside the boundaries of their 

neighborhood, the landscape became dicey. Moreover, some of their immediate family members live 

in those less safe locales and respondents reported spending time with those family members. Jessica 

(MC,B) explains that even though she is “indifferent toward my neighborhood” because it was just 

another suburb. She was aware, however, of differences in what she endured compared to her 

grandmother who lives nearby: 

My neighborhood, we’re not a very tight knit community. It’s a nice neighborhood because 
there’s not any physical crime that I’ve ever seen. We live in a very busy street; there’s 
constant traffic even though it’s a residential area. Generally, I feel pretty safe. If you go 
about two minutes though, there’s a kind of sketchy neighborhood. There’s a very blatant 
divide: there’s the nicer part of the city, and then the rougher part of town. I live right on the 
cusp. I don’t witness any violence or drugs. Although we do have some frat boys that just 
moved into the house across the street; they’re constantly partying and being obnoxious. We 
had to call the police several times just because they’re very rowdy at 3 in the morning. Both 
my parents worked full time so I spent most of the time in my grandmother’s house; she 
lives in the rough part. Although when she bought her house it was not the rougher part of 
town; it’s just white flight. So now it’s predominantly black and Latino neighborhood. Her 
neighborhood was rough, a lot of violence, a lot of kids riding around not involved in any 
programs just getting into trouble.  

 Middle-class respondents enjoyed safe streets to ride their bikes, jog, and play sports. They 

felt secure. They felt comfortable. Their neighborhood aided them—implicitly and explicitly—on 

their paths toward Renowned.   

Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor 

For lower-income respondents, housing options were far more restricted. Their parents 

often settled on places they could afford, many of whom did so with government assistance like 

Section 8. The Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor report navigating neighborhood dangers 

that made them feel unsafe, tore families apart, and made it hard for them to concentrate on abstract 

things when “real problems” stared them right in the face. 

 Lower-income respondents, especially black and Latino respondents, disproportionately 

described their neighborhoods as overwhelmingly poor, predominantly minority, and generally 
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unsafe. Jessie (PP,B) laments how her home is the “typical MLK Boulevard story,” before describing 

it as black, poor, and riddled with criminal activity that kept her inside.4 Charlotte (DD,B) says, “I 

have seen everything: people strung out, condoms, graffiti.” One lower-income Latina informant 

shared that when it comes to her neighborhood, “I dislike… the lack of everything” before 

enumerating the problems that “inner city life” brought to her doorsteps.  

Talking about life back home, Diego (DD,W) says he does not “want to say it’s the worse 

neighborhood but, I don’t know, you shouldn’t walk around at night.” Clearly torn between 

accurately describing his community and playing into stereotypical portrayals, he continues,  

There are definitely gangs. You hear people, occasionally, getting stabbed. There’s always 
something on the news. Always sirens. Always police. But I mean it’s not like… I feel like if 
you stay out of trouble or if you aren’t participating then like it’s not necessarily like… I 
don’t know. It’s not as bad as it is portrayed to be. I made a lot of bad choices. I would run 
around at 13 to egg people’s houses with my friends. I’m lucky; my friends were involved in 
more shit than I was. None of it hit me at the wrong place at the wrong time. Crack whores 
would approach me when I was 14, asked me to go with them or if I had money. It is not a 
good neighborhood. People would be smoking weed, you can smell it everywhere, which is 
fine; but it was just everywhere. If you want drugs, in middle school, I can tell you where to 
buy drugs, which is sad. I feel like I’m a product of my neighborhood. My neighborhood was 
a good tempering of where I didn’t want to go, things I learned I didn’t want to do.  
Tony: So if I would walk down a street you frequented in your neighborhood, what would I 
see? 
Diego: You would see a lot of rundown buildings, graffiti on any big walls, but other than 
that people walking around in groups. There are these parks, that’s where you especially 
don’t want to go at night because that’s where people would do drug deals. If people were 
planning to fight, that’s where it would be.  

 
When it comes to navigating local streets, Diego reports being on constant alert. He learned early on 

that there were places to avoid unless you wanted what you would find there. Diego believes that he 

was extremely lucky that he never got “caught up” in anything too serious unlike his peers who were 

lost to the streets or to prison.  

 Even when respondents tried to avoid getting involved, they often found themselves in the 

thick of things. Like Diego, Stacy (DD,B) recalls the need to be hyper-vigilant. Although she used to 
                                                
4 This speaks to Comedian Chris Rock’s joke that “I don’t give a fuck where you are in America, if you’re on Martin 
Luther King Boulevard, there’s some violence going down.” 
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be able to play in front of her house, things changed as her neighborhood peers began using drugs 

and got involved in gang life. She explains,  

Every blue moon my mom would tell us to get down. You have to lay on the floor until she 
thought everything was clear. That day my friend got shot, I didn’t hear gunshots. Her uncle 
got into it with another gang and they just started shooting up the house. She was there. He 
was shooting back obviously, which is really stupid when you got kids in the house. There 
would always be stuff. I remember my elementary school, which was 8-9 blocks from my 
house, we had to be on lock down. Some guy raped a woman. I remember always being 
scared to walk home because we had to walk home alone. What I was most scared of 
growing up were rapists and sexual predators because you would hear that a lot. My grandma 
was really bad about telling us what was on the news, which is good, telling us what’s going 
on, but it makes kids paranoids. On a separate occasion, walking home and this guy yelling at 
my sister like, “Ay,” following us in his car. This was the most vivid memory I have: walking 
outside my own house and this guy just pulled up and beckoned us to his car. I was right in 
front of my own house. I went back in the house but for some reason I remember being too 
scared to tell my mom what happened.  

 
In her house, in her yard, and en route to school, Stacy had to keep her head on a swivel. She often 

focus her attentions on what danger may come her way.  

Nicole (PP,B) recalls having to intervene in one particular altercation because what she saw 

traumatized her. Sadly, she knew that doing so put her at risk of retaliation from neighbors as well as 

scorn from her own family. She notes,  

In high school, the family who lived across the street from me, it was a mom and two aunts, 
beat the crap out of this 15-year-old girl. They’re in the street beating this girl. I ended up 
calling the police. My family was like, “Don’t call! Don’t get involved!” I’m like, “No! We 
can’t just sit like this. This is not okay. You can’t do this.” Things like that happen all the 
time. All the time. 

 
Similarly, Clarissa (PP,L) hated how the Section 8 projects, which were less than a five minute walk 

from her home, brought “police cars every single weekend ‘cause something always happened 

whether it be a murder or a burglary.” Many lower-income respondents were personally touched by 

death to gang violence. As if describing one of the ending scenes to Boyz N the Hood, Clarissa recalls 

how the community’s hope and star recruit was struck down hours after learning he received a 

scholarship: “my best friend’s boyfriend was actually shot and killed cause they thought he was 
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someone else. It was really messed up. It happened the day he found out he got a full scholarship to 

play football. It was such a mess. Another one of my really good friends, her ex-boyfriend killed 

someone else.”  

Physical violence was an ever-present concern. Missy (DD,L) says, “The east side was like a 

war zone.” She explains, 

Everybody is ready to fight. We would walk at parks after school and people were just 
fighting. My good friend asked me if I wanted to be a crew leader for [a gang]. He was like, 
“Yeah, the other girl a crew leader right now.” And I asked him like, “What would have to 
happen?” He was like, “You have to get beat up for a minute or get diced.”  
Tony: What’s diced? 
Missy: Dicing is where someone rolls the dice and no matter what number it lands on, that’s 
how many people get to gangbang a girl, you know…. I honestly saw people like running to 
fight each other. And Crips and Bloods were real big. The Kings too. 

 
Fortunate for Missy, a friend intervened so that neither the beating nor the dicing occurred. Offers 

like this were not a one-time occurrence, however.  

 Two differences emerged with respect to exposure to particular neighborhood problems: 

gender and time. Gender differences arose in how lower-income respondents experienced their 

neighborhoods. Whereas male respondents focused on the constant worry of being recruited to be 

in a gang or facing retaliation for rejecting any affiliations, female respondents discussed spending 

energies dealing with predatory men.  

Male respondents needed to state their case for not joining a particular gang but had to do it 

carefully so as not to offend. For if they did not show the right balance of deference and 

assertiveness, they could easily switch from recruit to target. Manuel (DD,L) discuses constantly 

fearing random attacks from the young men in his neighborhood:  

I never felt proud of my community. I never felt proud of it. I felt isolated. I was scared. 
Even now, I’m still scared. 
Tony: Scared of what? 
Manuel: The violence, especially being a male Latino, there’s definitely high gang activity 
between Bloods, Crips, Latin Kings, and MS. The people I lived with, all of them are gang 
members. I understand where they come from and everything. I understand why they join 
gangs. Fine, just as long as I’m not affiliated, though they assumed I would be. My mom 
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would be afraid I’d be caught up in a drive-by.… I never, I didn’t really like to go outside.  
 
Again, limiting time outside was a common strategy. Emeka (DD,B) spoke of restricting himself to 

his house because he always worried that one of the guys, to prove himself, would “try him,” 

meaning that someone would pick a fight with him just for the sake of fighting the person who left 

the neighborhood behind. In fact, even as a college junior, Emeka does not wear any school 

paraphernalia at home because he feels doing so would just expand the target on his back.  

The women also spoke about fear of physical violence, specifically highlighting the sexual 

nature of the threat. Valeria (DD,L) hated the catcalling and the fear that it instilled in her: 

This is probably the case in any low-income neighborhood, but it’s a lot of catcalling. As a 
woman, I don’t like walking around there. This never happens here at Renowned. It’s 
something I totally take for granted here: I can actually walk around the street and not feel 
like anyone’s going to conquer. Whereas in my neighborhood I definitely, any woman, like 
no matter how old or young, probably starts as young as like 11 years old, you walk around 
and like there’s older guys in cars who honk and they’ll holler at you… call you out in 
Spanish, “Hola, mami, blah blah.” I’ve talked to some guys about it like, “Isn’t that like a 
compliment. Isn’t that a good thing?” And I’m like, “No! It doesn’t feel good. Ugly, fat 
Mexican guys calling you and you’re 13.” I get objectified in that way. It’s weird to say the 
word “objectified.” But that’s sort of what it is. 

 
Feeling safe while walking was one of the biggest differences between home and Renowned. 

Similarly, Michele (PP,L) quickened her pace to deal with the “man that just stayed there”: “every 

time I had to go to the train station, I walk really fast until I get to the train.” Being forced to run 

track in high school came in particular handy. 

 With respect to how poverty shapes one’s development, length of exposure matters 

(Bronfenbrenner 1993; Wodtke et al. 2011). One key difference between the Doubly Disadvantaged 

and Privileged Poor came not from neighborhood conditions but rather in time spent in them over 

the life course (Jack 2015a). Up until late middle school, both the Doubly Disadvantaged and 

Privileged Poor had similar relationships with those in their neighborhoods as well as spent similar 

amounts of time in them. When the Privileged Poor entered private school, most doing so in ninth 

grade, neighborhood ties weakened, especially as the Privileged Poor’s social hubs became their new 
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school and their primary social network became their new classmates (Jack 2014). Sara (PP,L) notes 

that she does not know many of her neighborhood peers because “the last year I attended my local 

public school was in third grade. After that, I lost my ties. I guess it’s because I went to school [far 

away], so I had my own thing, I would come back late and then be like, ‘I want to eat, I need to do 

homework’ I would have my own schedule, so I never had the time nor really the desire to go to so 

and so’s house down the street. I didn’t know them and I did not have the time.” 

 Lower-income respondents share similar neighborhood conditions. They are predominately 

poor where few people worked and neighborhood problems ran almost unchecked. And especially 

for black and Latino respondents, their communities were highly segregated, which only exacerbated 

problems associated concentrated poverty. The young men feared being swept up into gang life and 

the young women feared being molested by idle, predatory men. One difference between the 

Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor is that, around late adolescence, they began to 

experience their neighborhoods differently because their private schools not only placed them in 

different parts of the city for school but also placed them in different social networks.  

High School 

I was brought into thinking critically about everything, always looking at things not 
as right or wrong, or good or bad, but always on a continuum, look at things in many 
shades of gray. I feel like I was very well prepared. I would say as far as the thinking 
and the process, I’ve learned a lot. –Justin (MC,B) 

 
We had very weird circumstances where they overcrowded classes and combined 
levels. Honors and AP Government were being taught by the same teacher, at the 
same time in the same classroom –Callie (DD,W) 

 
Most students are very affluent, CEOs, owners of major corporations; very 
successful, wealthy families go there. The education I got was phenomenal. Smaller 
class sizes, teachers had office hours pretty much like how they have them here. You 
could go after school and schedule appointments and develop relationships with 
teachers outside the classroom. You could talk about academics, but you could also 
just talk about anything. Teachers were very personable, especially if you were 
ambitious ‘cause they would put in even more effort, push you even more. The 
relationships that you built with faculty were powerful. That’s another thing that sets 
my school apart from schools I could have gone to. –Clarissa (PP,B) 
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High schools are powerful socializing institutions (Bowles and Gintis 2011; Carter 2012; 

Cookson and Persell 1985; Mehan 2012; Nunn 2014; Tyson 2011). Undergraduates rely on cultural 

competences they developed before college—especially in their high schools—to navigate academic 

and social life in college (Armstrong and Hamilton 2013; Jack 2016). Middle class respondents 

report attending resource-rich, predominately white high schools where teachers were welcoming 

and make themselves available. They also felt safe and protected going to school each day. In fact, 

many took safety for granted. The Doubly Disadvantaged endure almost the polar opposite. Their 

schools are majority minority. Some black and Latino Doubly Disadvantaged respondents note how 

college was the first time they had a white or Asian classmate. Their schools are underfunded and 

overcrowded and teachers worked to maintain order rather than developing independent thinkers. 

The Privileged Poor, however, attend some of the most elite boarding, day, and preparatory schools 

in their city, state, and even the country. They were not just the only racial and/or socioeconomic 

minority in their honors classes, but also one of the few underrepresented minorities in the entire 

school. Their teachers are often the alumni from highly ranked colleges and are likely to have 

terminal degrees from those same institutions. Their schools also connect luxuries like study abroad 

programs to coursework, academic enrichment well beyond the classroom (and even US borders).   

Middle Class 

Resource-rich and free from disorder: common descriptors of their high schools from 

middle class respondents. They described their schools as fostering independent thinking, 

developing their academic and social interests, and privileging holistic advising. This commonality is 

not surprising given that their parents spent time and money ensuring that their children attended 

the best schools.  

 With respect to demographics, middle class respondents attended schools that were mostly 

white or racially mixed. Chuckling, one respondent said that her schools were wealthy and “white, all 
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white.” Jessica (MC,B), who graduated from a local private school, described how “privilege and 

white people” were simply part of her academic life. Still some attended boarding schools with 

classmates “from 49 states and 37 countries” and were exposed to different cultures beginning in 

ninth grade. Madeline (MC,B) provides a Goldilocks description of her local, public high school: not 

too big and not too small. For her, it was just right. Although mostly white and upper-middle class, 

she recalls, “I’ve been to birthday parties that are in trailer parks but I’ve also been to birthday 

parties in mansions, with indoor, salt water pools. It’s actually absurd the amount of variation in 

class.” Beyond her peers, she reports her school made it a priority to develop students’ interests. 

Madeline noted that her high school permitted her space to explore her racial identity and provided 

resources and institutional support to do so, especially as the school itself grappled with what it 

means to have a diverse student body. Biracial but raised by her single, white mother, Madeline 

knew little of black culture. With the help of an administrator, she placed race front and center of 

her high school experiences:  

In high school I had a really great administrator who was African American and worked with 
kids in our school who were any sort of racial minority to help them integrate themselves 
into a place that was so white, so upper-middle class. There was definitely a rift in my high 
school, at least racially. He, in my senior year, helped me to start a speaker series focusing on 
what black identity was in our community. We had film screenings. We had discussion 
groups. We did volunteer activities together. That was the first opportunity for me to 
acknowledge, “Yes I am black. Yes I do belong. This is ok for me to talk about.” That was 
really, really a powerful changing experience in my life.  

 
Respondents described connecting with faculty beyond course material as a staple part of their high 

school experience. As Kramer (MC,B) recalls, “during the summer, me and my friends would go and 

visit some of my high school teachers and chill.” 

 Students who attended private schools reported having even more support and institutional 

resources at their disposal. For example, Carol (MC,B) attended a school that was diverse but still 

most of her classmates were white and from privileged backgrounds. Reflecting on her transition to 

Renowned, she notes that Renowned is “more globally diverse in terms of who’s here, but in general 
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though, very similar. I felt that the transition from there to here was pretty seamless.” We share a 

laugh when talking about her high school and the resources at her disposal: “So, we had two or three 

different computer labs and full library [for] 230 kids. We had the Mac library and the PC lab.” This 

may seem trivial at first glance, but for a school of 230 to have three computer labs—divided by 

operating system to meet students’ preferences—it gives a sense of the resources and attention it 

dedicates to its students. Carol said the investment in making the school a place “for them” did not 

end with computer preference. Rather, it was integrated into every aspect of the school: “They were 

very big on making sure that we had a lot of guidance and that we knew everything that was going 

on and knew there’s a lot of help and a lot of support that came from the school.” 

To get a better sense of the academic and social climate of the schools, students spoke about 

their college application process. Josh (MC,B) says students at his high school were really 

competitive when it comes to admissions because everyone applied to the same top colleges and 

universities. But the school made it easy for everyone to put their best feet forward: “We did have 

meetings. With maybe a class of 93, three college, three or four college counselors. They had 

meetings with us and our parents pretty early on. It was junior fall.” Not only did the process start 

early, counselors—with their load of roughly 25-35 students each—involved parents from the 

beginning. Brittany (MC,B) integrates the upkeep of the campus, which has a lake running through 

it, the technology the school made available, and the abundance of academic support into what gave 

her an advantage: “I have fantastic teachers and amazing college counseling department. Our 

facilities were beautiful, like beautiful…. Every single room has smart boards. And seats have the 

computer; they’re awesome.” Going further, she describes the four-year college application process. 

Most people have a really stressful application process but I didn’t. I don’t like to stress out 
about things (laughs). I went to a college prep school. Our college counseling process began 
freshmen year. We have to start looking into things, but it definitely ramped up junior year. 
We have to make list of colleges that we have to apply to. We had to start writing surveys, 
like a million surveys, just for our college counselor to know us so they could write us better 
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letters of recommendation. I remember we have to complete 14 questions and each 
questions have a response at least about 500 words. It’s really annoying. 
Tony: Wow. That’s intense.  
Brittany: Yeah; everyone left it to the last minute. They also have part for our parents to 
complete. It was like 5 questions ‘cause they really wanted to make sure that the letter of 
recommendation was as personal as possible. Each college counselor had 30 students that 
they focused on. That definitely helped ‘cause you’ve got to know your college counselor. 
Senior year, first semester, I probably met with him once a week just because I wanted to.  
 

College placement was the goal but placement in top colleges was the ultimate objective. Her school 

invested in and built an infrastructure around college advising to ensure that seniors had what they 

needed and counselors had details about students and their families. Additionally, Brittany’s 

guidance counselor was the former dean of admissions at a top-15 college before retiring to a life 

with less travel and recruitment events. The whole purpose of this holistic, longitudinal advising was 

so that applying to college was a streamlined, informed process.  

 Lastly, a number of middle-class respondents benefited from an additional benefit when 

applying to college: home field advantage during interviews. Unsurprisingly, they did not question 

this practice. For them, interviewers driving up to their campus and taking over unused classrooms 

was simply part of yearly ritual just like convocation and graduation. Marie (MC,B) says that because 

she attended a “traditional feeder school” to Renowned there are certain privileges she enjoys: 

My school has so many kids apply to Renowned that interviewers actually come to campus. 
The guidance counseling office brought in a ton of interviewers. There were 90 applicants 
my year out of a class of 190. About half the grade applies to Renowned. 
Tony: How many get in? 
Marie: I think 16?  
Tony: Did you know all the people from your school who came here with you? 
Marie: Yeah. My interviewer was an alum of the college. It was pretty chill. My school does 
a really good job of preparing you for that. They have interview office hours. You want to go 
have a fake interview with a college counselor, they’ll do it with you. I think those parts of a 
practical education that I think are sort of unfair but you know, what can you do about it? In 
that we have resources to have four college counselors for a 180 kids. Every college 
counselor has to meet with a student a certain amount of times. If you can’t fit it in your 
schedule, they have to make it work. There’s no opportunity to fall through the cracks. 
 

Like many middle class respondents, Marie describes an advsing security blanket built college 

counseling at her school. Her school had the resources to make it so.  
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 Middle class respondents describe their high schools as places where they could flourish, 

academically and socially. Their schools presented them with opportunities to expand their horizons 

and invest in activities or projects that extended learning outside the classroom. Sometimes this 

learning took them outside the country.  

Doubly Disadvantaged 

The Doubly Disadvantaged do not attend schools with abundant resources. In fact, it is 

quite the opposite. Their schools are woefully underfunded and often overlooked (Kozol 1991; Ryan 

2010). Teachers, who must double as social workers and educators, focus their energies more on 

maintaining order than nurturing independent thought especially as family and neighborhood 

problems enter the schoolyard and the classroom. This is not to say that all teachers gave up on 

helping their students to achieve their goals for investing in them and encouraging them to apply to 

college. Both Melanie (DD,L) and Diego (DD,W), for example, praise their amazing teachers. In the 

same breath, however, they lament how their mentors dealt with problems like ever-changing 

administrations and constant budget cuts that eventually wore them down. 

Lack of resources—and the resulting hardship—was an ever-present concern that teachers 

and students had to contend with in their daily lives. Callie (DD,W) said that “the building’s falling 

apart… we used to have trash buckets in the hallway to catch the tar dripping from the ceiling.” 

Moving beyond general upkeep, Ariana (DD,L) describes her school as “a really interesting place 

because there are different tracks [and] depending on track, your experience was very different.” 

Although in honors classes, Ariana was not exempt from enduring the hardships of a neglected high 

school. She explains:  

I had one regular class, health, because it’s a graduation requirement. I realized how some 
teachers really don’t care. They just let students, seriously, do whatever they wanted. There 
was no motivation. My classrooms, which were built for 30 kids max, we fit 50. My average 
class had 40 to 50…. In some classrooms, actually its really bad, there weren’t even enough 
desks for students. There were people sitting by the lab stations or sitting on tables. In one 
of my classrooms, we’d switch off. The problem was usually towards the beginning of the 
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year when everyone actually goes to class. Afterwards, people skip class and then just sit the 
absent person’s seat. One of the things we always complained about were the textbooks 
because they were always falling apart.  

 
Despite it all, she and her classmates “had a lot of school spirit.” The expression of school spirit 

revealed the prevalence of disorder in the school. They organized school spirit campaigns around 

reporting vandals who tagged5 the school.  

Shortfalls in money from the state remained an obstacle. Isabel’s (DD,L) school began 

cutting things to save money. It began with extracurriculars. Eventually all clubs were disbanded. 

When these cuts were not enough, administrators placed things on the chopping block that most 

people take for granted.  

They started cutting band. They cut music and the arts. Then, high school just ten 
extracurriculars, when we use to have a lot more. They started cutting here and there; the 
lights were off in like the hallways. 
Tony: Wait, say that again. 
Isabel: The lights were turned off in the hallways. I mean we could still see from classrooms 
that are lit. I thought it was normal, like intervals of darkness. 
 

Sadly, the darkness in the hallways matched (perhaps amplified) how depressed Isabel felt going to 

school everyday. Teachers told students, even those in honors classes, that it would be fruitless for 

them to dream of making it beyond the boundaries of their neighborhood. With her head lowered, 

she says, “the expectations are just very low.” Recalling applying to college, she says,  

At that point I was feeling very overwhelmed, like, “If this doesn’t go right I really am 
doomed.” That’s what I have been preparing for my whole life. That’s why I plan to help my 
community. That’s the only purpose I have in life. I didn’t know what I was doing also. They 
really did not help students apply to colleges other than the junior college. They had the 
mentally that that’s where you’re supposed to go. If you’re going somewhere else you were 
delusional. Two teachers had given us reality checks, speeches to our class. They were like, 
“You’re all in honors classes so you think you’re going to make it in life, but you’re not. You 
can dream of being a doctor, lawyers, and all that stuff. One or two of you at most are 
actually going to do that. The rest of you are going to stay in this town and take the jobs that 
you see us doing. That’s going to be you.”  
Tony: That’s what you were told?  
Isabel: Yeah, by two teachers. Very few people are supportive, actually giving us concrete 
information about how to apply to college. Very few were even telling us to look at other 

                                                
5 To “tag” a building is to cover one or more of its surfaces with graffiti. 
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places. I was like, “Holy crap, I’m stuck here.” It was just a very frightening thing.  
 
Visibly upset, Isabel felt trapped in a school that could not and would not help her. Instead of 

assisting her in fulfilling her dreams, they tried to squash them.  

Elise (DD,W) attended a high school where, according to her, little weight was given to 

learning. Labeling her school “the redneck school,” she says that her peers’ priorities were more on 

immediate satisfaction than long term gains: 

It was a pregnancy school. These people smoked tobacco, walked around in camouflage, and 
had babies when they were fourteen! They don’t care about education. In my honors English 
class, we watched more videos than books that we read. We’d watch, what is it by Orwell? 
Animal Farm. We watched Animal Farm instead of reading the book because the book was 
too long. This was my honors English class. It’s a 90-page book and we watched it instead of 
reading it cause it was too long. I was so furious. 

 
Like Elise, many Doubly Disadvantaged respondents reported being one of the few people in their 

high schools who left the state for college (if they went at all). Speaking about high school, Miranda 

(DD,L) notes how that “the freshman class is the biggest. We started off with about 400 or 500 

people. By senior year, classes are down to 250. A lot of people transferred. There are also people 

who just didn’t finish. They drop out. Most would get their GED. Teen pregnancy was pretty big.”  

 In addition to lack of resources that amplified the effects of tracking, the threat of violence 

at school was very real. Stacy (DD,B) described battles that were waged at her high school: “people 

talk about riots; we actually had them in middle school, blacks and Mexicans, it was bad. In high 

school, on one wall there were blacks lined up and on the other side Mexicans and in the middle, 

cops with batons waiting for someone to move.” Similarly, Manuel (DD,L) describes how entering 

school reminded him that harm might come his way before the last bell rung. 

Our high school has security cars. You see people fucking, trying to chase them and 
whatnot. Oh man, it was like a zoo, legit. Things like that happened. And that was normal, 
you know. We were searched all the time, every morning. School started at 7:20. Buses 
would get there at 7. It would take at least 20, 30 minutes to get through the searches. People 
would always be late for first period. Teachers would give us late passes. What the fuck do 
you expect us to do? We’re gonna be searched. I always get there at 6:40 ‘cause I didn’t feel 
like waiting in the line for that fucking long. 
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Tony: Damn, you all got searched every day? Was that… 
Manuel: Every single morning. At one point, guns were found. People didn’t know this, but 
I overheard my principal saying they found guns in the ceiling of a bathroom. There were 
knives, stuff like that. In order to get in, get out, you had to get searched. 

 
Tension in the school disrupted learning as more people were more focused on staying safe. 

Teachers felt it too. Even as they tried to maintain order, they had to watch their backs as well. As 

Manuel notes said “back then, shit was normal. Teachers struggled; they’d need to make sure they 

can fight, and protect themselves.”  

 When it came time to apply for college, the Doubly Disadvantaged described their 

counselors as a mixed bag: some counselors went above and beyond the call of duty to help students 

while others put up roadblocks. Stacy (DD,B), for example, calls her counselor as her saving grace. 

Knowing that Stacy did not have access to a computer or internet when away from school, her 

counselor would leave his key to the computer lab underneath the school’s doormat so that she 

could write her essays at school. Nina (DD,L), alternatively, had “to teach my counselors what the 

common app was…. It as an uphill battle because not only did people really not know what was 

going on in my school, they didn’t really encourage me…. The counselor recommendation, I had to 

edit it because it wasn’t really in proper English, didn’t have the complete sentences. Most of what I 

learned about college applications was online because no one I knew had ever done it before, not 

my family, not my friends, and no one at my school.” 

While many middle class respondents enjoyed having their interviews on their high school 

campus or in places that they frequented before, the Doubly Disadvantaged were not so lucky. Anna 

(DD,B) recalls being scared during her entire interview, a fear intensified by its location.  

My interviewer invited me to his house. That was weird. I didn’t know that was a thing. I 
called the admissions office. I was like, “Is it normal that they invite you to their house?” 
They’re like, “Yea! They want to make it personal and not intimidating.” And I was like, 
“How is it not going to be intimidating? I’m in his house!” But I went. He lives in a wealthy 
suburb. His house was really nice actually, we were sitting in this really luxurious study. I felt 
like I was in a movie. He scared me honestly; he really did. 
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Similarly, Manuel (DD,L) traveled 45 minutes from his house, all highway, to “this really white, 

affluent, gated community. I was like, ‘Damn, I never knew there was a place like this!’ It was one of 

those places like I saw on TV.” The physical distance between his neighborhood and that of his 

interviewer was dwarfed by the material and symbolic differences between the two locales. 

 It comes as no surprise that the Doubly Disadvantaged, when asked to compare their high 

schools to Renowned, laugh, ask “Is there anything similar?”, or scoff at the question before 

lamenting how their school could not prepare them for Renowned, especially socially. When asked 

to compare the two, Miguel (DD,L) highlighted both the social and academic differences. He 

exclaims, “Oh, my god! Yeah, [my high school] was primarily Latinos, hardly any White or Black 

people. All working class. Renowned is the opposite of that…. I came here and I took my first Math 

class and we didn’t really use numbers. It was weird.” Joshua (DD,B) struggling to answer the 

questions says, “I don’t think I could name a similarity. I really don’t know if I can name a similarity. 

I don’t know.” Another respondent calls Renowned “really different.” 

Culture shock! I used to think my high school was diverse because we have Blacks and 
Latinos. Culture shock when I came here because I didn’t really have an opportunity to 
interact with a lot of other students, like White students and Asian students and Middle 
Eastern students and Jewish students. I wasn’t really exposed to anything in my high school. 
Everyone was Black or Latino.  

 
 The Doubly Disadvantaged attend schools that have a myriad of problems. Some of these 

problems are attached to underfunding. Some are attached to overcrowding. Still others are attached 

to how neighborhood problems enter schools and disrupt learning, tax teachers, and hurt students—

both academically and physically. The Doubly Disadvantage endure these problems and show high 

degree of grit and resilience to make it through them and to college.  

Privileged Poor 

The Privileged Poor describe their high schools as polar opposites of the Doubly 

Disadvantaged and as good or better than those of their middle class counterparts. From abundant 
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social activities to a plethora of available academic resources, the Privileged Poor discussed 

experiences beyond what their parents can afford, being immersed in more diverse and supportive 

academic communities while outlining similarities between high school and Renowned. They 

acknowledge the advantages that come with attendance at their private school, but are also keenly 

aware of how reminders of their humble beginnings and moments of racial and/or socioeconomic 

exclusion puncture life in such pristine environments.  

Like the Doubly Disadvantaged, the Privileged Poor attended distressed middle schools. 

Damion (PP,B) reports seeing “drugs, premature sex, and just things that were not at all academic” 

in his middle school, which he describes as the “melting pot of the most challenging students from 

each of the middle schools” that was actually shut down for “behavioral issues.” High school was 

different. As he says, “long story short, it wasn’t the most academically rigorous, but it finally 

allowed me to have a clean slate.” His teachers expected more than any teacher did before. They 

forced him to not only do his homework but also pushed him to find his passion. In fact, feeling 

empowered by their constant pushing, Damion worked with them to recruit more minority students.  

Similarly, Javier (PP,L) highlights stark differences between the communities the Privileged 

Poor come from and those that they are formally educated in. Javier calls his high school “an 

aesthetically beautiful place, in its own place where you get to study and have no distraction.” 

Providing background to his path to Renowned, Javier describes an experience that Privileged Poor 

respondents have in common: a rocky switch from a segregated, underfunded middle school to a 

posh, white high school.  

Seventh grade, they opened up a brand new school two blocks from my house. I decided to 
go there because it was a brand new school with top of the line technology. But that is 
where I got exposed [to] all these hoodlum kids. For two years: a fight every day. Teachers 
were terrible. That transition [to high school] was very different in terms of the amount 
interest. I did not know you can take a class in Latin. I did not know what Latin was. When 
I hear it I think about Latin music or Latino. I did not know it was its own language. There 
is a lot of exposure, but there is also a lot demographically. I was not used to interacting 
with kids that have money. I stole from the hotdog man every day because I cannot afford 
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food for lunch. I am not the type that just asks for money. I will hustle and make my own 
money. I will do kid’s homework. They would pay me and I would eat pizza. I play 
basketball for money. That is the way I was. I was a business back then. I wasn’t used to 
interacting with people that did not have to do that. Kids that would not mind paying extra 
50 cents for something. That was like, “Wooow! Fifty cents is still fifty cents. That is Little 
Debbie’s cream cake up the block.” That’s the mentality I had growing up. Nobody would 
care about fifty cents. But being on the opposite side of that, I value fifty cents. 

 
Nick (PP,L) said that he and his peers lived in “two different worlds.” He was not used to parties on 

private boats along a private lake that he did not know existed. He was also unaccustomed to being 

the only Latino in a community. Both were new experiences that took some getting used to. Over 

time, having class, playing soccer, and socializing with wealthy, white classmates became second 

nature for both Nick and his Privileged Poor peers.  

Moreover, as relationships deepened with new classmates, the Privileged Poor got a sense of 

their peers’ lavish lives that went beyond the Range Rover and Mercedes laden parking lots and 

discussions of vacations on Martha’s Vineyard or the Hamptoms. For example, learning that I was 

to attend an anniversary gala at the Cipriani on Wall Street in New York, Virginia (PP,L) jokingly 

snapped her fingers while saying, “You fancy!” Laughing, I asked why. “Google it, Tony,” she 

commanded with a smile. Suffice it to say that the building was beautiful, with its grand ballroom 

and mile-high ceiling adorned with constellations. Prominent families in New York and from around 

the world thought so too as they chose it as their destination for engagement parties and weddings. 

Laughing at the look of shock on my face, Virginia informed me that her first trip to Cipriani was 

during her sophomore year in high school when she attended a friend’s Sweet 16. It was funny, she 

remembered, having her dad pick her up in the family’s old, beat up Dodge Caravan while her peers 

piled into Maybachs and Range Rovers.  

 Sometimes ties to school peers led to immersion into the families of their more affluent 

peers. Such engagement was often framed as informative and beneficial, especially as it pertained to 

applying to college. Classmates’ parents served as an extra layer of information about selecting which 
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colleges to apply to and also choosing between colleges once acceptance letters were mailed. Miriam 

(PP,L) said that her classmate’s parents, who were nice to her parents, would simply ask “‘Oh, where 

is she applying? Is she looking at any Ivy League or anything like that?’ because, they both went to 

Princeton for grad school, so that was on their radar.... They were really informative; if there was 

anything she didn’t know about a topic, she went deep into it and covered all grounds.” 

This is not to say that the social transition was without taxing moments. They experienced 

racism in middle and high school when they encountered peers who had little to no experience with 

people of color outside of their drivers, maids, or lawn keepers let alone classmates who were black 

or Latino (Cookson and Persell 1991; Gaztambide-Fernandez and DiAquoi 2010). They noted how 

their transition was made easier by being in a group of lower-income and/or minority students in 

their private schools. Clarissa (PP,B) and Ogun (PP,L) said that for their first two years at the private 

schools, most of their friends were also scholarship students who were mostly black and Latino. 

They were each other’s support networks as they too adjusted to having white and wealthy white 

classmates for the first time. Clarissa (PP,L) says that making mostly black friends happened because 

there were so few of them. Laughing, she recalls, “I ended up just hanging out with them and that 

was cool. I feel like if we wouldn’t have been friends if we were at a public school. We were only 

friends because we were black and we stuck together.” Over time, like most Privileged Poor 

respondents, Clarissa developed a network that crossed racial and class boundaries, especially with 

those on her lacrosse team. 

The activities at the school often matched expectations—and some stereotypes—given the 

demographics. While Isabel (DD,L) traversed darkened hallways and Callie (DD,W) endured falling 

ceilings, the Privileged Poor recall studying aboard on their high schools’ dime. Anne (PP,W) loved 

doing a “foreign community service trip every year…. We went to a variety of places. My freshmen 

year, such a weird bizarre experience to have, I went to Australia. Sophomore year, I went to 
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Thailand. Junior year, I went to Ghana and Cambodia. Senior year, I went to the Dominican 

Republic.” Nicole’s (PP,B) trips abroad were extensions of her Advanced Placement courses. Other 

nonacademic trips aimed at building community and helping students unwind involved snow tubing 

and skiing as part of breaks built into the school year and hiking when the seasons changed. 

Moving beyond demographics and extracurriculars, respondents discussed the type of 

academic preparation that their high school provided that resembles the liberal arts approach that 

Renowned adopts. Anne (PP,W) say that her high school “was academically rigorous. They cared a 

lot about making you learn for the sake of learning. They cared a lot about that.” Miriam (PP,L), for 

example, recalled feeling prepared for college writing because her school emphasized finding your 

voice. She reflects,  

At first I thought I was going to be overwhelmed by the work and then discovered that I 
wrote longer papers back in high school, consistently more papers that were longer. On 
average, most of my papers here tend to be about a page, 2 pages and midterms or finals it’s 
like 5 or 10-page paper. My sophomore year of high school, I wrote a 20-page paper. 
Consistently, my papers would be somewhere between 7 to 10 pages in high school. 

 
Similarly, one informant spoke of differences in academic preparation in the lower-income Latino 

community that speaks more to the new expectations that Renowned has for students. She notes,  

One thing I’ve heard from people, usually my friends in the Latino community who come 
from public schools, is that they were good test takers. Got good grades but they weren’t 
prepared for the day to day workload. One of my friends, he took all the AP courses his 
school had to offer. He got 5s on all his AP exams, but the way that worked out was simply 
he studied really hard before the exams. Whereas my school, because it was smaller and we 
got a lot of personal attention, we did lots of essays, lots of personal questions, things that 
kind of matter more here than tests. So while we’re both really well educated and know the 
facts and learned a lot in high school, the kind of work that’s expected here, I was more 
prepared for it. I think that has a lot to do with just class size and personal attention. 

 
Adjusting to college level work, especially writing, was something that the Privileged Poor generally 

did not report struggling with as much compared to the Doubly Disadvantaged. As Miriam 

described, her school developed her writing skills that made her transition to college writing—both 

length and rigor—more of a seamless transition than an abrupt break. More generally, Privileged 
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Poor respondents argued that Renowned was “the same thing! The same thing” as their high schools. 

Others note how “Renowned just like my high school, but on a larger scale. There’s a bigger variety 

of people. It’s almost the same thing but bigger. Academically: same type of rigor. Socially: very 

similar makeup except Renowned has more diversity.” Respondents generally welcomed the added 

diversity at and bigger size of Renowned and were not put off by what they found. 

The closeness between their high schools and Renowned also showed up in accounts of 

their interviews. Like their affluent peers, the Privileged Poor took the location of the interviews for 

granted. Ogun (PP,L), in a carefree tone, says “I had psych class right across from it so I was 

comfortable.” Similarly, Stephanie (PP,B) says that the location of her interview was, “definitely 

different, which is why I definitely say it’s a product of an elite school. Renowned comes down in 

their little car and it has five interviewers in it. Of course I’m giving a caricature but Renowned 

didn’t get to my roommate’s school or the majority of other schools in the country.” Piper (PP,A), 

who I met at a campus event and befriended, is the daughter of Asian refugees. She recalls that all 

her interviews were on campus save for one: 

There’s an alum who came to my school who did interviews. Is that unusual? It was pretty 
normal for my school to host college admission officers or alum who do interviews. All of 
my college interviews were on campus and the only one that wasn’t was an hour and a half 
away.  College officers come pretty much every week from a variety of schools and they’ll be 
in the dining hall. You can chat with them. 
Tony:  Compared to your friends here who come from similar backgrounds, how does your 
interview experience and location compare with their own status? 
Piper: Because I was at boarding school, I had certain privileges.  For example, they gave us 
tutoring or SAT prep.  I didn’t end up taking the SAT though just so that was like a waste of 
time for me.  But they had like they had everyone go through like SAT training or ACT 
training. College counselors are really dedicated to helping the kids. 

 
The ability to have all of one’s college interviews on campus is a privilege. It is, again, home field 

advantage. Being put at ease navigating by having a college interview in a location that you know 

better than your interviewer highlights, in a novel way, the chasm between those with and those 

without access to privileged environments. Differences in location are emblematic of the unequal 
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experiences not just between the Privileged Poor and the Doubly Disadvantaged, but also of the 

privileged and the poor. 

The Privileged Poor’s high schools tend to be wealthy and white. These high schools are 

resource-rich, many able to provide opportunities like studying abroad. They are objectively safer. 

Leaning is less frequently disrupted by violent outbursts and students and teachers alike need not 

constantly worry about their safety while trying to learn. The Privileged Poor—and some middle 

class respondents—cannot say the same.  

CONCLUSION 

This chapter describes the diverse and divergent paths respondents take to college. It is not 

as class-stratified or as linear as extant research would lead us to expect, especially for lower-income 

youth at elite colleges. We must account for this variation. If we are to better understand what 

shapes students’ trajectories through college—their adjustment, their acquisition of cultural and 

social capital, and their emotional and physical well-being—we must have a more complete 

understanding of what they endured to make it to the college gates. Students’ pasts shape their 

present. And not all pasts are created equal.  

 The focus on family, neighborhood, and high school is purposeful. They are gateway 

institutions that fuel inequality (Putnam 2015; Stephens et al. 2013; Young 1999). Given how 

unequal American society is along racial and class lines, differences in address place students in 

drastically different social environments. While in some communities, college—and elite colleges for 

that matter—is a given, in others, high school graduation is to be celebrated. While some traverse 

streets safe enough to jog at any time of day, others must voluntary isolate themselves inside their 

homes for fear that they may fall victim to neighborhood problems.  

The Privileged Poor know both of these realities. They lived them. They know the struggle 

of fragmented families and the dangers of distressed communities but they also know what it feels 
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like to bury one’s feet deep in foreign sands while studying languages abroad. They know what it is 

like to duck from bullets when local gangs terrorize their communities but they also know what it 

feels like to have dinner with former heads of state and Nobel laureates.  

 The following chapters focus on what happens when students enter the college gates and 

provide new insights into how disparate exposure to poverty and disadvantage shape how 

undergraduates navigate college and how the added social and emotional costs of being poor affects 

undergraduates’ physical and emotional well-being. The next, “Come to Italy with Me,” chapter 

examines respondent’s transition to social life at Renowned. Specifically, I examine moments of 

contact between respondents and their new peers and how it influences their sense of belonging. 

Chapter 3, “Can You Sign Your Book for Me,” focuses on the social side of academic life, 

principally how they report engaging faculty and college officials. Chapter 4, “I, too, Am Hungry,” 

focuses on how respondents navigate college policies.  
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Springtime is finally creeping in after a prolonged winter. The weather is so nice I 
walk instead of taking the bus the three stops to my next appointment. Mad at 
myself for leaving my headphones in my other jacket, I am reduced to listening to 
car horns and the occasional biker yelling profanities at drivers for coming too close 
for comfort. As I approach my destination, four white students, all young women, 
cross my path. I notice they are wearing the female version of the “Renowned 
Uniform”: Longchamp bags, black Lululemon yoga pants, tan Sperrys, Hunter boots, 
and North Face jackets. We enter the building and proceed to the elevator. Not 
paying me much attention, they continue engaging in the type of bragging that is 
ever-present at Renowned: boasting about how much work they have do, how little 
of it they have done, how little sleep they got and are going to get, and how much 
coffee they consume to make it through work filled days like this. One of them 
recently made a trip to Starbucks; her drink is still hot enough that puffs of steam 
waft up from her cup. Deciding to share a little known fun fact, one of the women 
reveals, “I’ve only had an espresso shot once in my life.” They are all shocked by this 
news. Her friend casually responds, “Oooooh. You should come to Italy with me.” This 
escalation makes me think, “Didn’t y’all just leave Starbucks? Did they run out?” 
Before I can contemplate what it would mean for a Starbucks store to be out of 
espresso, another girl announces that she has Argentinean beans that are rumored to 
contain more caffeine than coffee. At this point, the bell rings, the doors open, and 
we go our separate ways.  
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COME TO ITALY WITH ME 

A casual conversation among friends heading home: that is what I observed. Two things 

seem to interrupt the normalcy of it all: my internal musings and when three of the girls paused 

momentarily as if they had discovered a traitor of sorts in their midst. How dare their friend not be 

an espresso aficionado? Alternatively, invitations to Italy and references to Argentinean beans, 

whether purchased here or abroad I cannot say for sure, do not register as out of place or worthy of 

further discussion. These exchanges are commonplace. They are indicative of social life at 

Renowned, especially given that more than a third of the undergraduates come from households 

with annual incomes in excess of $250,000. In common rooms, cafeterias, and courtyards, one can 

no more escape these situations as one can be rid of snow in the dead of winter.  

 Research tells us that undergraduates from middle- and upper-class backgrounds brush off 

conversations like these (Aries and Seider 2005; Armstrong and Hamilton 2013; Torres 2009). For 

them, trips abroad and international purchases are neither alarming nor new (Aries 2008; Martin 

2012; Stuber 2006). Such experiences are not necessarily par for the course for everyone (Lacy 2007; 

Oliver and Shapiro 1995b), but the social sting attached to hearing these conversations is muted.  

Alternatively, scholars argue that, for lower-income undergraduates, such exchanges and, 

more importantly, being around individuals privileged enough to have them, is shocking (Bergerson 

2007; Cole and Omari 2003; Stuber 2011a; Suskind 1999). These encounters, especially when one is 

involuntarily made an active participant in them, highlight stark differences between lower-income 

undergraduates and their classmates, undercutting their sense of belonging (Lehmann 2014; Walpole 

2003; see also Lee and Kramer 2013; London 1989). These undergraduates are disproportionately 

the Doubly Disadvantaged. 
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Scholars, however, generally overlook the fact that a significant number of lower-income 

undergraduates grow up in poverty yet learn and socialize in privilege (Cary 1991; Jack 2014; Patrick 

2011). These undergraduates who enter college from elite boarding, day, and preparatory high 

schools are the Privileged Poor (Jack 2015a). They gain exposure to elite academic environments, peers 

from different racial and (much) higher socioeconomic backgrounds, and rather unique experiences 

like studying abroad in high school long before they enter college (Harper and Griffin 2011; Ispa-

Landa 2015; Kramer 2008; Zweigenhaft and Domhoff 1991). They are prepped not only for 

engaging with their new, predominately white and wealthy peers, but also for navigating social life at 

Renowned more generally. 

This chapter examines respondents’ experiences with “culture shock,” what Sociologist 

Kimberly Torres defines as “the strangeness and discomfort [marginalized students] feel when they 

matriculate” (Torres 2009:885). Scholars assert that we must examine how the larger college culture, 

with its (un)written rules, affect undergraduates (Armstrong and Hamilton 2013; Hurtado and Carter 

1997; Stephens, Fryberg, et al. 2012). The more elite the college, the more affluent the students, the 

more “classed” the culture (Aries and Seider 2005). Extending these analyses, I argue that we must 

also have a more nuanced understanding of undergraduates’ social and cultural preparation for 

college that extend beyond family background. I show that it is not simply undergraduates from 

more affluent backgrounds who feel comfortable at Renowned. Rather, it is those with precollege 

exposure to elite academic environments and the social norms that dominate those locales who are 

most comfortable at elite colleges and universities. In effect, this chapter focuses on social exclusion in 

everyday interactions among peers and its social and cultural contingencies. 

Feeling like you belong and connect to one’s peers are critical aspects of college life. How 

welcomed undergraduates feel at their college can affect their physical and mental health (Hunt and 

Eisenberg 2010; Stephens, Townsend, et al. 2012), academic performance and persistence (Charles 
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et al. 2009; Lehmann 2007; Ostrove and Long 2007; Sherman et al. 2013), and integration into the 

college environment (Aries 2008; Bergerson 2007; Pascarella and Terenzini 1991; Stuber 2011b). 

Furthermore, how immersed undergraduates are into college life can affect their acquisition of social 

and cultural capital, which can influence family formation, job acquisition, network development, 

and other mobility related outcomes down the line (Armstrong and Hamilton 2013; DiMaggio and 

Mohr 1985; Rivera 2015; Zweigenhaft 1993; see also Purdie-Vaughns et al. 2008). 

In what follows, I explore one aspect of the “experiential core of college life” (Stevens et al. 

2008), specifically respondents’ transition and acclimation to social life at Renowned. I do so 

primarily through exploring their answers to the open-ended question, “How much of a culture 

shock was coming to Renowned?” Doing so permits respondents to define the social hurdles they 

do or do not face, freeing the analysis from a priori assumptions about what matters most for 

undergraduates’ transition experiences (see Hirsch and Jack 2012 for similar methodology). I 

examine three modal aspects of college life: respondents’ framing of (1) the dominant culture at 

Renowned and how they relate to it, (2) their move to diversity, and (3) encounters with wealth and 

privilege in everyday interactions. Although not mutually exclusive, respondents identify them as 

foundations for their heightened or deflated senses of belonging at Renowned.  

ONE SIZE FITS SOME 

Respondents agree a dominant culture exists at Renowned. They speak about its signature 

aspects—the expected ways of engaging with peers, who their new peers are, and what money 

means on campus—in drastically different ways. As I discuss below, precollege exposure to elite 

environments—and those within them—matter for respondents’ sense of belonging at Renowned.  

Same Old, Same Old 

 Middle-class respondents report generally low levels of culture shock. When respondents do 

identify an aspect of social life at Renowned as new, they generally frame it as a positive addition to 
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their journey to adulthood. Antoinette (MC,B) enters my office shaking a light dusting of snow from 

her long, dark hair. With a smile and a light chuckle, she mentions that we had met before. 

Apparently, I made her laugh with something funny during her orientation I said that she 

remembered but clearly I had forgotten. Turning our attentions to her transition to Renowned, 

Antoinette says she always attended private schools. For elementary and middle school, she 

remembers black cars with chauffeurs lining the streets every day taking students to and fro. For 

high school, she attended an elite, New England boarding school. Describing her social transition as 

“seamless,” she laughs, “not very, Not much at all” is shocking at Renowned. She laments that 

sometimes “people are not as tolerant of other people” as they were in her boarding school, but 

even that is not much to write home about. Going further, we discuss how she fits in at Renowned. 

Characteristic of many middle-class respondents, especially the most affluent ones, her answer takes 

on a taken-for-granted air about why being at Renowned and feeling comfortable within its walls, 

just feels right in their eyes: 

Tony: How much do you agree with this statement: I fit in well here at Renowned?  
Antoinette: I agree.  
Tony: Why do you agree? 
Antoinette: Just because. I don’t have many instances where I don’t feel like I fit in. 

 
Antoinette has long been accustomed to living away from home, washing her own clothes (some 

undergraduates, mostly from more affluent backgrounds, report not knowing how to do so), and 

socializing in environments similar to Renowned. She also entered Renowned with a preexisting 

network of about twelve classmates from different years boosting her claim that Renowned is 

“home.”  

 Carol (MC,B), a junior with a soft voice who still commands attention, also speaks of 

continuities that led to feeling at home at Renowned. For her, even the new reminded her of the old: 

Tony: How much of a culture shock was coming to Renowned? 
Carol: Not that I… yeah I don’t think I was. 
Tony: What was new and what was familiar? 
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Carol: I guess living with other students was new. Being around them 24/7, that was 
something I have never experienced other than camp so it was pretty new. The people just 
seemed very familiar to me. I feel like I could relate people I met at Renowned to someone I 
knew in high school. That connection was very familiar for me. 

 
Even her freshman year roommates provided a sense of new familiarity that characterizes Carol’s 

transition to Renowned. She calls her roommates the “United Nations of the Freshman Class” since 

they came from all different racial backgrounds and countries, were all from upper middle-class 

backgrounds, and generally got along well with each other.  

 Some middle-class respondents identify differences in social norms as shocking. These 

differences, however, are not framed in a classed manner but more in terms of regional or cultural 

differences. Those from California and the South, for example, ascribe some shock value to the 

newness of living in the Northeast. Brittany (MC,B) quips that “to me, it was more of the Northern 

culture shock. People [who live] here aren’t friendly. And the weather sucks.” Similarly, Joe (MC,B), 

leaning back comfortably on the chair, says that he appreciates the cross-class and cross-racial 

interactions on campus and attributes his experiences with culture shock to being from the South. 

Culture shock: none at all. No; it was. I didn’t expect students to be so down to earth. I 
think people who didn’t visit Renowned expected Renowned to be full of pretentious, white 
kids. I didn’t expect Renowned to be so laidback and down to earth. When I came to visit, I 
got chill students. Maybe they were trying to put on a front (covering). For the most part, 
students here are approachable. Some of them are weird. You have a conversation and then, 
if you see someone the next day or week later, they’ll just pass by you. This is weird. Some 
people will have a conversation and then act like they don’t know you, which leads to 
awkward situations. I don’t know if anyone else brought that up. Maybe it’s me being from 
the South. If I see someone, I’ll say hi even if I don’t really know them that well. 

 
Even before arriving on campus, the “chill students” Joe encounters disprove stereotypes and cast 

Renowned in a positive light. A full two years later, he still feels at ease. The awkwardness of 

repeated introductions that would not fly back home connects to the stumbling block that he 

associates with culture shock but not one that affects his sense of belonging in a serious way. 

Elevated, Extended Culture Shock 
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 In contrast, tears and pained expressions punctuate the Doubly Disadvantaged’s discussions 

of deep isolation, difference, and constraint that undercut belonging and affected their social well-

being. Many struggle to put the angst they feel as they walk around campus, eat in the cafeterias, and 

interact with their peers into words. And these feelings, as respondents outline below, started early 

on and waned little over time. For many, they grew. Renowned may provide new opportunities for 

economic mobility, but, as their words attest, there is a price to the ticket. And, for many, it is steep. 

 Jose (DD,L), a senior who resembles a soccer player gone slightly to seed, is vocal about 

issues facing first-generation college students. Hailing from a hyper-segregated neighborhood, he 

reports feeling out of place; he notes how nothing at home could prepare him for social life on 

campus. He thought finding other Latinos would help make Renowned feel like home. He was in 

for a surprise.  

Renowned was a huge culture shock. I started realizing race and class didn’t always go hand 
and hand. There were minorities I thought I could relate to but when they talk about money, 
distance…. Moving in, my floor [had] hometowns on the doors. I see Mexico City. I was like 
“Another Mexican? We’re about to be homies!” I was so excited. But he was an aristocrat 
from Mexico. He says, “Dallas Cowboys; they’re my favorite team. I have my dad fly me out 
to every home game.” Excuse me! Plane ticket, game tickets, hotel: Are you joking? That was 
shocking; my first introduction to the huge disparities at Renowned. Same kid—at the end 
of freshman year—he has this Ralph Lauren velvet, beautiful bathrobe. He’s like, “I don’t 
want to pack this.” He’s going to throw it away. I took it. Thinking about it, his balls and 
dick were all over the thing but I was like, “It’s Ralph Lauren.” I didn’t know Ralph Lauren 
was good, but I knew it was fancy. It felt hella good.  

 
Moving on from discussing memories of rude awakenings to class diversity, Jose turns his attention 

the larger Renowned community. Admitting that his “transition to college was a rough one,” Jose 

discusses the pains of “developing a thick skin for microaggressions.” He explains,  

We had to overcome a lot to get here. We are warriors. We are invincible. Or so we think. 
Being in this toxic environment without resources changes us. When I got here, I was 
invincible. Over time, I started breaking down. If I went to another school where I was 
comfortable, I would be more of a leader. I was given opportunities to be a leader here and I 
think my leadership has grown exponentially, don’t get me wrong. But since coming to 
Renowned, I’ve become quiet, more conscious, especially in the classroom. In a social 
setting, I’ll talk to you. In class, I shut up. In a class with more people of color, people that I 
can relate to, I feel comfortable. The thing is, at Renowned, it doesn’t really happen. 
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Tony: Why do you call Renowned a toxic environment without resources? 
Jose: Quick anecdote. One of my friends, he had to take time off. I didn’t know what that 
meant, like the stigma associated with it. I was like, “What made you take time off?” I’ll 
never forget [his answer]. He said, “I couldn’t breathe here. This place totally destroyed me.” 
I was like, “Oh my God” seeing it happen with me. I began to understand. We come here, 
we’re so alive and full of hope. This place puts you in a depression. He was saying he died 
here. I don’t think I had the same reaction to the same extent but we have similar reactions. 
So, as to your question about the toxic environment, it’s isolation. You feel like you don’t fit 
in. You feel like you’re alone, like there’s no one that can relate.  

 
Rather than bolstering his sense of self or affirming his determination to make it to college, being at 

Renowned deflates his sense of invincibility. Jose never details what specific resources would have 

made this “toxic environment” more hospitable. In both his interview and lunch conversations 

thereafter, he laments how the academic and social skills that got him into college are not necessarily 

well-suited to help him Renowned, because Renowned is different from everything at home.  

The Doubly Disadvantaged have long come to terms with their limited economic resources. 

Almost ironically, however, coming to college makes them feel a heightened sense of social constraint 

brought upon and amplified by the contrasts between the freedoms of their affluent peers and what 

they see is in their realm of possibility. Elise (DD,W), looking on with tired eyes and picking over a 

barely eaten muffin that sits precariously on her lap, describes feeling like an outsider that leads to a 

circumscribed reality.  

When you come to a place like this and you’re low-income, you know that being here is not 
a right, it’s a privilege. Being in a place like this can easily be taken away. Everything you do 
here is at someone else’s mercy. You’re allowed to be here, allowed to take classes here 
because someone else is allowing that versus someone who can afford this, it is their 
prerogative. If they can’t go here, they’ll go somewhere else. For low-income students, there 
aren’t other options. It feels that way. You’re at the mercy of someone who took pity on the 
fact that you have no money. I know someone who’s fourth generation Renowned; it’s 
insane. This is just another part of their life. This is such a defining, the fact that I go here, is 
huge. Whereas for some people, it’s just expected. That’s crazy.  
Tony: You still feel that now after almost four semesters? 
Elise: Yeah. I always feel lucky to be here. I always feel a little that I don’t belong. Maybe it 
should be the other way. I should feel like I belong because I got in without any 
connections, without any family help, without any legacy status. Maybe I should feel like 
Renowned is more mine than it is theirs. I got in on my own merit. But it’s hard to feel like I 
deserve it the way other people do. My choice is within the realms of other people’s 
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graciousness. My choice is within what I’m allowed to choose from. These people, they’re 
choices are just a whim. They don’t have these limits. 

 
Interpersonal interactions with more affluent peers do nothing to allay her fears about the freedoms 

that money brings in college. During freshmen orientation a rich international student on her floor 

went out partying. By 2 am she had drunk so much alcohol she began vomiting. No longer able to 

walk on her own, campus police called for an ambulance to transport her to the nearest hospital. 

This incident angered Elise: not the blatant disregard for dry space rules of the freshmen dorms, but 

the fact that when the student returned to the dorm the next day, she joked about how much the 

ambulance ride would cost and how little she cared because her parents would just pay for it. Not 

fearing repercussions from the school or her family, the student served up a repeat performance the 

next night and was again transported to the hospital by ambulance, sirens blaring and lights blazing.  

Weeks later, that same student walked up to Elise looking for some comfort and solidarity 

because she had just returned from consoling her sibling. Elise, having dealt with family issues and 

knowing how emotionally taxing they could be, reluctantly agreed to talk with her. The ensuing 

conversation left Elise stunned, speechless, and angry: the quarrel occurred because the sibling was 

upset that Renowned would not allow his helicopter on campus. A number of times, including when 

relaying this story, Elise rolls her eyes, throws her hands in the air, and yells, “These people’s lives 

are not real.” Her peers’ privilege and blind spots annoy Elise, leading her to distance herself from 

them. The fact that her peers do not have to worry about financing their education and weep over 

helicopter bans is “frustrating too because they just have no concept of [money]…. They don’t 

understand that I have to work all these jobs to register for this semester and pay $92 for incidentals. 

That’s a huge deal. They don’t understand how something so little can be so big, how $20 can mean 

so much to someone when its change to them. ‘Let’s not eat in the cafeteria, let’s go out to dinner.’ 

Sigh. The biggest, most frustrating thing is that that it’s never going to change.” 
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William (DD,W) concurs. The culture at Renowned simply does not sit well with him. 

Coming from a small town of Midwest farmers, the opulence of Renowned and the centrality of 

money annoy him. Positing that his culture shock came “because of money mostly,” he says,  

People have a lot of money here. I don’t. I haven’t eaten out or gone shopping. That seems 
to be a weekly activity. Daily. They say, “I hate going to the cafeteria for lunch. I went to 
town and got a lobster; cannot believe it’s only $30. It’s so cheap here.” I cannot eat 
anywhere else because my meal plan is paid for and that is amazing. To not eat free food is 
ridiculous to me. All you have to do is walk there. Why would I pay for food?  

 
To move past these shocking moments, William (DD,W) reports “laughing it off” because “being 

offended is a useless emotion.” But he admits that he never fully escapes the emotions that these 

interactions conjure up. These one-off interactions are part of social life that William wants nothing 

to do with. Going further, he likens being at Renowned to a perverting force.  

The biggest challenge is the pressure to become one of them. That was like an “us v them” 
kind of thing but I feel, when you come here, you become one of the elite. Like, “Oh yes, 
Renowned education, you’re going to have so much money when you grow up.” Just expect 
the goal of all this is to have money and be part of the upper class. People forget where they 
come from. They live here for four months and they’re not living at home and they forget 
what it means. Then, after four years, they don’t go back home. They go to New York. 
They’re just consumed. 40% of people go into consulting after graduation. 40% of people 
don’t come into Renowned thinking of consulting. People are transformed and it is just 
expected that one social class is inherently better than the other, or more desirable.  

 
William is right that a disproportionate number of undergraduates at elite colleges enter consulting, 

investment banking, and other high status jobs after graduation (Binder, Davis, and Bloom 2015; 

Rivera 2015). More important than the accuracy of this statement, however, is that William 

questions his peers’ individualistic motivations for doing so (Lehmann 2009) and draws moral 

boundaries against those who pursue money as the end goal. Moreover, he worries about the moral 

implications of ranking one class over the other just because one has more economic capital.  

 The Doubly Disadvantaged do try bridging these gaps. Ryan (DD,W) attempted to integrate 

himself into some elite social clubs on campus. Scholars argue that doing so is usually a good thing, 
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as social integration promotes academic and social well-being. Ryan’s experiences reveal, however, 

that there are costs beyond money to joining up. 

They took us to this big eating club. An eating club: I didn’t know them things 
existed. A club for eating. I said, “What?” People there, you could tell they were old 
money. They were real high-class, fancy people. We sat down for dinner; it was a 
multi-course dinner. Back home, a multi-course dinner is you go back to the fridge 
and get some leftovers. They’re bringing different sets of food, the final course, the 
dessert. They brought out this bowl of warm water. It had, I don’t know, herbs or 
something in it. I didn’t know what that was. I thought it was some fancy, high-class 
dessert I’d never seen before, some kind of sugar water you’re supposed to drink. I 
start to pick it up. A real good friend of mine was like, “Don’t! Don’t do it!” Luckily 
I didn’t. Yeah, I can speak about the big things that have been a difference coming to 
Renowned. But its all the little things people have taken for granted. Bowl of water 
to wash your hands. Didn’t know that. No idea. Yep.  

 
Time and time again, respondents note how the little things, in this case a finger bowl in between 

meals, compound perceptions of difference between them and their peers. 

The Doubly Disadvantaged discuss not only the newness of cultural norms, but also how the 

contrast between their new peers and themselves highlighted new social constraints that deepen 

their feelings of isolation and difference. They lament how entering this environment is laden with 

social rules that not only do they not know, but also that they do not align with their way of life. 

Attenuated Culture Shock 

 In contrast to the Doubly Disadvantaged, the Privileged Poor report being socially prepared 

for Renowned. “Fifth year,” “next step,” “same old, same old” are some of the phrases Privileged 

Poor respondents offer to describe their transition to college. I do not argue that middle-class and 

Privileged Poor respondents’ social experiences are the same. They are similar. The Privileged Poor 

highlight their familiarity with the social and cultural norms that dominate Renowned, on the one 

hand, yet they outline their inability to fully escape growing up in poverty, on the other.  

The Privileged Poor experience the biggest culture shock when they transition from their 

distressed, segregated public middle schools to their posh, white private schools. Michele (PP,L) 

comments on her limited culture shock at Renowned: “Going to prep school was the biggest culture 
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shock I’ve ever had in my life.” Importantly, this transition happens during adolescence, a time in 

which they are developmentally more malleable and less set in their ways (Crone and Dahl 2012; 

Erikson 1980; Ispa-Landa 2015). Moreover, they enter college with four to six years of experiences 

before round two of social life in white, wealthy academic arenas.  

Beyond demographics, the Privileged Poor describe continuities between their high schools 

and Renowned that make their transitions easy. Stephanie (PP,B) says that Renowned is “literally 

déjà vu.” Even down to the buildings: “there are at least three building names that are the same” at 

Renowned because “the same family donated money to build a library, a dorm.” Speaking more 

generally of her transition to college, she calls the newness that her peers experience “banal.” 

I’ve been boarding since I was 10. I’ve been in this environment longer than most, being 
away, living out of a suitcase, living around students. Y'all are excited. I don’t really care. 
Freshmen are like, “Oh my god. There are guys in the bathroom.” The things that are 
exciting for people coming to college were very banal to me and not even in a snooty, “I’ve 
already done this” kind of way. Yes it smells like Renowned; that’s what my high school 
smells like. I wish I was excited. This experience is kind of blah ‘cause I was used to it. 

 
In a thoughtfully blasé manner, Stephanie (PP,B) discusses how eight years of boarding left her, in 

some respects, jaded. Going beyond being “prepared to socialize around white people,” even less 

discussed aspects of college life like gendered exchanges in the bathroom are not unsettling. The 

social roadblocks that typically lead to rough transitions for many students, especially a poor, black 

student whose mother worked three jobs to make ends meet, are absent for Stephanie. The shock of 

being away from home and doing so in a wealthy, white setting is muted.  

Whereas the Doubly Disadvantaged find Renowned ostracizing and emotionally draining, 

Marina (PP,L) enjoys being at Renowned: her relationship with her girlfriend she met at Renowned 

is going well and her social calendar is filled with events and group activities that match her diverse 

interests. Marina calls Renowned “a good fit” on a number of levels. She explains,  

Aside from little moments where people say things like, “I live down the street from Eddie 
Murphy,” on the whole, everybody’s the same. Not like demographically, but same kind of 
feelings, same kind of deals going on. It’s all good. Amplification would be a good word. 
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This is the class spread I saw at home (holds hands up about foot apart), it just slightly 
moved down but also moved a lot up. I wouldn’t say it’s an amplification of ten times 
poorer people and ten times richer people. I see like ten times more rich people, maybe like 
one or two times poorer people….  
Tony: How much do you agree with this statement: I fit in well here at Renowned. 
Marina: Yes, definitely. 10 out of 10. Yes. I don’t feel any alienation. Coming from a small 
school, it’s big enough. You find your niche. You find your group. I have. I’m very happy 
and fortunate. You run with those people. You meet your people. You expand your 
network. There’s great people here. I haven’t really met anybody like, “Stay away from me.” 
Definitely not on such a level that I would say that I don’t feel like I fit in. 

 
In contrast to Jose (DD,L) who laments not finding people he can relate to, Marina finds her type of 

people and branches out from that group to grow her social network. Nothing and no one makes 

her feel isolated or out of place. 

Annie (PP,L), a second semester freshman, hails from government-sponsored housing in 

one of her city’s seediest neighborhood but attended an elite boarding school two states away. She 

enters my office and heads straight to the couch. She begins explaining how, beyond early, albeit 

short-lived jitters, fitting in socially at Renowned was no big deal: 

No matter how much people say the culture is upper-class, white male, I don’t believe that. 
Those can be the most awkward people here. I definitely fit in here. At first, I didn’t feel that 
way not because I was Latino, not because I was poor, but because I felt I wasn’t as bright as 
everyone else. But that’s stupid. I definitely fit in here. I like places on campus that are my 
own. I have my own study space; it has a nice view. I like visiting places. I enjoy knowing the 
campus because I feel at home here. When people don’t know where to go, I love telling 
them where things are. I share random facts with them like, “Did you know there’s this store 
that has this thing or a museum here that you can get in for free with an ID?”  

 
Despite stereotypes of Renowned being dominated by rich, white people, Renowned is home for 

Annie. She does not reject assessments of Renowned being rich and white. Rather, she questions the 

presumed social primacy of those who fit that description, even joking that “those can be the most 

awkward people here.” Her background may not match that of Renowned’s history, but her 

academic pedigree does. Not only does Annie disqualify her racial and class background as factors 

influencing her initial unease with Renowned, she also dismisses that feeling as a whole as soon as it 
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arises, calling it “stupid.” So comfortable at Renowned, Annie elects to serves as an unofficial 

campus ambassador to those wayward souls making their way through campus.  

I ask Annie specifically about culture shock at Renowned. Almost instantly, she says “Not 

much; it was the same. I didn’t know what to do having students of color; I was so excited I didn’t 

know what to do. That was new, having students of color here.” This statement is telling. Although 

she comes from one of her city’s most segregated neighborhoods, the last time she had black and 

Latino classmates was in middle school. Annie knows the difference between being one of few 

minorities in a class and being one of the few in a school. Annie’s new diversity did bring some new 

challenges. Being at ease in these environments, however, can lead to friction among lower-income 

undergraduates.  

Annie: Sometimes Alice (DD,L) feels she could say whatever she wants, “You’re elite. Shut 
up. You don’t understand. You’re Latina but you’re elite. You think you’re from there but 
you’re not… look at the way you dress and speak.” It makes me feel less of a Latina. They 
tell me I haven’t been there to suffer and struggle when teachers just don’t show up, you’re 
the only one in the classroom that actually cares, or when you have to do a lab report but 
don’t have a lab at your school. “You had people help you through the college process. Of 
course your essay was extra polished, you had 20 people read it. We didn’t have all that. 
Your school takes you on trips and pays for you?” 
Tony: How does it make you feel? 
Annie: It hurts. Getting here was a long road for me. I told you my story about my family 
and fighting to go away and to stay there. I understand; I had a lot of help. But that’s why I 
went. I wanted help. I’m really grateful for it. That’s why I really admire people who didn’t 
have help and still got here but I don’t think that means I worked less hard to get into here.  

 
Annie has never discussed this with anyone at Renowned. It shows. She sits stiller on the couch with 

her head bowed and eyes watery. Her peer’s jibes hurt because they devalue the sacrifices she made 

to make it into college like defying her mother who did not support her in her academic dreams. 

Renowned is not everyone’s cup of tea. Although respondents live on the same campus and 

interact with the same people, they experience navigating such engagements in drastically different 

ways. While some feel at home, others feel like they are in enemy territory. The Privileged Poor and 

those from middle-class backgrounds see Renowned as much of what they say before coming to 
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college, which leads to greater senses of belonging. The Doubly Disadvantaged, alternatively, 

experienced greater shocks upon entering Renowned, and feel different from their peers, and 

isolated from the larger college community.  

MOVING TO DIVERSITY 

 My ears perk up when I hear a deep, calm voice say, “My high school is less diverse than 

Renowned.” I turn around to see two young men, Mike, who is white, and Joe, who is black, sitting 

at a nearby table enjoying lunch. I cannot immediately tell who uttered the words. Mike clears 

matters up when he asks, barely hiding his surprise, “Really?” Answering, Joe tilts his head slightly 

with a look like he has had this same conversation before, states, “Yeah, I went to Exeter.” I think 

to myself, “That explains it.” Catching up with Joe before he left, I learn that he attended on 

scholarship.  

Diversity is as much a catchphrase among admissions officers at Renowned as it is among 

students. There are moments when everyone on campus talks publically and constantly about 

diversity: orientation, when admissions decisions are made, and graduation. In addition to these peak 

moments, casual exchanges like the one between Joe and Mike are common occurrences. Their 

conversation is one of many examples where the racial and socioeconomic makeup is topic of the 

hour.  

Despite increased representation of students from disadvantaged families, Renowned is still 

predominantly wealthy and mostly white, numerically and socially. How much these demographic 

facts play into undergraduates’ sense of belonging is a matter of perspective. Some consider 

Renowned’s greater diversity refreshing; others call its lack of diversity stifling.  

Not Shocked By New 

For respondents from more advantaged backgrounds, the diversity at Renowned represented 

a continuation of what they saw in high school. Beyoncé (MC,B), wearing a grey hoodie with the 
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name of her school stitched across the chest, says that being around affluent whites is nothing new. 

More novel were her experiences with ethnic diversity within the black community. Framing her 

transition as “relatively smooth,” she explains, 

We came here early. My parents and I hugged; I cried. I didn’t think I would miss them but I 
did. My roommates definitely helped. There are four of us; we ended up staying together 
[after freshmen year]. We’re really close, really supportive of one another. My resident 
advisor was also great. We were 15 people on our floor, very much a family. She was like our 
mom, making sure we were good.  
Tony: How much of a culture shock was coming to Renowned? 
Beyoncé: No culture shock. I was prepared. Freshmen are like, “How do you deal with 
being around so many whites?” I am just like, “That was my high school.” It’s not surprising. 
I think a slight culture shock was international students. We didn’t have an international 
program at my school so I didn’t really know anybody who lived in Ghana. I was very 
ignorant about Africans. At home, there are not that many Africans. I knew about Haitian 
culture, Jamaican culture. I didn’t know about African culture. That was different. 
Tony: How would you describe your move to diversity? 
Beyoncé: More diversity. Yeah.  

 
After a surprisingly emotional goodbye, Beyoncé makes new friends, three of whom are of African 

descent. Although some tensions arose over issues of racial authenticity the question, “Where are 

your people from?” (see Smith and Moore 2000) was brought up, Beyoncé sees this new experience 

as one of expanding her horizons beyond what her school and home community could provide.6 

Like Beyoncé (MC,B), Kramer (MC,B) experiences more diversity at Renowned. It was not 

totally new; rather he frames it as more money than he saw in high school. 

The only thing that was really a culture shock was meeting a kid who won national science 
competitions or a kid whose parents were stakeholders in a major sports team. Meeting the 
ridiculously rich or ridiculously talented, I was really surprised. I experienced diversity in high 
school but not kids like, “My dad is a part owner of a sports team.” In high school, kids are 
like, “My parents make $250,000 a year.” Here there are those kids who might as well be… 
have you heard of Rich Kids of Instagram? 
Tony: No. 
Kramer: Rich Kids of Instagram are kids who take pictures of themselves on their yachts 
with bottles of Dom Perignon and Rolexes. I see that here. There are kids who have things 
that exude affluence. Kids in my high school are upper middle-class, but it’s not the range 

                                                
6 Many have written on the overrepresentation of immigrant blacks among the attendees of selective colleges and 
universities (Arenson 2004; Massey et al. 2007; Waters, Kasinitz, and Asad 2014). It is frequently a conversation topic 
among undergraduates in the black community.  
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that’s here. I wasn’t exposed to that. And then kids that went to nationals, junior Ping-Pong 
team for China, or the national chess champion…. I haven’t played her. 
Tony:  Why not? What if you beat her? 
Kramer:  I wouldn’t. 

 
At its simplest, Renowned is greater exposure to the top end of the economic spectrum and those 

whose resumes are decorated with impressive accomplishments. Kramer speaks of the economic, 

academic, and extracurricular elite with the same level of awe. The economic doppelgangers of those 

profiled on Rich Kids of Instagram hold, it appears, similar status as winners of national 

championships. This goes double for the chess champion he is sure would beat him in a head-to-

head encounter. 

The diversity at Renowned does not serve as social hurdle for respondents from more 

affluent backgrounds. Being around wealthy and white peers in particular is not shocking. 

Renowned is more of what they come to expect from elite institutions with some welcomed 

additions and new experiences. 

A Different World 

Alternatively, the Doubly Disadvantaged’s move to diversity, adjusting to the people and 

social norms at Renowned, make them feel marginalized. Even though they admit that the academic 

rigor at Renowned is more intense than anything they previously experienced, the social side of life 

weighs more heavily on their psyches. In fact, some encounter shock and painfully new revelations 

of how different home and Renowned are well before arriving on campus. Joshua (DD,B) did.  

Piling into the not always reliable family car, Joshua headed to an admitted student reception. 

The route is one that neither he nor his family had taken before: “the first reception was in the nice 

part of the city I’d never been to after living [here] for 15 years.” After parking the car, walking past 

big houses with manicured lawns, and finally walking through ornate doors, Joshua realized that 

Renowned “would be culture shock on every level, whether it be academic, racial, or 

socioeconomic.” Events at the reception amplified this fear. He explains,  
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It was funny because that’s the first time I had culture shock. I show up and everybody is in 
nice polos, dressed up. I come in wearing jeans, Converses, big American eagle shirt, and a 
cap on backwards that I snatched off of my head when I got there. I’ll never forget that for the 
rest of my life. It represents so much. It was cool meeting people who had done well, but it 
was the first time I saw a system. None of [them] went to a school like mine. Private schools, 
good public schools, charter school… schools I’ve heard very good things about. I don’t see 
any scholars from my county here. Just me.  

 
Joshua never defines the system in concrete terms but speaks to structural inequalities and 

longstanding segregation in his city. He feels different. Simply standing in a home more lavish than 

the hay-strewn, abandoned barn he lived in after his parents lost their home reminded him of his 

disadvantage and their wealth. Further highlighting his difference, some of the admitted students 

shared their surprise that he “spoke so well” as people from his community are known for speaking 

in what Joshua calls, “lazy English.” These feelings linger long into his time at Renowned.  

Experiences on campus often mar the Doubly Disadvantaged’s introduction to Renowned, 

making them feel disconnected from their new peers. Valeria (DD,L) frames Renowned as 

academically liberating but socially constraining. She notes,  

Renowned’s academically more rigorous. Even picking a course here, it’s different. I learned 
how to think. In high school, everything was worksheets. Here, my professor read my essay 
and was like, “You’re summarizing. Make an argument.” By the end of freshman year, I 
understood what that meant. It was hard but really rewarding. Socially, it’s a lot less diverse 
here. 40% of students are not on financial aid at all. That’s crazy. They always say, “60% of 
students on financial aid. Let’s celebrate!” That’s insane! I’ve never been around that much 
wealth. Even if I don’t think about it, I’m surrounded by wealthy people.  
Tony: Renowned is more or less diverse? 
Valeria: Less; but that’s not true. It has diversity that I haven’t thought about. Renowned is 
diverse; it’s just not the same. I don’t know, I felt more comfortable in my high school. I 
associate diversity with being comfortable.  
Tony: Why do you think you feel more comfortable in high school compared to Renowned?  
Valeria: Because more people can relate to my experience. I don’t have to explain myself. 
Some things are a given. If I say, “Oh my god, it’s expensive!” Everyone agreed. No one 
ever suggested going to an expensive place because we were all in the same income bracket. 
For dances, nothing was more than seven dollars. People will say, “No one is going to pay 
ten dollars. That’s expensive.” Here, I have to explain myself like, “That is too much to pay 
for this dance.” And other people think “No, it’s a fair price.” It’s shocking. We’re actually 
very different, and I haven’t had to deal with that. I don’t know if that’s human nature, but 
it’s nice to not have to explain yourself all the time. Here, less people get me. 
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Hard but rewarding, that is how Valeria describes her academic growth. Socially, however, Valeria’s 

path is rockier. She is taken aback by what her new peers take for granted. Peers who question her 

way of life, especially what she can afford, remains a thorn in her side that pushes her to distance 

herself from wealthy peers and social life at Renowned well into her junior year.  

Before college, insecurity is an ever-present reality for Manuel (DD,L) until he earned, what 

he calls, an opportunity of a lifetime to attend Renowned. As a senior, he says “I definitely found my 

own voice, or I’ve begun to find it in my own subtle way, realizing I have agency in terms of crafting 

my own identity. I think I’m proud of being a student here.” His uncertainty, he explains, stems 

from negative encounters that influence present and prevent future connections with peers. 

Tony: How much of a culture shock was coming to Renowned? 
Manuel: Pretty large, living-wise. I had a stable place to live; a room; consistent food, 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The consistency was like, “What?!” Peer-wise, I was not used to 
being around white people in a friendly setting. Any previous interaction with white people 
was always in a competition setting like track or research competitions, science competitions. 
A lot of class (socioeconomic) things are implicit [here]. Things they would say. I don’t know 
how to approach or confront it. 
Tony: Like what? 
Manuel: Like, “So ghetto,” a word I hate. It’s intentionally meant to demean the person or 
action, like we’re primitive. They assume I’m straight from Latin America. People ask about 
my accent like, “What the fuck happened?” When we go out like, “Let’s go to the 
restaurant.” I was like, “Why when there is free food?” Not being thoughtful about where 
people are coming from. Renowned contradicted everything I was coming from.  

 
Manuel constantly speaks about how immensely grateful he is for the opportunity to explore new 

things and develop his passions at Renowned without worrying about food and shelter. But he feels 

like he is doing it alone. He identifies a gulf between him and his peers. Social life at Renowned, for 

Manuel, is laden with reminders of just how different he is from the majority of his peers, which 

lead him to feel isolated in his new home.  

For the Doubly Disadvantaged, negative experiences with their new peers dull the shiny 

newness of Renowned. Navigating and being constantly reminded of these social chasms leave the 

Doubly Disadvantaged feeling isolated, emotionally drained, and, sometimes, simply angry. Further, 
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classed micro-interactions left them less willing to engage their peers, leading them to draw moral 

boundaries that can limit integration into college life. 

Here We Go Again 

By contrast, many Privileged Poor respondents echo Nick (PP,L): “The backgrounds of the 

people I’ve met at Renowned virtually reflect the backgrounds of people I knew in high school.” 

Not all Privileged Poor respondents attend wealthy preparatory schools although all but one 

describe their high school as predominately white. Their prep schools, however, are filled with 

significantly more affluent students than the zone schools they would have attended. Like Kramer 

(MC,B) and Marina (PP,L), Javier (PP,L) calls Renowned “really, just a huge amplification of prep.” 

Unlike his middle-class peers, however, Javier’s (PP,L) first attended a poor, Latino middle school 

where “hoodlum” got into “fights every day [and] teachers were terrible” before entering upper-

middle class Catholic high school that took over an hour to get to each way. Nevertheless, the 

general pattern is one of small step rather than a huge leap, which makes Privileged Poor 

respondents feel more at ease at Renowned, that is until home and Renowned collide. 

Anne (PP,W), a round-faced senior with passion for creative writing that is literally written 

all over her sweater, lived an itinerant life before Renowned. The Great Recession depleted her 

family’s already limited resources, so Anne and her mother lived with friends around the country 

until her mother secured a job at a high-end retail store. When I ask Anne about culture shock, she 

reports: “It was weird to be around people who were more academically prepared in small details 

than I was. That was shocking.” Socially, she says her past experiences help her present situation: 

“Luckily, I guess, because my high school friends were wealthy, that wasn’t shocking to me. I didn’t 

feel it so strongly as friends who are also low-income or first-gen.”  
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Similarly, Ogun’s (PP,L) move to diversity was marked my similarities but also some very 

welcomed additions. She says, “I was surprised: “Wow, there’s so many black people here.” I noted 

that her comment made her high school seem very homogenous. She corrects me. 

Well, no. My high school actually has a greater percentage of students of color than 
Renowned but I was in a bubble. There were less brown people. Here there’s a lot more 
brown people. Sometimes, I feel like I go to an HBCU7 except when I’m in class. My social 
scene is an HBCU scene. I go to black events. We go to parties playing hip-hop, reggae. We 
go to LatinX meetings. 

Going deeper, Ogun discusses similarities that extend beyond racial diversity and bolster her sense 

of belonging. This security, however, is interrupted when problems from home resurface. 

Renowned, for her, is “the same thing. The same thing.” She continues,  

Buildings are named the same. Houston Hall (a lecture hall at Renowned) is where I had 
history (in high school). Daton, that’s the library where I had my Renowned interview. Here, 
we have Daton the dorm. Convocation, I had that. Same holidays. I had an advisor in high 
school like the advisor I have here. The unwritten rules are the same too. 
Tony: Like what?  
Ogun: It’s ok to do some things but not others. I can’t really… it has to be in the setting to 
know. For instance, in class, it is ok to question authority but it depends on how you do it…. 
It’s like a fifth year. I wouldn’t say it’s completely that but it can feel like that. I live here now 
so that’s different. I feel secure; my school prepared me for this. I know people here. A lot 
of people who’ve graduated from my high school said Renowned was easy.  
Tony: How much would you agree with that statement? 
Ogun: I don’t think Renowned is easy but I don’t think Renowned has been inexplicably 
hard when my outside life isn’t influencing me. My whole life [has been] struggling with 
health care issues, things like that. When outside forces aren’t influencing me, using the 
skillset I used throughout high school, Renowned’s definitely doable. There’s never where I 
can’t do this. 

 
From new buildings with old names to familiar experiences with new faces, Renowned does not 

shake Ogun. Even the unwritten rules, she intimates, are similar to those that govern her high 

school. The newness came with finally socializing with other students of color. She goes so far as to 

equate her social life at Renowned to an HBCU.  

                                                
7 HBCU stands for historically black colleges and universities, academic institution created with the purpose of educating 
black undergraduates. Notable examples include Howard University, Spelman College, Morehouse College, and Xavier 
University.  
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Such comparisons underscore how drastically different her move to diversity is from the 

Doubly Disadvantaged. Beyond race and class, the transposition of building names emphasizes 

cultural and structural continuities between her high school and Renowned. Naming rights generally 

require million dollar donations. Inhabiting institutions where students and buildings share the same 

name is nothing new for Ogun and many other Privileged Poor respondents. Also, having 

classmates from high school at Renowned is an added social buffer. Many of the white faces are 

those she saw in class and at parties in high school. Nevertheless, she qualifies this familiarity and sense 

of belonging by saying it is mostly true “when my outside life isn’t influencing me,” highlighting her 

privilege, on the one hand, and insecurities at home, on the other. Problems that disproportionately 

affect lower-income undergraduates—evictions, convictions, deaths due to gang violence—from 

home often puncture the security bubble that the social and cultural preparation. For Ogun, she 

continues to struggle with the loss a friend due to gang activity, as well as medical problems, 

specifically limited access to care for her mother’s chronic issues, and serving as the intermediary 

between her mother and various state welfare agencies (Charles et al. 2004). These things weigh on 

her and interrupt life on campus in ways that they do not for her more affluent peers. 

Familiarity with being around wealthy, white peers does not mean there are no surprises or 

unsavory moments. Many exchanges highlight affluent undergraduates insensitivity to issues like 

poverty and racism. Similar to Ryan (DD,W), Jessie (PP,B) looked to different clubs because she 

understood how “they might be useful for people that want to have connections and networks and 

that type of thing.” Doing so, put her in more intimate contact with rich, mostly white peers. 

Different from Ryan, however, she reports being accustomed to private dinners with manservants. 

She was not fazed; four years of seated meals at her boarding school gave her plenty of practice. Her 

peers’ callous disregard for another person’s feelings and situation—one that was close to her 

own—just for laughs proved traumatic: members of the club thought it would be funny to take 
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selfies with homeless people as part of initiation. The people and rules of the club did not make her 

run, but what Jessie saw inside convinced her to be more selective in how active of a member she 

would be. 

The Privileged Poor report being accustomed to who and what they find at Renowned, the 

good and the bad. College is more of a small jump or skip rather than a leap like it is for the Doubly 

Disadvantaged. Classes with white and/or affluent peers do not unsettle them. If anything, being 

around more students of color is what is most novel. Home life and subtle reminders of differences 

in economic situation and sensitivity to different backgrounds complicate their otherwise smooth 

transitions. 

WHEN IT POURS, IT RAINS 

An interesting phenomenon happens on campus each time the weather becomes unsavory. 

It rains. Not just in the meteorological understanding of the term, but also in the urban sense. You 

see, making it “rain” means showcasing money in a conspicuous way. When it pours at Renowned, 

students make it rain through the accessories they wear to shield their bodies from the elements. As 

in the observation that opened this chapter, there is an unofficial uniform at Renowned that, for the 

most part, only wealthier students can afford. Clothes quickly become proxy for class. This method 

of assessing wealth is not perfect. So many students wear sweats and hoodies that one would think 

that Renowned is a pajama party with classes sprinkled in. But, if someone wears a Burberry raincoat 

versus one from Old Navy, salmon colored Vineyard Vines shorts that stop well above the knee 

versus nondescript Levi’s that extend below it, Hunter Boots instead of a pair from Walmart, one 

gets a glimpse of how much that student can and does spend on clothes.  

 Similarly, when a freshman walks into his dorm room, looks around, and, unimpressed with 

what he sees, calls an interior decorator to do a complete makeover, his wealth becomes public 

knowledge. When one roommate offers $500 for the single room of the two-room triple so she does 
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not have to share, she broadcasts her privilege. The first scene is not out of HGTV’s Property Brothers. 

The second is not from the CW’s Gossip Girl. Rather both are from orientation at Renowned. While 

some undergraduates settle for cheap posters depicting classic scenes from Pulp Fiction, a shirtless 

Brad Pitt from Fight Club, or family pictures and gladly share their double with their new classmates, 

others believe they can buy better. And they are unafraid to make that known to their peers. 

More generally, everyday declarations of wealth, or lack thereof, through clothing and private 

purchases made public through casual interactions influence perceptions of fit. With clothing, it is 

not that respondents speak of contrasting styles like chic versus urban or hipster versus waspy. 

Rather, they outline how certain brands signal something about who someone is and where he 

comes from. Although men at Renowned are aware of style differences (especially in conversations 

over salmon short), this process is highly gendered (Armstrong and Hamilton 2013). All respondents 

discuss knowing what constitutes the Renowned uniform and the social stigma around not abiding 

by it, but the young women I spoke with are most attuned to how it affects social relationships and 

factors into how they fit into the campus. This may be due to the fact that so much of the signaling 

comes through accessories like bags and purses. This section examines how respondents describe 

their encounters with wealth and privilege in everyday interaction and how it influences their 

perceptions of and interactions with their peers and Renowned more generally. 

Compared to Ryan’s (DD,W) and Jessie’s (PP,B) experience in their clubs that happen 

during peak socializing times of the year, these casual encounters are like water to a fish. It is what 

undergraduates are totally immersed in while they are on campus. These are the exchanges that are 

not tied to specific locations, times, or events. They do, however, elicit different emotional 

responses. 

Falling in Line 
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Many affluent respondents describe not only being accustomed to displays of money, but 

also having the right experiences and owning the right credentials themselves to fit in with their 

peers at Renowned. Marie (MC,B) wanted to adorn her walls, not with new curtains or more color, 

but with something that money cannot technically buy: her Jack and Jill banner. As a former officer 

in the exclusive black social group, Marie (MC,B) dedicated hundred of hours to the organization. 

Naturally, she wanted to display a symbol of that investment proudly in her room. Her mother, 

however, advised against it; she did not want other students to prematurely judge her daughter 

because of the exclusionary, and some argue, elitist practices of the organization. Disappointed to 

leave the banner home, Marie employs other measures used to signal her class background. 

I love to decorate. Fashion plays a big deal into what I think about. I went harder (was more 
enthusiastic) with decorating than my roommates. I brought a lot of clothes. My mom was 
very concerned about that; she didn’t want me to appear to be too spoiled or too privileged. 
A lot of what I have would fit into what a typical Renowned student wears.  
Tony: What do you mean by, “what a typical Renowned student wears”? 
Marie: There’s pressure to conform. I think it’s a stereotype; it’s not true because you see a 
diverse range but having a North Face... I did not mean to buy a North Face jacket but I did. 
It’s not necessary, but labels make a difference. I grew up in an environment that has similar 
label pressure. I fell into that.  

 
Now, when Marie walked into the office, I noticed that she indeed was wearing many of the labels 

that are as abundant at Renowned as corn fields in Nebraska: North Face, which she mentioned, and 

a Longchamp purse. Since she had mentioned labels being important to her and having grown up 

with a pressure to buy certain brands, I asked her about her choice of purse. With a Cheshire grin, 

she says, “It’s a Longchamp.” Giving me a knowing look, she continues, 

I get it. It was hot in high school. I bought one in 9th grade. Everybody had one. I bought it 
when I was studying abroad in France. When I bought these “marker items,” I was definitely 
in a phase when material things meant more than they do now. I wanted to conform to an 
image. In Jack and Jill, these markers were a sign of a black person having made it. My 
Hunter boots weren’t a fashion statement; it was saying I am now competing in this 
assimilated culture that I know I fit into.  
Tony: More of a marker of your racial progress? 
Marie: I think so. That’s the way I saw it and saw it manifested in my friends but it’s a total 
stereotypical marker look. You can look around campus and count who’s wearing the same 
boots, carrying the same bag, has the same Ray-Bans? It’s all very calculated.  
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Marie is right. The love for Hunter Boots runs deep. Even local vendors are keenly aware of it and 

are monopolizing on an opportunity to have more customers spend money closer to home. 

Figure 2.1. Picture of merchandise at welcoming table of campus store. 

 

Walking to a local restaurant, I pass the university store and something shiny and black catches my 

eye. Entering the double doors, sweaters with “RENOWNED” blazoned across the chest do not 

greet me as they did just one year ago. Rather, a circular table laden with Hunter Boots stands 

sentinel (see figure 2.1). I see that the cheapest pair is $169. Beyond the costs associated with Hunter 

Boots, their central location in the store signals to patrons—visitors, applicants, students, and 

parents alike—the primacy of Hunter Boots in undergraduate life.  

Out of My Range 

Membership is not cheap. Not everyone has the same purchasing power. Lower-income 

respondents are split when it comes to their readiness to deal with the styles of affluent peers and 

expectations to follow suit. The Doubly Disadvantaged are perturbed by such displays of economic 

freedom and draw strong moral boundaries against those who spend money on what they see as 

unnecessarily expensive things, especially as they worry about affording basic necessities. The 
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Doubly Disadvantaged see those who engage in “that life” as people they cannot relate to. To them, 

anyone who spends money in such a wanton fashion does not know the value of a dollar. Melanie 

(DD,L), with a dimple-adorned smile, outlines her adversarial relationship with privilege, wealth, and 

Renowned. She states, 

To be perfectly honest, Renowned wasn’t anything that I didn’t expect. I was just way more 
not prepared for it than I thought I would be. It was just a lot at once. I’ve gotten glimpses of 
what college might be throughout high school. I came to visiting weekend. I was like, “Oh, 
this looks cool.” Then, I got here. Oh no. No! I don’t know if I can do this. I don’t know if I 
can make freaking small talk to somebody who’s from a different world than I am. I 
encountered kids freshmen year who got on a plane and flew to India for a friend’s wedding 
in the middle of the semester. I was like, “I can’t talk to you!” What am I going to say? “How was 
India? Did you get that paper down on the plane?” It’s just so surreal. I can’t talk to you. 
That was shocking, this totally new culture that I was just not familiar with. 

 
Melanie’s “small glimpses of college” come from summer and weekend enrichment programs that 

her mother found advertisements for in the local Spanish paper. These programs did not provide 

her with sustained contact with peers like those she finds at Renowned as they were geared for 

lower-income students. One can liken Melanie’s weekend programs to drinking from a water 

fountain and being at Renowned is like drinking from a fire hydrant. Not only does she discount 

possible friendships with those who can travel to India to witness their friends’ nuptials, she actively 

distances herself from those who come “from a different world than I am.” 

Sometimes these interactions are unavoidable. Miranda (DD,L) roommate’s parents are 

surgeons. This discovery did not bother her initially because the roommate “seemed very humble.” 

Her family, however, “seems very well intentioned,” a nice way of saying ignorant of issues dealing 

with race and class. During their first interaction, Miranda spent most of the conversation 

uncomfortably deflecting questions about her family that she was not prepared to answer quite yet: 

“They assumed [my siblings] are in school. ‘Where did they go to college? Did they come here too?’ 

I told them, ‘No; they didn’t go to college. They’re working.’ They’re like ‘Where do they work?’ I’m 
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trying to cover the fact that my brother is in prison.” Once the parents left, Miranda began to notice 

differences between her and her roommate that even her roommate’s humility could not hide.  

I feel very insecure about my clothes. I was like “Oh, snap,” because with my roommate, 
everything is designer. She had a lot of stuff, and everything was name brand.  
Tony: Like what? 
Miranda: I can’t even think of the names because I’m so disconnected from that. For 
example, our winter coats, I had ZeroXposur which is like a Sears brand. She had a ton of 
North Face. I was like “Oh, those look nice.” Because I got a winter coat scholarship, I went 
to North Face to buy something. I was like, “What? Hell no!” It kind of helped me realize, 
“Oh, wait. She has a ton of this stuff like nothing.” If I have nice stuff, it was on sale, a gift, 
or to be perfectly honest, I got it at a thrift store. 

 
Miranda’s eyes were bigger than both her budget and sense of what clothes should cost. When she 

enters North Face, she did not expect that her ZeroXposur jacket, which goes for $48, would cost a 

mere fraction of one of her roommates’ North Face jackets. Spending that much money on “nice 

things,” even when aided by scholarship money, is outside her comfort zone.  

Figure 2.2. Picture taken passing by clothing store near campus 

 

Brands change. At Renowned, they do so rather quickly. Canada Goose, which cost around 

$745 for basic black, is now the brand of choice. Almost overnight, Canada Goose became so 

prevalent on campus that undergraduates play “punch buggy” when they see the Canada Goose 

patch on an otherwise bland jacket. I got caught up in this mania as well. I did not purchase one but 
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pointing them out became almost an obsession. It became so prevalent that one would mistake the 

cafeteria for the meeting room where everyone gets their first merit badge. Never did I count less 

than thirty when I went outside to run an errand or have lunch with a friend. Again, styles change. 

Even this recent rise to supremacy of Canada Goose seems short-lived. Walking around campus, 

there is a growing spatter of Moncler jackets, hoodies, vests, and parkas which range from $695 for a 

sleeveless bubble vest to $5,500 for a full length parka adorned with fur. And again, local stores are 

keeping up with these changes first by giving space to these new brands and then by giving greater 

proportion of that space to Moncler instead of Canada Goose, for example. Similarly, Michael Kors 

is slowly replacing Longchamp for purse of choice and L.L. Bean boots are gaining popularity. Even 

bookbags have become the new platform to make a fashion statement. t is almost impossible to spot 

a backpack on campus that is not a Herschel. More important than the “it” brand of the moment, 

however, is that some undergraduates have items from each style wave that sweep the campus.  

Same Styles, Different Schools 

Compared to the Doubly Disadvantaged who stress over North Face, fashion trends to 

more expensive brands like Canada Goose and Moncler do not disturb the Privileged Poor. The 

Privileged Poor adopt a more distant stance about what their peers buy. Extravagant purchases are 

as “just what their used to,” luxuries made possible by their peers’ parents job that no amount of 

worrying is going to change. Virginia (PP,B) is a case in point. Before coming to Renowned, she 

attended one of the most elite, all girls private schools in the country. Doing so, removed her from 

the dilapidating zoned school she would have attended otherwise. Hair in braids and wearing an 

outfit inspired by ’90’s Hip-Hop, she says “Renowned is just a continuation of high school, but with 

more people.” She notices early on, however, that it is not a continuation for all her friends. Virginia 

shares a common room conversation that occurred after one of her friends overhears a wealthy peer 

discussing of a recent purchase: 
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Among my friends, I’m more prepared for Renowned. By going to private school, I was 
prepared for the white people and wealthy people who are here. Things like that don’t really 
shock me, don’t really make me feel a certain type of way. Out of all my friends, I can say 
that I’m having a really good time. That’s the difference. One of my friends would be like, “I 
actually don’t know how to talk to white people; I don’t know how to deal with that.” That 
was my only option in high school. 

 
Given Annie’s (PP,L) experience of some Doubly Disadvantaged peers questioning her path to 

college and comfort in rich, white places, I ask Virginia does she ever butt heads when discussing 

adjusting to campus given her different preparation. She immediately brushes it off and says, 

We never butt heads. At the end of the day, they know where I really came from. At the back 
of their minds they’re like, “Yeah, you went to a rich, private school but we know where 
you’re from.” For example, they were talking about one of our friend’s roommates. They’re 
like, “She wants to spend $200 on a scarf! That’s crazy!” My response was just, “What am I 
supposed to do about that? I’ve seen worse.” If she wants to, let her. If that’s her lifestyle, let 
that be her lifestyle. My friends who have never experienced that would be like, “I don’t 
understand. You just can’t do that. Why would you ever do that?” Maybe because I had 
those experiences younger or in high school that it would be a similar thing like, “She’s 
spending $1,000 on that wristwatch! Why would she do this?” As time went on, I was like, 
“That’s the lifestyle they live.” My friends at Renowned are experiencing something I 
experienced years ago. They’re having a thought process I had years ago in private school. 
That’s the difference; I’m a little ahead of the game. 

 
Comparing her friends astonishment about $200 scarves during their freshman year at Renowned to 

her surprise of $1,000 watches her freshman year in high school, Virginia (PP,L) highlights the 

attenuation of shock that occurs for the Privileged Poor. What may seem conspicuous or gaudy to 

those experiencing intimate contact with wealthy people for the first time, it is quite quotidian for 

Virginia by the time she enters Renowned.  

Months later I saw Virginia watching Netflix on her laptop while eating lunch. I ask if I can 

join her. We instantly catch up about anything and everything. I mention to her that one of the 

graduating seniors is renting out her favorite restaurants for her family and thirty-five friends during 

commencement. While Jeanine (DD,W) snorted, threw her hands in the air, and shook her head in 

dismay, Virginia does not raise an eyebrow.  
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The Privileged Poor also discuss experiences before Renowned that are usually reserved for 

those from or with money. Nicole (PP,B), a junior with a distinctive, infectious laugh, reports 

learning how to fit in with wealthy whites in high school, being less fazed by discussions about 

expensive purchases, and having unique opportunities to explore places beyond what her family 

could afford to send her. She recalls,  

Academically, they prepared me. Socially, they prepared me. Conversations I’ve had with 
people from lower SES, they’re like, “How do you interact with people who have incredible 
wealth? That was just not a shock for me. I’m prepared to interact with rich, white people. 
Tony: Speak a little bit more to that last statement. 
Nicole: So people travel a lot. In conversations with a lot of women, especially wealthier 
women, there’s a lot of talk about Europe, South America, or “Oh, I was in France two 
weeks ago. Me and my family backpacked around wherever.” When I was in high school, I 
got to experience these things with my friends. People were talking about their yacht, where 
they bought houses, and whatever else they were talking about. I learned how to engage in 
conversation and the conversations are going in similar ways in college. Especially after 
going to France, too. It’s really easy to play the part. Sometimes you want to hide your 
socioeconomic status. I’ve learned to hide my socioeconomic status pretty well. But as I get 
older, that’s just part of who I am, and it’s not important for me to do that anymore. 
Sometimes it’s necessary to move up on the social ladder here to be able to engage in these 
conversations and to be able to like, “Oh, when I was in France last summer I was, blah, 
blah” or to talk about designers. 

 
One quickly learns that, summer is both a season and a verb. Walking around campus in September 

or May, you inevitably hear, “I summered in Spain” or “I’ll summer on the Vineyard before heading 

to London.” Stories of jet sharing to these locations are less common but are still present. Snapchat 

sometimes reveal images of lavish seats from inside private planes as undergraduates embark on 

different adventures.  
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Figure 2.3. Picture taken on Martha's Vineyard of sign at local farmer's market 

  
 
Figure 2.4. Picture taken of summer bike rental sign on Martha's Vineyard 

 
Nicole, who calls her high school peers “dangerously wealthy,” enters with four years of 

casual mentions of trips abroad and other displays of wealth. Furthermore, she studied abroad in 

high school, giving her first hand knowledge of the sights and sounds of Europe. More so than just 

exposure, Nicole highlights the impression management skills she employs at Renowned. In effect, 

she code switches (see Carter 2005). She knows when to chronicle her family’s financial hardships 

and when to showcase her knowledge of France’s hidden gems. 
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CONCLUSION 

Familiarity breeds comfort. It is not a panacea for the social and emotional stresses one 

endures when making the jump from high school to college, but continuity lessens the effect of 

culture shock and heightens one’s sense of belonging. Extant research posits that middle-class youth 

enjoy the smooth transitions while their lower-income peers endure rough ones (Aries 2008; 

Armstrong and Hamilton 2013; Torres 2009). Extending these class-based analyses that do not 

adequately account for the accumulation of cultural and social capital before college, the Privileged 

Poor and Doubly Disadvantaged’s drastically different experiences with culture shock highlights 

how uneven exposure to inequality and poverty before college influences their experiences therein. 

The testimonies of middle-class respondents provide another metric to gauge just how big of a gulf 

there is between the Privileged Poor and Doubly Disadvantaged. These diverse experiences do not 

reflect individual-level differences, but rather structural ones. It is not simply those from more 

affluent backgrounds who are socially prepared for Renowned, but rather those who have had 

access to privileged resources who feel at ease in elite academic environments.  

This chapter investigates undergraduates’ sense of belonging by allowing them to define 

what was or was not shocking or isolating. In so doing, I am able to chart how (dis)continuity 

between their lives before Renowned and the life they are expected to lead therein affect 

undergraduates’ sense of belonging. For example, the Doubly Disadvantaged speak of a sense of 

both economic and social constraint that begin early in their careers at Renowned and that persist 

throughout. They identify clothes, dining out, and other purchases as symbols of their peers’ 

economic freedom that sets them apart. More so than these items or activities themselves, the 

Doubly Disadvantaged see them and their peers’ expectations for them to join in as reflecting an 

insurmountable gulf between them and their peers, on the one hand, and them and Renowned, on 

the other. Their inability and unwillingness to engage in such behaviors makes them feels less a part 
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of the community. The moral boundaries they draw against those who opt for $30 lobster lunches 

instead of free food from the cafeteria or North Face and Canada Goose instead of those from 

Sears, work against the building of bonds across class lines (Lamont 1992, 2000).  

It is important to note that Renowned is not the first time that the Doubly Disadvantaged 

experience the dominance of a particular brand or style of clothing. At home, Nike, Jordan, or other 

urban clothing lines are highly prized. At home, however, respondents describe diverse ways to 

express oneself through clothing. At Renowned, deviations from the uniform mark you as different. 

The Longchamp bags, Canada Goose jackets, and Moncler parkas that they encounter for the first 

time at Renowned, and the high costs associated with them, only serves to brighten the boundaries 

between them and their wealthy peers, especially for women. Furthermore, their peers’ nonchalant 

attitude towards these expensive purchases further heightened these divisions.  

Alternatively, the Privileged Poor acknowledge their economically disadvantaged background 

but focus more on similarities between high school and Renowned—from everyday experiences of 

being around wealthy whites to particularities like building names—and the cultural preparation that 

such experiences afford them (Jack 2015a). This is not say that their social life at Renowned is 

unaffected by their lack of resources. Although residing safely at Renowned, they still live in 

poverty’s long shadow as problems at home—whether financial, medical, or judicial—can add stress 

to life on campus (Alexander, Entwisle, and Olson 2014; Charles et al. 2004). Consequently, class 

remains relevant to the Privileged Poor’s college experiences, but it is not as salient of a feature in 

their social experiences as it is for the Doubly Disadvantaged. The Privileged Poor are in the same 

economic position as the Doubly Disadvantaged in that they cannot fully participate in the same 

social experiences as their wealthier peers if they relied on their families alone. The Privileged Poor, 

however, gain exposure through alternative means (Jack 2014). Their high schools help close the 

cultural gap by both (1) providing exposure to wealth that attenuate feelings of difference by the 
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time they enter college and (2) granting opportunities normally beyond their financial capabilities like 

studying abroad in high school. The social environment at Renowned does not amplify the effects of 

being poor for the Privileged Poor as it does for the Doubly Disadvantaged.  

Whereas the Doubly Disadvantaged speak of coming to terms with additional constraints, 

limitations, and restraints, which are thrown in to sharper relief by their wealthy peers’ freedoms, the 

Privileged Poor do not. Such differences show how limited economic resources, but also cultural 

resources, lead to heightened senses of constraint or opportunity in college. The Privileged Poor say 

that Renowned gives them more time and options to make friends from minority backgrounds and 

join different groups than their high schools did. These orientations are particularly important in a 

context where integration into the college community can provide one with access to resources for 

making it both through college and also improving one’s mobility upon graduation (Armstrong and 

Hamilton 2013; Massey et al. 2003; Stevens et al. 2008; Stuber 2011a; Zweigenhaft 1993). 

Furthermore, the Doubly Disadvantaged’s distaste for environments like Renowned may affect 

whether they elect to go into similar settings after college (Purdie-Vaughns et al. 2008). 

By lumping all lower-income undergraduates together, previous research underestimates the 

social and emotional costs of being in such an environment that, as Manuel (DD,L) says, 

“contradicts everything I was coming from.” The taxing adjustment to an environment like 

Renowned for the Doubly Disadvantaged—who disproportionately hail from poor homes, poorer 

neighborhoods, and still poorer schools (Charles et al. 2004; Massey et al. 2003)—should not be 

understated. Consequently, this averaging of social experiences of lower-income undergraduates may 

bias policies and initiatives aimed to increase integration into the college community. To design 

effective interventions (Stephens, Fryberg, et al. 2012; Yeager and Walton 2011), we must have a 

more complete sense of both the hurdles undergraduates do and do not face affect their college 

experience and the cultural and social resources that undergraduates call upon to navigate college.  
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For example, training mental health counselors not just on how to help students deal with 

divorce or a grandparent dying, but also in trauma of losing friends to drive by shootings or being 

evicted from homes or apartments. Expanding the skillset of these counselors will make them better 

equipped to deal with the broadening set of problems that students may deal with. Furthermore, 

understanding how these structural inequalities affect college life calls for more continued 

communication across different offices, especially with financial aid so that students know the vast 

array of resources available to them for free or reduced fees (Case 2013). 

Building on the previous chapter that outlines undergraduates path to college, this chapter 

examines how one’s experiences before college affects one’s social experiences therein. The next 

chapter moves the conversation from interactions between peers to those between undergraduates 

and authority figures at Renowned—professors, deans, residential advisors, and other college 

officials. 
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Hurriedly hopping out of the Uber, a friend and I rush to the doors of the local 
theater for a private film screening. We are running fifteen minutes late, but seeing  
many Renowned professors at the ticket booth, we both offer a sigh of relief. 
Clearly, we are not the only ones running a few minutes late. Once in line, we start 
talking to those ahead of us who inform us the theater is waiting for a member from 
the director’s team to introduce the movie. Finally, with tickets in hand, everyone 
slowly heads toward theater 3. About halfway there, I see a familiar face that seems 
out of place among the president and professors present: Marie, an upper-middle 
class black sophomore who I interviewed during her freshmen year. I wave hello. 
She waves back. Looking around, Marie appears to be the only undergraduate here. I 
think to myself, “I was someone’s plus one. How did she score a ticket?” While we 
wait to be let into the room, I notice Marie working to get a professor’s attention. 
They exchange greetings like they know each other well and go to sit down on the 
steps leading to the upstairs facilities. Now sitting, Marie reaches into her 
Longchamp bag, pulls out a hardcover book, looking brand new as if it was just 
removed from its Amazon package, and asks, “Can you sign your book for me?” The 
professor obliges with a smile. They continue talking for about another two or three 
minutes until we all are allowed to take our seats. They are the last to enter. 
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CAN YOU SIGN YOUR BOOK FOR ME? 

A constant refrain rings out across campus, the social call of professors: “My door is always 

open.” Many undergraduates welcome these invitations. Like Marie who is at ease engaging with 

professors at off campus events, some students do not even wait for such offers before reaching 

out. In the grand scheme of things, seeing Marie in the theater, and even seeing her pull the 

professor aside to ask for an autograph, was neither alarming nor surprising. The daughter of a 

physician and a legacy admit at Renowned who graduated from an elite boarding school, Marie 

entered college knowing the value of connecting with faculty and with an keen understanding that 

bonds between student and teacher are not always built inside the classroom. Long before running 

into her in the movie lobby she told me, “I have such great fortune with my professors. I have very 

personal relationships with one of them, two of them actually. We go out for dinner and I go to 

office hours all the time. My relationships with professors and teaching assistants are all pretty 

good.” For many students like her who socialized in places where contact with faculty outside the 

classroom was part and parcel of their academic life before college, a theater full of Renowned 

faculty was no less off-putting than a night of Netflix in the college common room.  

Comfort in being around adults, in general, and connecting with professors on a personal 

level, more specifically, is not something that all undergraduates share, however. Those students 

who are unaccustomed to this new style of engagement run from such interactions, finding such 

solicitations to connect odd, intrusive, even terrifying. Scholars assert that this second group of 

students typically consists of those from lower-income backgrounds, as they could not acquire such 

dominant cultural capital from their less-formally educated families (Calarco 2014a; Lareau 2003). 

Difference in orientation toward and strategies for engagement matter because relationships 

matter. From asking for academic help to developing bonds with mentors, engaging authority 
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figures in academic contexts is a mechanism through which youth gain access to institutional 

support and resources (Calarco 2011; Holland 2015; Kim and Sax 2009; Stanton-Salazar and 

Dornbusch 1995). From primary school teachers to college professors, authority figures in academic 

institutions respond more positively to middle-class interactional styles, often spending more time 

with or favoring students who adopt them (Calarco 2014b; Carter 2005; Collier and Morgan 2008; 

Patrick et al. 2001; Willis 1977).  

Renowned is no different. For example, Natalie, a college official with five years of service to 

Renowned, sheds light on how undergraduates get nominated for awards, honors, and prizes that all 

students are technically eligible for. She reveals that  

College officials nominate who they know, who they like, and who they find impressive. I 
put it in that order because thoughts go straight to the students you know best. When you 
think about someone to nominate, you’re not going to nominate someone you don’t like. It 
is people you like. And justifying it, you reverse the order because you only know if someone 
is impressive if you know them…. You win these prizes by what is not on your resume…. 
You are not going to know anything unless you really know that student. Students who 
college officials don’t know are just not in the mix. Students who don’t get nominated are 
either not known or not liked. If you draw a Venn diagram, the larger circle will be those 
who are not known.  

 
Destiny, a residential advisor, echoes her sentiment, saying, “The (nomination) process is 

relationship-dependent, unfortunately. It enables students who develop relationships a leg up in the 

process…. Oftentimes the best candidates are not put forward [and] some students get nominated 

for more prizes more often. It is hard to tease out what is meritocracy and what is nepotism, 

favoritism, cronyism or whatever you want to call it.” Although their words focus on honors, the 

practice they depict is not. When professors write letters of recommendation, stronger letters go to 

students who they know best. The same principle applies for referrals for internships, fellowships, 

and jobs. Over the course of fieldwork, the students who were invited to sit on committees that set 

college policy and practices, were asked to introduce famous invited guests at public forums, or were 

invited to go on Spring Break trips to foreign countries by different academic departments were 
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selected because of, as the college official notes, “what is not on your resume.” It was because 

someone put their name in the hat for them, oftentimes without their knowledge. College officials 

words and actions attest to a more general fact: that it is not just about what and who you know, but 

also who knows you, how well they know you, and how much they know about you.  

To investigate the root causes of the inequality that results from disparate engagement with 

faculty, previous research narrowly focuses on how unequal familial resources influence these 

processes (Jack 2014, 2016). Scholars examine how classed dispositions, or habitus, persists from 

elementary school up to college (Calarco 2014a; Lareau 2003; Lee and Kramer 2013; Lehmann 2007; 

Streib 2011). When engaging professors and navigating the “hidden curriculum” of college (Anyon 

1980), however, undergraduates rely on cultural competencies developed before college, which are 

influenced by a host of ecological factors. High schools, in particular, play a powerful role in shaping 

students’ cultural competencies (Jack and Irwin Forthcoming). They serve as both judges of 

academic success and the associated social dynamics (Bowles and Gintis 2011; Carter 2012; Cookson 

and Persell 1985; Flores-González 2002; Gaztambide-Fernandez 2009; Mehan 2012; Nunn 2014; 

Tyson 2011). 

As outlined in Chapter 1, students travel different paths to college and have access to 

drastically different resources and formative experiences before arriving at college, especially lower-

income youth. Although they come from economically disadvantaged homes and distressed 

neighborhoods, the Privileged Poor are immersed in resource-rich, predominantly white, wealthy 

secondary schools (Cookson and Persell 1985; Gaztambide-Fernandez 2009; Ispa-Landa 2015). 

Importantly, these students experience these environments during adolescence, when they are 

developmentally malleable (Crone and Dahl 2012; Erikson 1980; Ispa-Landa 2015). In these schools, 

students forge academic and social identities in contexts that encourage independent thinking, open 

dialogue, and close, frequent contact with teachers (Coleman and Hoffer 1987; Kane 1992; Khan 
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2011). Their precollege exposure to elite environments differs from that of their lower-income peers 

who remain in or near their home communities for school and socializing, the Doubly Disadvantaged. 

Schools in lower-income neighborhoods typically reinforce notions that teachers are distant 

authority figures, adopt test-oriented curricula, deal with problems that interrupt learning, and lack 

formal structures that promote contact with teachers (Kozol 1991; Neckerman 2007; Paulle 2013; 

Ryan 2010).  

This chapter examines how undergraduates report engaging faculty and college officials. The 

primary data source for this article came from respondents’ answer to the statement, “Tell me about 

your interactions with college officials” and instances where respondents described encounters with 

or perceptions of professors and other authority figures at Renowned. I asked about engagement in 

this open-ended manner to allow respondents to identify their most salient experiences and outline 

their modal engagement strategies, which I could then explore in more detail with probing questions 

(for a similar methodology, see Hirsch and Jack 2012).  

MIDDLE CLASS 

Middle-class respondents enter college with an ease for engaging adults. As Table 4.1 shows, 

the vast majority of middle-class respondents (22 of 27) described positive interactions with 

professors, deans, and administrators at Renowned. Many reported engaging authority figures to 

develop support networks and to extract key assets like recommendation letters, research 

assistantships, and access to authority figures’ professional and personal networks. They enter 

college not only with the orientation toward seeking help and at ease in engaging professors and 

other college officials but also the skills to do so. 
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Table 4.1. Respondents’ Precollege and College Experiences with Authority Figures  
 Middle Class  Doubly Disadvantaged  Privileged Poor  
Family  Knowledgeable about college Limited/No knowledge about college Limited/No knowledge about 

college 
High School Resourced; Culturally similar 

Expected/encouraged contact 
with teachers 

Resource-deprived; Culturally dissimilar 
Limited contact with teachers outside of 
class 
Structurally and organizationally different 

Resource-rich; Culturally similar 
Expected/encouraged contact 
with teachers 
Structurally and organizationally 
similar 

Precollege 
Contact with 
High School 
Authority 
Figures  

High; Encouraged 
Generally positive 

Seen as Authority Figures (reinforced by 
parents); More deferential 
Generally distant; Less personal 

Initially reluctant to engage then 
positive 
Seen as Facilitators to goals 

Transition to 
College 

Relatively Similar: Continuity; 
Familiarity 

New World: Discontinuity; Difficult; 
Stressful 

Next Step: Continuity; Familiarity; 
Smooth 

General 
Relationship 
with 
Authority 
Figures at 
Renowned  

Positive 
At ease with and at Renowned 
Proactive in reaching out 
Engagement expected as part of 
college 
Seen as Partners in all endeavors 

Negative 
Dissonance fosters anxiety  
Withdraws from interactions and 
engagement, especially outside of class  
Feelings of guilt associated with help 
seeking; Reluctance to engage 

Positive 
Similarities bolster comfort and 
confidence 
Proactive in reaching out  
Generally at ease with engaging 
professors, authority figures 

Reporting 
Positive 
Engagement 

22/27 19/56 16/21 
Middle-class respondents discussed being comfortable engaging authority figures, and many 

sought professors out early on in their time at Renowned. Antoinette (MC,B), a freshman whose 

parents also attended Renowned, called her transition from her days as a boarding school student to 

her days as an undergraduate at Renowned “smooth.” She felt comfortable reaching out to 

professors, intimating that Renowned and her boarding school had similar rules for engaging faculty:   

Antoinette: It is possible to do it here because not all professors are scary. At my 
boarding school, it was a given. The same people who were your dorm parents were 
your teachers. It was easier to make close connections because you’re living with 
them. Literally. Here, it’s different. You have to go seek that relationship; it’s not 
going to come to you.  
Tony: Do you feel okay doing that? 
Antoinette: I do. Because of my boarding school, I know it’s possible. I’ve reaped 
the benefits of being close to faculty members in high school. Coming here, if I see 
someone who’s awesome . . . I’m in this English class that clearly has an awesome 
professor. I have more confidence to go to office hours and meet her in person.  
 

Going further, Antoinette said that, like Renowned, her boarding school reinforced “the 

independence thing. You learn how to talk to teachers yourself. You learn to do what you have to 

do on your own and be responsible for all the things you have to do. . . . The amount that they mix 
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students and teachers makes you feel more grown up than you are.” Prioritizing independence, her 

high school pushed students to be agents in their own development while also providing ample 

opportunities for personal contact with teachers. Although relationships with faculty at Renowned 

were less automatic, Antoinette felt comfortable cultivating them, even as a freshman.  

 Similarly, Joe (MC,B), son of healthcare professionals who attended local public schools that 

catered to surrounding middle-class enclaves, regaled me with accounts of positive relationships with 

faculty. In high school, where he “thrived in small classes,” Joe loved opportunities to show adults 

his productivity and his personality, something he claimed has helped him at Renowned. In 

describing his bond with one professor at Renowned, he said, with a knowing smile, “I go to his 

office hours. I’m like his right-hand man; we’re pretty cool.” One less positive interaction, however, 

showcases his ease in engaging authority and advocating for himself. Joe recalled feeling slighted out 

of a higher grade:  

I expect a lot of teachers: be compassionate, happy to help, make sure you 
understand and be understanding of where you are coming from, give advice. But, 
man, I had the weirdest encounter with a TA; it set me off. I hadn’t done as well on 
the exam as I wanted to, so I went to her about a regrade. Brought the idea up to 
her. And she was like, “That probably won’t work.” I was like, “I explained my 
point.” She was like, “Yeah, but you have to say this.” She didn’t seem like she cared 
and that kind of pissed me off. I talked to my TA about it when I went to class later.  
 

Joe, the self-proclaimed “right-hand man” to a prominent professor, was comfortable arguing for a 

regrade and expected his TA to see things his way. He refused to simply accept the lower grade 

without a challenge. Although unsuccessful this time, future attempts may prove beneficial, as may 

his comfort in advocating for himself inside and outside the classroom. 

 Outside of office hours and class, middle-class respondents also discussed engaging 

authority figures on social and personal matters. One middle-class respondent partnered with his 

teaching assistants for tennis, and another reported befriending deans at social events. Misha’s 

(MC,B) success in lobbying administrators to endorse housing for transgender students, and their 
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support of his own gender transition, left him feeling welcomed at Renowned. Calling interactions 

“positive,” he admitted, 

I don’t think I’ve had a bad one. I’ve had to meet with the housing coordinator; she was 
ridiculously nice. I don’t know if the resident advisor counts, [but] the QueerPRIDE advisor 
is the nicest guy I’ve ever met. My residential advisor is nice enough, distant, but nice 
enough. 

 
Similarly, Justin (MC,B), a junior, said that his strategy was to “reach out; I reach out to everyone.” 

Going further, he explained how and why he bridges the academic and social: 

Renowned is what I expected: a place of profound excess and profound wealth. 
Definitely try and get a slice of it. What I do really well for myself this past year, not 
only this past year, is reaching out to professors, reaching out to business people, 
reaching out to physicians. I’m interested in medicine. Reach out to public health 
scholars; I’m interested in public health also. This place is becoming what it should 
be for me, a place where I have this opportunity, the privilege to understand how the 
world works [and] how I can effect change. 
 

Hitting the books was not the only way Justin wished to make the most of college. He looked to the 

full community of scholars at Renowned to help him with on-campus endeavors and post-

baccalaureate projects. His work on campus demonstrated this point: one semester he hosted 

conversations with leading scholars and activists that drew hundreds. 

 Generally, middle-class respondents reported proactively engaging authority figures, 

described these interactions positively, and argued that they reap benefits for building those 

relationships. Even freshmen like Antoinette and Joe reported hitting the ground running. Middle-

class respondents saw professors and other authority figures as partners in their journey toward 

adulthood, whether it related to personal growth while at Renowned or advancement after 

graduation.  

DOUBLY DISADVANTAGED 

In contrast, the Doubly Disadvantaged experience more disruptive transitions to college 

than do their middle-class peers. Corinne (DD,B) quipped that everything at Renowned constituted 

culture shock “except for the fact I’m in the same country.” As Table 4.1 highlights, Doubly 
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Disadvantaged respondents reported fewer interactions with faculty and tense, negative interactions 

with adults. The Doubly Disadvantaged lack the skillset or desire to engage faculty, even as they 

perceive their peers reaping the benefits of forging relationships. Naturally, not all Doubly 

Disadvantaged respondents reported negative encounters with or withdrawing from faculty. 

However, only a third (19 of 56) reported positive relationships and, sometimes, even these more 

favorable relationships were strained. 

 Active disengagement was common for the Doubly Disadvantaged. Shaniqua (DD,B), a 

senior, said that before college, living “above the poverty line was high.” With continued bouts of 

homelessness and living in shelters filled with addicts who repeatedly tried to get her hooked on 

heroin before Renowned, Shaniqua developed the grit to withstand tough times and excel 

academically in the four segregated, poor high schools she attended, where violent fights between 

rival Mexican and black gangs disrupted learning almost daily. Yet the resilience that protected her 

before Renowned spawned an inability to advocate for herself in college:  

Shaniqua: When you’re poor and you’re homeless, you get used to [taking] what is 
given. You don’t complain. Someone gives you a shirt, even if it’s ugly, you wear it. 
Of course you’ll be grateful. It’s made it harder for me to advocate for myself. Part 
of me is like, “I’ve been given enough.” It wouldn’t really be good to rock the boat 
when you’re homeless and depend on others. I make myself likable, being okay with 
what is given. I’ve gotten better but it’s hard for me to advocate for myself. It’s taken 
time to not feel guilty asking for extensions.  
Tony: How long did it take you to feel comfortable?  
Shaniqua: I don’t know how much of it is pressure or me feeling comfortable. 
Junior year was really good. I know I’m not comfortable now (as a senior) because I 
almost failed a class. I didn’t reach out to the professor until he sent an e-mail. Even 
though he said if you don’t turn in this paper you’ll fail, it wasn’t until I got that e-
mail that I realized I needed to e-mail him. For weeks, I just kind of sat and didn’t do 
anything. 

 
Unlike Joe (MC,B), who felt comfortable enough engaging adults to argue for higher grades as a 

freshman, Shaniqua reported accepting what was given to her well into her junior year. Her strategy 

of withdrawing from professors placed her grades in jeopardy; and the stress of it all paralyzed her.  
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Respondents also noted feeling uneasy with the expected style of engagement at Renowned; 

they believed that interactions with professors should be limited to discussing academic material. 

Daniel (DD,L), a junior, remembered the relationships between teachers and students in high school 

as strained: “freshmen year, classes [are] mixed (honors and regular students). People heckle 

teachers, argue with them, text blatantly in their face, ignore them. My honors and AP classes, we 

got yelled at for not doing homework.” Not until junior year of high school, when he joined Scribe, 

a writing club, did Daniel begin engaging teachers because his work caught their attention. At 

Renowned, he avoided professors and his academic dean, even while on academic probation: 

Daniel: I don’t do office hours. I never thought of myself as an “office hours” 
person. In high school, I didn’t talk to teachers. I walk in and sit down. I would take 
the test and then they’d be like, “You got a high grade. Congratulations!” I’d be like, 
“Oh cool. Thanks.” That’s how they would notice me. I didn’t want to talk to them. 
In college, I was like, “I’ll do the same thing.” But no [laughs]. I wasn’t smart 
enough. And then, these kids who go to professors after class and just talk to them. I 
have no idea what they’re talking about. I don’t have any questions beyond what 
they’re teaching. They’re kiss-asses. These people want recommendations, a spot in this 
guy’s research team. I never wanted to grovel. 
Tony: Are both strategies equally effective? 
Daniel: Theirs and mine? Well, mine’s not effective at all [laughs]. It worked in high 
school but that was high school. Now that I’m here, I never would’ve cut it as pre-
med because I wouldn’t have anyone to write my recommendations. I’m sure their 
strategy worked out. They’re all going to get glowing recommendations. 
 

Daniel drew moral boundaries between himself and those he labeled “kiss-asses,” similar to how 

Willis’ (1977) lads distanced themselves from the “ear’oles” (see also Carter 2005; Lamont 2000). 

Finding his peers’ behavior annoying and against his beliefs about how one should get ahead, Daniel 

wanted to focus on the work, like he did in high school, but he stumbled in adjusting to the social 

dynamics of academic life at Renowned. Even Daniel believed his strategy was ineffective compared 

to the “kiss-asses,” who likely gained access to lab assistantships and glowing recommendations that 

will aid them in the future. Despite his fear of missing out, however, he could not shake old habits. 

 Respondents agreed that Renowned expects undergraduates to seek out authority figures for 

everything for academic help to social support. But unlike Antoinette (MC,B), who felt at ease doing 
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so, the prospect of sustained interactions with adults outside of class made many Doubly 

Disadvantaged respondents feel anxious. Valeria (DD,L), a junior and top-performing student in her 

major, identified “building relationships with professors” as one of her biggest struggles. Explaining 

her limited engagement, she described mixed messages and unanticipated expectations: 

My being uncomfortable going to office hours: that’s the [social] class thing. I don’t 
like talking to professors one-on-one. That’s negative because Renowned really 
wants you to be proactive. And raise your hand. And talk. Freshman year, I didn’t say 
a word. People who I had small classes with, if I see them on the street, I recognize 
them. They won’t recognize me because I didn’t speak. My dad would always teach 
me, “You don’t want to get where you are based on kissing ass, right? You want it 
based on hard work. It’ll take longer, but there’s more value to it. You’ll feel more 
proud.” That’s bad in this context because Renowned totally wants you to kiss them. 
 

The expectation to proactively seek adults’ attention to curry favor with them contradicted life 

lessons Valeria heard growing up and strategies she used throughout high school. As she noted, “I 

just went to class; I didn’t talk to them outside of class ever. I didn’t feel a reason to except I guess 

when I had to apply [to college].” Counselors, she admits, did not help because she felt any question 

she had, like “What is the common app?” intruded on their time; they were “very preoccupied with 

students who were having disciplinary problems . . . or mental health issues” and thus could not help 

her navigate the college application process.  

Many Doubly Disadvantaged students found engaging professors emotionally taxing. Elise 

(DD,W), who admits that Renowned is so foreign to her that “I don’t know if I feel really 

comfortable around anyone,” says that her anxiety increases when forced to interact with professors: 

“it’s intimidating.” Seeing herself as different from her peers, Marcia (DD,L) says “Some people 

would call it privilege, but it’s ease. A lot of the kids here just know how to act in these situations 

because they don’t evaluate, they don’t second guess themselves. I do.” Robbie (DD,W) concurs; he 

says: “I’m very much about doing as much as I can myself and only then asking for help because I feel 

bad asking for help. It’s hard to put into words but I feel guilty.” Isabel (DD,L) was a junior from an 

impoverished suburb where school counselors told students to “dream small,” and teachers battled 
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to stem growing heroin use among the students. Describing her transition to college, she 

remembered being “very stressed first semester. I would just cry sometimes.” Reflecting on the 

absence of relationships with professors that existed into her junior spring, Isabel admitted,  

It is actually a really bad thing; I still feel great hesitation talking to professors, even TAs. 
TAs are closer in age; you would think it is more comfortable. . . . I have never felt 
comfortable speaking to adults as equals or even asking them questions. It is something I 
have been cognizant of since I came here. I need to be able to talk to adults. How am I 
going to get some sort of recommendation? How am I going to ask for help? How am I 
going to build a relationship they say is “one of a kind” here? I can’t even open my mouth. 
 

Months later, almost the end of her senior year at Renowned, Isabel noted that she still does not like 

to engage college officials at Renowned even when she is struggling. Rather, she uses her family’s 

hardship as both yardstick to see how she has it better but also motivation for her plan of action to 

just plow thorugh. She notes, “through tough times, whether it was social situations, academic, or 

whatever, I would always think what would my father say or do. He has lived way worse things than 

I lived. I keep on going. If I do not understand the material, I just keep on reading it and reading it, 

just keep going over. I very rarely reach out to adults here.” 

Some Doubly Disadvantaged respondents discussed a lag in acclimating to the expected 

styles of engagement. Ariana (DD,L), a second-semester freshman, avoided engagement for fear of 

being judged: “I feel very self-conscious. I still don’t feel comfortable speaking to school officials. 

I’m constantly wondering what’s going through their mind, how they’re perceiving me, which I 

probably shouldn’t do but it’s an instinct.” Ariana showed progress, however. Over dinner in the 

cafeteria during her sophomore spring, she adopted a determined tone to discuss her growth since 

our last interview, mentioning that she involves herself more on campus and sees Renowned more 

as her own. Speaking to a group of high school students the following semester, Ariana shared with 

them that the culture shock of academic and social life overpowered her during her first three 

semesters. Reaching out for help was something she had to learn, but once she did—in part through 

working at the Equality Center, which placed her in contact with administrators, deans, and 
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upperclassmen—she felt more comfortable at Renowned. Joshua (DD,B), a junior, experienced a 

similar learning curve: “I’m a lot more comfortable now. When I got here, I was intimidated by 

everybody. Now, I realize that most intellectuals ask a lot of questions. That’s why I’ve been more 

open to asking questions, whether it be in class, office hours. With professors; not just TAs.” 

Similarly, Charlotte (DD,B), a senior, recalled, “my first two years were tepid. I went to office hours 

once in a while but only because I really didn’t understand something or if I ever really needed help. 

I rarely went just to talk, which they recommend us do. I never do that, which is bad.” Many Doubly 

Disadvantaged respondents eventually adjust to what is tacitly expected of them, but they often lose 

out on more than a year of relationship-building and access to institutional resources.  

The Doubly Disadvantaged find the new style of engaging authority figures unsettling. As 

Valeria exclaimed, “Wow! Relationships are all that matter here.” Consequently, most Doubly 

Disadvantaged respondents reported limited engagement with authority figures and feeling uneasy at 

the prospect. Highlighting the dignity of their strategies of getting ahead by focusing on the work, 

some Doubly Disadvantaged respondents drew moral boundaries against peers who networked with 

professors to advance their personal agendas, even if they shared similar goals.  

PRIVILEGED POOR  

Thus far, the story of respondents’ engagement with college officials aligns with present 

understandings of classed repertoires. The Privileged Poor’s strategies break from the class mold. 

Unlike the Doubly Disadvantaged, the Privileged Poor report being familiar with the expected styles 

of academic engagement at Renowned and being at ease in engaging authority figures. They attribute 

their smooth transitions to having previously navigated elite academic environments laden with 

similar unwritten rules. As Table 2 shows, the majority of the Privileged Poor (16 of 21) report being 

comfortable engaging authority figures at Renowned, and many are proactive in doing so.  
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Privileged Poor respondents discussed feeling entitled to authority figures’ time and 

resources. Ogun (PP,L), a freshman, lived in Section 8 housing in a highly segregated neighborhood 

before college. However, she received a scholarship to attend a celebrated New England boarding 

school with an endowment over $200 million. Her family was unaware of this opportunity, but 

Ogun’s middle school teacher recommended that she apply because she wanted Ogun to go to a 

school that would nurture her potential. Through institutionalized practices like seated meals and 

monthly advising meetings (organized especially for scholarship students), engaging teachers and 

administrators became commonplace (Khan 2011; Kramer 2008). Ogun said her school encouraged 

everyone to develop a sense of entitlement in their academic endeavors, which she identifies with 

strongly. While Alice (DD,L) “rarely go[es] to school-sponsored people for things” and finds it 

anxiety-inducing that “you have all these [professors] but they’re not going to come find you, you 

have to find them. . . . It’s been difficult; it’s hard to find the help you want. You’re too intimidated 

or too afraid to go and talk to people,” Ogun, in contrast, reported “feel[ing] empowered to talk to 

professors and say, ‘I want to meet with you, chat with you.’” She said, “My high school instilled in 

me that I’m allowed to do that and it’s actually my right.” Going further, Ogun equated her first year 

at Renowned to her fifth year of high school, something I never heard from the Doubly 

Disadvantaged:  

I draw on skills I learned in high school. I have the same agenda except this time it 
says Renowned. My first month, I was like, “Wow, I like this.” Another thing I 
learned was connecting with teachers. They made it okay to say, “Hey, can you meet 
Tuesday at this time?” I had the small classroom experience in high school where it 
was okay to ask your teacher, “Can we meet about this paper?” I did that a lot my 
first semester here too. There was a TA, we had a final paper and he was in New 
York. I asked, “Can we talk?” He was like, “Sure, give me a call.” I was perfectly 
comfortable with that. My friends are like, “You’re crazy; on the phone with your 
TA?” Listen, I gotta go out for mine. When I talk about my fifth year, I learned to go 
out and get mine because I didn’t have a network anywhere else. My high school was 
providing my network. I use the same mentality. 
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Even as a freshman Ogun (PP,L) feels comfortable phoning her TA while he is in New York. Ogun 

developed what she calls a “go out and get yours” attitude that prioritizes developing a support 

network that can give specific advice on how to navigate Renowned. She came to see authority 

figures as facilitators to her academic pursuits in elite contexts who could fill gaps her family could 

not. Similarly, Marina (PP,L) recalled reaching out constantly on academic matters early in her time 

at Renowned: “Academically, definitely my first year academic adviser, I went to her for everything. 

I asked her so many questions. She was very helpful.” 

Many Privileged Poor respondents discussed the institutional structures and culture at their 

high schools when they outlined their engagement with adults. Sara (PP,L), who received a 

scholarship to attend a day school on the other side of town, said her school encouraged contact 

with teachers by building it into students’ and teachers’ daily schedules: 

My high school was very nurturing. They had study hall incorporated into our school 
schedules. By study hall I mean 80 minutes of time to study or free time. They’re like, “Take 
this time to meet with teachers. They’re here. They’re also free.” 

 
Sara and I reviewed what resources at Renowned have been important in how she navigates college. 

Quietly, she recalled, “emotionally, an adult. It’s happened once this semester when I reached to my 

residential advisor and I realized how much of a calming effect an adult has that perhaps a peer 

doesn’t have. That was a really bad night. Just talking to my residential advisor: Wow!” The comfort 

Sara derives from adults stands in stark contrast to the anxiety and alienation the Doubly 

Disadvantaged endure when engaging authority figures.  

 Similarly bolstered by years of experience with office hours and close connections with 

faculty in high school, Nicole (PP,B) is not shy with meeting professors outside of class. She notes, 

“I say, ‘Let’s get coffee.’ I have no qualms asking a teacher for help. If I need something, I’m more 

than willing to go; I e-mail often. It’s valuable for your grades to know professors. I make it a point 
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to know my teaching assistants, my professors. Since my high school had mandatory tutorial hours 

for teachers, I was like, ‘If I need help here, I’ll just go to office hours.’ It wasn’t a big thing. 

Stephanie (PP,B), a senior, also described dense support networks at her boarding school. 

She engaged teachers who hosted informal, intimate dinners and faculty advisors who followed her 

development from convocation to graduation. Furthermore, she worked closely with her college 

counselor, who had a caseload of 12 students—1/21 of the recommended national average of 250 and 

1/40 of the actual 2014 average of 500—to coach her through the college process (Harris 2014; 

McDonough 1997). Reflecting on interactions with faculty at Renowned, she offered a parable 

highlighting differences in preparation among lower-income undergraduates and where she saw 

herself along this spectrum: 

I know what I ought to do. My friend struggles: “I don’t get this; I don’t know what 
to do.” I told her what to do: “Contact them.” That was very intuitive to me. 
Reaching out to your teacher and having one-on-one time was definitely something 
that was at [my boarding school]. I didn’t think it was a big deal but the fact that she 
was like, “You sure I can just e-mail them?” Not that she felt the professor wasn’t 
welcoming, but ’cause she wasn’t used to that. I arguably have an advantage. I would 
have been meeting with my professor for a whole semester at this point and she 
would have been struggling. Let’s say there’s two students, both struggling. One of 
them gets a tutor, which I figure is normal at public schools. I would very intuitively 
e-mail the professor and say, “I’m not doing well. Please meet with me. This is my 
schedule.”  
 

Bypassing auxiliary sources of support, Stephanie saw going to the professor, with times that best fit 

her schedule, as the only option. This strategy was second nature by the time she entered Renowned.  

Reveling in the fact that she has class with six students and a professor sitting around a table, 

Emma (PP,B) shares that “I have the privilege of being able to get to know professors.  Every 

professor that I have gotten to know has been really, really kind, open, and pretty diligent.” Whereas 

the Doubly Disadvantaged resisted connecting with faculty, Emma “thrive[s] in [small classes] 

because it gives me the ability to be more than just a name to a professor but actually to really 

interact and also get to know my classmates.”  
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Beyond academics, the Privileged Poor seek out authority figures for myriad reasons. In 

middle school, Damion (PP,B) skipped classes and “literally don’t remember studying ever in middle 

school, I don’t remember doing homework, I don’t remember studying” because the work was easy 

and teachers had low expectations. Wanting to reinvent himself, Damion entered a private high 

school instead of the vocational school that his sibling and friends attended. His private school 

allowed him “to refocus on what was important because I didn’t have those social distractions 

keeping me from fulfilling goals I had for myself.” Diversity was central to his high school 

experience, as he often reflected on being one of the only minority students there. Lobbying 

administrators to increase diversity at his all white, upper-middle class Catholic school, he explained 

how he “catalyzed a minority initiative. By the time I was a senior, the school built a partnership 

with local communities and was siphoning students from there every year.” When Damion 

identified the resources at Renowned that most helped him overcome initial angst, he stated: 

“Definitely advisors.” Damion worked with three advisors—an alum, a professor, and the dean of 

admissions—to create a college-sponsored support group for lower-income and first-generation 

college students like himself. Moreover, Damion brought the president of the alumni association to 

speak and to pledge support for connecting alumni to first-generation college undergraduates.  

When the Privileged Poor discuss adjusting to the expected styles of engagement that 

pervade elite academic settings, they refer back to their freshman and sophomore years in high 

school. Michelle (PP,L), who endured bouts of homelessness while at her posh day school, 

welcomed close, personal contact with professors at Renowned. It reminded her of relationships 

with teachers in high school, where they practiced holistic advising that bridged academic 

enrichment with personal development and “highly suggested” all students attend office hours. Her 

ease with this style of advising, however, was not automatic. It came only after enduring the culture 

shock of being around white, wealthy people and an initial resistance to her high school’s hands-on 
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advising style. Over time, however, she said these connections provided stability when she did not 

know whether she would have a place to sleep when the school day was done:  

Michelle: Freshman year (at Renowned), there’s a very good support system, a lot of 
advisors you could go to. Sophomore year, they don’t help you as much. I’m really 
good friends with my advisors. TAs, they’re most loyal8 to those who come to office 
hours quite frankly.  
Tony: How would you rate your interactions: positive, negative, in between? 
Michelle: Advisor is great: out of ten, probably nine. Some TAs haven’t been good 
and others have been excellent. I bother them a lot if I need help. I make it known I 
need help so they’d help me. So that would probably be a seven. There is this 
macroeconomics professor who’s really legit. I would love to get to know him better. 
He’s super chill. We got along really well. We chilled, had a good talk . . . best buds. 
 

Accustomed to frank, open conversations about everything from being homeless to choosing where 

to study abroad in high school, Michelle brought an affinity for connecting with faculty to 

Renowned. Building on these positive experiences, she developed a relationship with her economics 

professor that went beyond supply and demand curves. As an economics major interested in 

finance, she plans to build on this relationship after completing his class.  

Contrary to extant literature on lower-income undergraduates, the Privileged Poor generally 

do not feel nervous, uncomfortable, unprepared, or guilty when engaging professors and other 

authority figures at Renowned. Familiarity with approaching authority figures in similar 

environments before college attenuates or removes the shock of the expected engagement style at 

Renowned. Moreover, their proactive strategies resemble those of their middle-class peers more so 

than those of the Doubly Disadvantaged. Instead of withdrawing or waiting for authority figures to 

come to them, like the Doubly Disadvantaged do, the Privileged Poor report actively reaching out to 

them. They enlist authority figures as facilitators to their goals, rather than treating them as 

bystanders or adversaries. 

CONCLUSION 

                                                
5 “Most loyal” is an urban colloquialism used to describe when a person is faithful or dedicated to another person, cause, 
or belief compared to an alternative option. In this case, Michelle believed teaching assistants devote more time and 
energy to undergraduates they know. 
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Asking for help is not a sign of weakness and reaching out to make connections is not a sign 

of insincerity. But not all students see it that way. Such behavior is expected at Renowned and many 

other colleges (Collier and Morgan 2008). But such expectations are not always stated explicitly 

(Stephens, Townsend, et al. 2012). Such actions are rewarded. But that secret is not well known. In a 

commencement address in 2015, First Lady Michelle Obama, a proud first-generation college 

student who speaks openly about her struggles in college, told the graduating seniors of Dr. Martin 

Luther King Jr. College Preparatory High School in Chicago pretty much the same thing. As she got 

to know her classmates at Princeton, she said, she “realized that they were all struggling with 

something, but instead of hiding their struggles and trying to deal with them all alone, they reached 

out.” The differences I observe in my research highlight how unequal opportunities constrain 

disadvantaged groups before and during college.  

Scholars argue that class-based engagement strategies lead to greater inequality in academic 

settings (Calarco 2014a; Lareau 2003; Stanton-Salazar and Dornbusch 1995), especially colleges 

(Collier and Morgan 2008; Stuber 2011a). I document how proactive engagement with authority 

figures is not as strictly tied to social class. Rather, I show that scholars homogenize the experiences 

of lower-income undergraduates. Cultural sociologists and education scholars must examine 

undergraduates’ acquisition of cultural capital beyond early childhood socialization.  

Experience and exposure are powerful teachers. The Privileged Poor enter college at ease 

with the expected style of engaging faculty and have previous experiences navigating institutional 

practices like office hours. Accustomed to academic contexts that emphasize independent thinking 

and prioritize teacher contact, the Privileged Poor arrive primed to engage authority figures. They 

see authority figures as facilitators of their academic journeys in ways their families cannot be. They 

trust that their proactive engagement strategies will work to their advantage in college as they did in 

their preparatory schools. Even though the Privileged Poor come to see authority figures as 
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facilitators of their advancement, and middle-class respondents see them as partners, their proactive 

outreach leads to similar experiences as middle-class undergraduates and potentially more equal 

access to resources than the Doubly Disadvantaged find. 

The Doubly Disadvantaged, however, report being uneasy navigating the new norms of 

engagement at Renowned as well as college life more generally. Compared to the Privileged Poor, 

the Doubly Disadvantaged lack exposure to elite academic environments before college and have 

limited experience navigating institutional structures like office hours. Expectations of continued, 

close contact with authority figures and treating adults as equals is so different and anxiety-inducing 

that the Doubly Disadvantaged withdraw from such encounters, despite seeing their peers 

potentially reaping rewards for reaching out. Moreover, the Doubly Disadvantaged adopt a 

defensive stance toward engaging authority figures and draw moral boundaries against those who 

do. The expected manner for engaging faculty conflicts with the Doubly Disadvantaged’s notions of 

how one gets ahead. In contrast, the Privileged Poor and middle-class respondents see these 

expectations as normal operating procedure. Consequently, the Doubly Disadvantaged engage less 

and experience greater stress when forced to interact with authority figures. 

With no explicit rules for when or how to engage professors (Collier and Morgan 2008), and 

with less coaching than the Privileged Poor had when they entered their preparatory schools 

(Kramer 2008), the Doubly Disadvantaged have trouble transforming their general understanding 

that engagement is positive into real relationships. The resulting cultural lag lasts into the sophomore 

and junior years of many Doubly Disadvantaged students. Such a lag is not insignificant. The first 

two years of college are the foundation for undergraduates’ academic and social development as well 

as a time for expanding one’s cultural toolkit (Charles et al. 2009; Hurtado 2006; Stuber 2011a). 

Respondents outlined some of the payoffs of being proactive. They noted how ties to and 

relationships with authority figures provide access to a host of resources, such as emotional support 
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during rough points along their academic journey, additional help in various extracurricular activities, 

extra time for assignments, access to authority figures’ social resources, and a host of other positive 

gains that can accumulate over time (Merton 1968; Tinto 1987). Sustained contact allows 

professors—who serve as gatekeepers to internships, fellowships, graduate school, jobs, summer 

travel, and many other opportunities (publicized and unpublicized)—to get to know undergraduates 

and their personal stories, interests, and qualifications. Not only are undergraduates who faculty 

know well more likely to receive greater favor and access to opportunities, but they are also more 

likely to procure stronger recommendation letters than students whom faculty know on a more 

cursory level.  

Understanding the ways in which culture and inequality shape how individuals engage 

authority figures has import outside of academic contexts. Whether one is at ease with gatekeepers 

(Rivera 2015) or how one constructs a “developmental network” inside firms or organizations 

(Higgins and Kram 2001) influences access to information, guidance, and other resources that may 

enhance one’s mobility. Moving beyond traditional gender and racial dimensions of inequality, 

investigating the cultural underpinnings of different engagement strategies, and how such strategies 

are disparately rewarded, can make explicit how endogenous value systems and norms operate in 

local environments and influence the acquisition of resources and the reproduction of inequality 

(Turco 2010). 

Still, colleges must account for undergraduates’ disparate cultural resources. Doing so can 

lead to more effective interventions to help the most disadvantaged undergraduates transition to 

college. Summer and preterm orientation programs can ease less socially prepared undergraduates’ 

transition to academic and social life (Fiske 2010; Stuber 2011a). These programs provide familiarity 

with the campus community and those who populate it. Enlisting faculty as instructors and mentors 

can remove some of the social barriers that respondents identified as hindering their academic 
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integration into college. At the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, for example, students in 

the Meyerhoff Scholars Programs are coached in how to approach office hours and how to ask a 

question on their first trip to meet with a professor. Although narrowly focuses on asking a 

question, the broader aim of getting students accustomed to advocating for themselves and feeling 

comfortable engaging adults can go a long way.  

 With respect to one possible institutional intervention, colleges and universities can 

encourage professors to define office hours on a syllabus to lower the barrier to entry. First, such a 

suggestion would allow professors across disciplines to outline how they view time spent in office 

hours without it having to be uniform across an entire university. Some professors want to only talk 

about the work, while others may want to engage students on questions related to industry or 

internships. Still others may be interested in students’ transition and how their class relates to 

campus life. By outlining generally what office hours are instead of leaving them largely undefined 

we may be able to get more students asking for the academic help they need and the developing 

social relationships that will help them down the line. 

To be accessible and inclusive of more diverse student populations, however, colleges must 

do more than provide scholarships and create orientation programs. They must interrogate the 

institutionalized cultural norms that shape campus life, ask whether they help or hinder the progress 

of culturally diverse undergraduates, and actively work to adopt policies that create opportunities for 

success for all undergraduates. One policy suggestion is to change the campus culture by framing 

college in terms commensurate with interdependent norms like collaboration and community, rather 

than independent norms of individualism. Such affirmation helps lower-income undergraduates feel 

like they share similar goals with the college, and this alignment can improve academic performance 

without negative repercussions for undergraduates from more affluent backgrounds (Stephens et al. 
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2014; Stephens, Townsend, et al. 2012). Although limited in scope, these solutions provide localized 

knowledge of particular colleges and can potentially adjust the college culture.  

In the next, chapter we explore how students navigate official university policies. 
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With the sun behind me already starting its descent, I walk to catch a ride to “Young, 
Gifted, & Black,” the end of the year celebration for one of the black affinity groups 
on campus. When I get on the bus, I see many familiar faces. We start catching up 
about work, life, and Spring Break, which was two weeks before. Naturally we talk 
about the TV show Scandal and Olivia Pope’s many misadventures. Someone asks 
what I did over break. Besides catch up on sleep, I say, “I cook ‘cause usually I eat 
with y’all.” I excitedly share pictures of my new favorite dish to cook: salmon next to 
a bowl of shrimp and grits. The salmon and shrimp: seasoned with black, cayenne, 
and crushed red pepper; Lawry’s Seasoned Salt, and freshly squeezed lemon juice. 
The grits: with Monterrey and Pepper Jack cheeses melted in.  

 
Figure 5.1. Picture of shrimp and grits shown to students. 

 
Figure 5.2. Picture of shrimp and salmon shown to students 

 
Instant uproar. From three rows back, someone yells, “Where was my invite?” 
Another shouts, “Way to leave me out; you know I was here. No love!” Oh the 
shade that was thrown my way. Joshua (DD,B), a young, fit male with a smile as 
wide as his muscular shoulders, stares me dead in the eyes and says, with a straight 
face that lasted only until he got the words out, “Well damn, Tony, I, too, am hungry.” 
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I, TOO, AM HUNGRY 

We all share a laugh, but then the conversation turns somber. The lively reaction from the 

undergraduates on the bus is not due solely to my burgeoning culinary skills. Rather, it connects to 

what many undergraduates at Renowned experience year after year: food insecurity brought upon by 

the university policy to shut down cafeterias during Spring Break.  

With comedic seriousness, Joshua’s adept appropriation of the “I, too” campaign slogan that 

swept colleges around the world documenting microaggressions (Hodge and Vega 2014; Vega 2014), 

highlights that students like him experience hunger and scarcity despite attending a university with a 

multi-billion dollar endowment, where the cost of attendance surpasses $60,000 a year, and one of 

the largest gifts to the college was made in the name of recruiting academically talented, poor youth. 

Little did Joshua (DD,B) realize that in choosing Renowned he would confront an old truth he 

learned when living in an abandoned barn after his family faced eviction: that hunger hurts.  

This chapter explores being materially poor at a rich college. I specifically examine how 

official university policies exacerbate social difficulties associated with scarce economic resources in 

ways that remind lower-income undergraduates of their difference and work against affirming them 

as full members of the college community. 

Scholars have long shown interest in exclusion in academic contexts. Most scholars generally 

focus on interpersonal interactions and how different forms of cultural capital influence sense of 

belonging—feeling like one is part of the community—in academic communities (Bergerson 2007; 

Lareau 2003; Ostrove and Long 2007; Torres 2009; Walpole 2003). A growing body of research 

examines how the institutional context marginalizes lower-income students by privileging 

orientations or behaviors typically associated with middle-class styles which are highlighted further 
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by the unwritten rules that dominate campus life (Aries and Seider 2005; Calarco 2011; Collier and 

Morgan 2008; Hurtado and Carter 1997; Stephens, Townsend, et al. 2012).  

The previous two chapters also focus on relationship dynamics between individuals and how 

differential precollege exposure to elite academic environments affect lower-income undergraduates 

experiences with culture shock and their sense of belonging (Jack 2014, 2016). I show how the 

Privileged Poor have higher stocks of dominant cultural capital, are more accustomed to engaging 

wealthy peers socially, and are more at ease with engaging faculty than the Doubly Disadvantaged. 

Through documenting the divergent experiences between the Privileged Poor and Doubly 

Disadvantaged, I push for examining how inequality in their neighborhoods and schools shape 

students’ accumulation of capital in a new way. 

But what happens when the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor both hit a structural 

wall? The focus on symbolic elements of class among undergraduates, even among the Privileged 

Poor and the Doubly Disadvantaged, paints only a partial picture of the problems poor students 

face. When one’s pocket is as empty as one’s stomach, material differences associated with class are 

larger determining factors in one’s sense of belonging than familiarity with elite environments. It is 

this aspect of the lives of disadvantaged students at rich colleges that this chapter explores. I focus 

on how official university policies make poor students hyper aware of their scare resources, highlight 

their difference, often in ways that connect to racial and class stereotypes, and work against 

affirming their place in the community. There are times when culture serves as social buffer, but as I 

will show, even those undergraduates with stocks of dominant cultural capital face barriers to 

inclusion due to scarce material resources.  

We must examine how campus practices structure academic and social life to more fully 

understanding of how culture and class shape how students integrate into and navigate academic 

institutions. Some newer research pushes for such an approach. At the secondary level, Tyson 
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(2011) examines how academic tracking influences students’ conceptions of attainment that equates 

whiteness with achievement (see also Hallinan 1996; Ispa-Landa and Conwell 2014). In her 

comparative study of schools in South Africa and the United States, Carter (2012) shows how the 

sanctioning of ethnic hair narrowly defines what is appropriate and how such scripting ostracizes 

black students. In college, Armstrong and Hamilton’s (2013) examines structured engagement and 

how university’s sponsoring of Greek life puts pressure on working-class students to partake in what 

they call the “party pathway” through college despite lacking the money and social skills to do so, 

thus undermining both academic and social experiences (see also Bergerson 2007; Doherty 2014; 

Lehmann 2014; Lubrano 2004). In these investigations, students see the resulting racial and class 

hierarchies as naturally occurring rather than institutionally sponsored. For example, when the 

working-class women in Armstrong and Hamilton’s (2013) study try to fit in to the larger culture, 

they see their failure as personal faults without placing Greek life in the larger context of the college 

infrastructure that allow sororities to operate as they do (see also Warikoo and Deckman 2014).  

The aforementioned studies, I argue, examine the effects of backstage processes—school policies 

largely hidden from students even as their effects are felt daily. To highlight Renowned’s direct and 

visible role in structuring social interactions and belonging, I examine the social and personal costs 

of exclusion brought upon by specific operational features of the college that marginalize 

underrepresented groups. Particularly for poor students, these formal practices exacerbates material 

and social difficulties associated with class once on campus. In effect, this chapter focuses on 

moments of structural exclusion.  

In what follows, I examine how three front stage practices shape college life in highly visible 

ways for lower-income undergraduates. First, I explore respondents’ experiences working as janitors 

through the college-sponsored Community Detail. Second, I examine the unintended consequences of 

Scholarship Plus, a program developed by the college to help students afford social events. Third, we 
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return to cafeteria closures during Spring Break. Lower-income respondents see these practices—and 

the social stratification they engender—as intentional, abrupt tears in the fabric of social life that 

signal to them that though they may be at Renowned, they are not of it.  

While affluent undergraduates are generally unfazed or unaware of these practices, both the 

Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor bear the burdens and emotional scars of not having the 

money to combat the marginalization these policies induce. The cultural and social buffer that the 

Privileged Poor bring to college does not shield them from structural exclusion. As respondents 

note, sometimes all lower-income undergraduates know “the struggle” of being poor in a rich place.  

Renowned may have increased its share of Pell-eligible admits by 30 percent in a less than a decade, 

but many college practices have not kept pace. The remainder of this chapter follows respondents 

from orientation to moments before final exams to show how university policies undercut sense of 

belonging for lower-income undergraduates in highly visible ways. Both the Privileged Poor and the 

Doubly Disadvantaged discuss exclusion similarly. The cultural buffer that helps the Privileged Poor 

in other aspects of social life is not enough to insulate them from some of these policies. Such 

parallels highlight how colleges struggle to welcome those from poor families. 

Understanding social and structural exclusion—and the differences between them—leads to 

deeper understandings of the role class and culture play in the reproduction of inequality in college 

and more nuanced policy recommendations for creating a more equal playing field. For colleges and 

universities adopting expansive admissions and financial aid policies, the following testimonies are a 

wakeup call: an admissions letter and financial aid do not an inclusive campus make.  

Community Detail 

Community Detail is akin to janitorial services where students clean student suites. 

Renowned offers it as a first-year preorientation program. It is also a work-study eligible on-campus 

job. This analysis is not an indictment of the work. Rather, I highlight how the structure of 
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Community Detail makes lower-income students believe that Renowned intentionally incentives 

manual labor for those from disadvantaged backgrounds within a highly residential, wealthy, white, 

and, most importantly, academic community.  

Preorientation 

Everyone marks the end of summer differently. Some say the slight chill in the night air 

signals that Fall is fast approaching. Others use commercials advertising “Back to School” sales. 

Anyone around a college knows that summer’s end is near when U-Hauls and Amazon boxes 

become more common than flyers for live concerts downtown and farmers markets along Main 

Street. At Renowned, another event marks the end of summer even before the great migration back 

to campus: young bodies wearing eleven-pound vacuums strapped to their backs and carrying 

buckets filled with soap, water, and other disinfectants popping up all over campus. At first glance, 

one might think they were playing a crude game of Ghost Busters. But no, these are incoming 

freshmen working Community Detail on their way to clean the bedrooms and bathrooms of peers 

whom they have yet to meet. 

Figure 5.3. Students with "back-vacs" in between dorms during preorientation 

 

What they find is troubling. Used tampons in rooms other than the bathroom. Used condoms in 

rooms other than the bedroom. Cockroaches lining doorframes. Dead rats behind headboards. 
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Vomit in the sinks. Hair in the drains. Sticky floors. Sweaty walls. Dirt. Grime. This greeting is, for 

many students, their official welcome to Renowned as incoming students. 

Figure 5.4. Picture message of hair in the drain from a student working Community Detail 

 

Freshman Orientation is supposed to be fun. From the moment incoming freshmen receive 

their orientation packets, outlining all the exciting events and activities that Renowned hosts just for 

them, however, money constrains choices for lower-income undergraduates. As the graph X shows, 

fun comes at a price. Students can join Summit Seekers for hiking; Vamonos, Van Gogh for arts; 

CiViC for community engagement; or Community Detail for cleaning. As the old saying goes, “One 

of these is not like the others.” Not all programs are created equally. Unlike the other preorientation 

programs, Community Detail pays participants. Furthermore, unlike the other programs that engage 

the life of the mind through creative expression and self-exploration, Community Detail is custodial 

work where undergraduates clean the bedrooms and bathrooms of their peers. 
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Figure 5.5. Advertised and Real Costs of Preorientation Programs at Renowned University

 
Author’s compilation.9 

Madeline (MC,B), unencumbered by the costs of any orientation program, opts for one that 

aligns with her ideals: community engagement. Nevertheless, she discusses stark differences between 

the five programs Renowned offers to incoming freshmen: 

I heard that Community Detail was awful, cleaning the week before school started. I have a 
lot of friends who did it. In one sense I was considering doing it myself then I got into 
CiViC and the nice thing about CiViC is that it’s practically free. If I did Vamonos, Van 
Gogh (VVG), I would have had to pay tuition. CiViC is nice because it’s economically 
inclusive; they cover your room and board for the whole week. They want to make sure that 
it stays that way; that’s really important to their mission. But students who need the $600 feel 
obligated to do Community Detail instead of something more enriching which is 
unfortunate. I don’t know necessarily what kind of impact that has on their introduction to 
Renowned especially because a lot of them did Community Detail coming in and that’s how 
they were introduced to Renowned. 

 

                                                
9 Costs are adjusted for required or suggested items that participants bring with them if they participate in each 
individual preorientation program. For example, Summit Seekers has an extensive list of items that participants must 
purchase. Looking at different websites suggested by Summit Seekers, we priced the mandatory items incoming first year 
new to hiking and outdoor camping must have. With respect to community detail, I used the per diem amount that 
athletes get for meals as a proxy for costs of meals.  
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For Madeline, Community Detail is only ever an option. The stories she hears from friends who 

accepted Renowned’s offer of $600 for participating in Community Detail suggests that the perks 

are not worthwhile. Furthermore, Madeline questions Community Detail for being devoid of 

enriching experiences that participants can build off of in the future. Although Madeline’s class 

status shielded her from cleaning, lower-income respondents discuss just how much Community 

Detail tainted their introduction to Renowned.  

When Nicole (PP,B) received her pamphlet about the slew of different preorientation 

programs in the mail, her heart saw many options. Her empty pockets saw one. Moving to the edge 

of the couch, she holds nothing back lamenting the existence of community detail and the 

heightened sense of constraint that it inspires: 

Community Detail is really problematic. It is a problem that poor students come to this 
institution and the first thing that they see are dirty dorms they have to clean. I have serious 
conversations with friends about this. When we got here, we felt like in order to be successful here 
we needed to clean. I think it’s really unfair that students who are lower-income go into 
Community Detail whereas all these wealthier students are doing Summit Seekers and going 
climbing. Or playing instruments and doing artsy things with VVG. Orientation very much 
placed the idea of poor students doing menial jobs and wealthier students having the 
privilege to explore the arts or explore different things. Community Detail is cleaning, menial 
work. My other friend was like, “I don’t understand; what’s the problem with Community 
Detail? I needed the money.” I was like, “That’s the issue. If you need the money, you’re 
going to do Community Detail.” I signed up for Community Detail. 

 
Respondents lament how Community Detail incentivizes servitude for those of humble means. 

Nicole becomes angry recalling her experiences with Community Detail. She is open and upfront 

about how strange it is for her to commiserate with her grandmothers, who both served as domestic 

works, about cleaning the bathrooms of wealthy people—an experience that, ironically, Renowned 

makes happen. Like her friend, some see Community Detail not necessarily as a social ill, but as just 

a way to make money. I have heard a few undergraduates argue that it builds character. These 

sentiments, however, are only held by a small minority of respondents. Most respondents echo 

Nicole in that they recognize that Community Detail—being the only preorientation program that 
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pays participants—as, to use her words, “really problematic.” Similarly, Miriam (PP,L) calls 

Renowned disingenuous in its framing of Community Detail as a chance to make friends and 

explore campus: “I hated Community Detail. I thought it’d be cool. It was advertised like, ‘You get 

to meet kids ahead of time and see the college campus.’ I’m like, I definitely got to see the college 

campus alright. And I was blowing dust out of my nose for a week, a week!” 

This is not to say that $600 does not entice privileged students. What I argue, what 

respondents noticed, and what institutional data show is that Renowned’s structuring of 

preorientation results in segregated introductions to Renowned. For some undergraduates, all the 

programs are options while, for others, the choice is restricted. On average, 60% of Community 

Detail participants come from just 15% of the student body: those on full financial aid (Figure 4.2).  

Figure 5.6. Community Detail By Financial Need at Renowned University 

 

The numbers for wealthier students, however, may be inflated in that they do not take into account 

for how long they clean. I hear reports of students in designer clothes working for one day but 

stopping after finding out the work they are expected to do. Their peers, however, send Snapchats 

with captions saying, “When you’re tired of slaving away on the plantation” and asking “Why do bad 

things happen to good people.”  
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Figure 5.7. Snapchat from student working Community Detail 

 

Figure 3.8. Snapchat from students' finding from a Community Detail shift. 

 

There is an additional burden in choosing preorientation programs that participants, specially those 

who choose community detail, are unaware of: the sticker price is not the final cost. If an incoming 

freshman wanted to try camping, Summer Seekers catered to the burgeoning outdoorswoman. The 

sticker price is $535.10 If she needs hiking boots; thick, wool socks; an outdoors sleeping bag, or any 

                                                
10 Students are able to receive financial assistance to help defer costs for preorientation programs. This assistance may 
not cover the full costs of the program and does not cover supplies. For the Summit Seekers, freshmen can rent 
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of the other mandatory equipment, the costs quickly add up. Figure 1 shows how buying the 

mandatory equipment for Summit Seekers adds upwards of $800 to the original cost. For many 

respondents, Summit Seekers may be the first and last time they use this gear, making $1,300 a big 

investment with limited returns. Alternatively, Community Detail pays $600. The devil is in the 

details, however. One must be careful to read the fine print. Renowned pays Community Detail 

participants at the end of the program and (2) participants must pay for their own meals during that 

time. In other words, not only is the money delayed, but participants must also use whatever money 

they may have during move-in for food. One respondent reports that her father caught this hidden 

cost: Ariana (DD,L) was leaning towards Community Detail “because you’re paid for it. Then, my 

dad was like ‘But you have to pay for all your meals; it cancels out.’ I was like ‘Oh, that’s true.’ I 

heard the area is pretty expensive.” The cost of food reduces the $600 windfall to just over $400.11 

School Year 

This economic division of community through labor continues into the school year. Both 

the Privileged Poor and Doubly Disadvantaged have a range of jobs. But Community Detail offers 

perks that many lower-income respondents feel unable to pass up or stay away from: (1) flexible 

schedules where students set their hours day to day and (2) higher hourly rates than other open access 

campus jobs.12 Some popular jobs like working in the library pays $12/hour. Serving as one 

professor’s research assistant pays $12. Administrative offices pay $10 for clerical work. Community 

Detail pays close to $14/hour. The raw numbers mask the 40 and 16 percent pay difference, 

                                                                                                                                                       
equipment for severely reduced fees. Some of the items like long johns and socks, however, are not items that everyone 
may feel comfortable borrowing. Additionally, Summit Seekers organizers suggest purchasing hiking boots over the 
summer to break them in instead of waiting until they get to campus, making rentals a less attractive, even discouraged, 
alternative.  
11 One respondent decided not to do Community Detail as a preorientation program because she had done that work all 
her life and did not want to start her career at Renowned cleaning up behind her classmates. She elected to simply stay 
home because she could not afford the other programs. 
12 Open access refers to jobs that any Renowned student has access to. Renowned heavily frame the perks of setting 
one’s own hours and not requiring long-term commitment as privileges. These particular aspects of Community Detail is 
enticing to lower-income respondents because they can work when money gets tight or when they have expenses that 
are either expected (e.g., books) or unexpected (e.g., family emergencies). Flexibility is as important as the higher pay. 
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respectively. Not necessarily what one would expect from market conditions. But Marcia puts it 

plainly, “The higher pay says nobody wants to do that.” 

In addition to feelings of constraint, Community Detail takes on a tenser, more strained feel 

during the year because, instead of cleaning empty rooms, those working Community Detail now 

enter rooms occupied by their peers. Before diving into the orbitals of atoms, Marx’s grand theory 

of history, some undergraduates learn protocols for entering their classmates’ rooms to clean their 

bathrooms and explicit expectations about their performance, not from their professors, but from 

their peers.  

Standing with a two-columned bucket lined with cleaning supplies, blue plastic gloves, and a 

heavy duty sponge, a student walks up to a room and says, while rapping the door hard enough for 

those inside to hear, “Knock knock. Community Detail. Knock knock. Community Detail.” She 

then enters the room with keys supplied by her supervisors. She ventures to the bathroom and 

begins wiping the sink before moving on to the counter and then finally the toilet where she must 

get on her knees to be in position to clean. 

The above scenario might fit what one observes in hotels if the “Do Not Disturb” placard is 

not hanging from the doorknob. Even the flyers lining hallways resembles the notes from hotel 

management outlining what patrons should from the “polite, professional, respectful” employee. 

But no, this is Community Detail at Renowned and the routine is one that many lower-income 

respondents know all too well. In cinematic terms: same script, different cast.  
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Figure 5.9. Replica of Community Detail flyer placed on dorm walls for residents 

 

As in the case with preorientation programs, middle-class respondents generally dismiss 

Community Detail as an option for on-campus employment (if they work). Aware of the dynamics 

of Community Detail, some feel uneasy by it. As Carol (MC,B) notes, “Community Detail, other 

students cleaning my bathroom, it’s like Cinderella. You’re living in the house with them but then 

they clean your bathroom. It’s awkward.” Her middle-class status, which she acknowledges, protects 

her from experiencing the awkwardness as well as the mice, condoms, and feces. 

Jose (DD,L) who could not sit still on the couch when discussing Community Detail, 

connects Community Detail to experiences of power and inequality at home. Jose’s mom is a 

domestic worker, primarily cleaning the homes of white, affluent families. Unable to afford a 

babysitter, Jose accompanied his mother to work. Although he sometimes reaped benefits like old 

Xbox systems, interactions with his mother’s employers were not always good. One time, a client’s 

child cursed at his mother. He felt powerless to do anything. As he says, “those little kids talking shit 

to my mom, I was so close to going off on them in big ways but because, again, the dynamics of my 

mother’s work, I wasn’t able to.” Knowing that to respond would cost his mother her job, he 

bottled up his anger. This sense of powerlessness resurfaces at Renowned,  
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Community Detail hurt me. It was literally painful. Emotionally, it was painful to have to 
relive experiences I’ve lived for the past 18 years, cleaning these people’s rooms, cleaning these 
people’s bathrooms, literally cleaning up their shit, poop, feces. I don’t know how you 
wanna describe it but I couldn’t do it again. It hurt. I knew my mom was still doing the same 
thing back home. I couldn’t do it. I-I-I-- it was-- I wanted to, I wanted to have my mom feel 
like her hard work was paying off. You know, my mom always said, “I don’t want you to 
ever do this when you are older.” My mom wasn’t able to guide me through education; my 
mom has a 6th grade education. She’s been a farm laborer since she was 5, literally 5 years 
old. She was in the crop fields, los campos. She told me, “sembrando semillas” (sow seeds). I 
was like, “Mama, okay. You think education is important; I’m gonna do what I can.” I 
wanted my mom to feel like her hard work was worth it. I wanted my mom to feel like 
because she worked so hard I didn’t have to do. 
 

Unfortunately for Jose, he could not avoid the kind of manual labor that his mother never wanted 

him to experience again.13 The flexibility to work extra hours whenever he needed to and the higher 

pay allows Jose to support his family back home.  

Respondents also discuss how Community Detail forges client/server relationships that lead 

to problematic divisions on campus. Instead of seeing fellow students as peers, students recount 

instantances where other students see Community Detail participants as just those who clean the 

bathrooms. Stephanie (PP,B) calls Community Detail “highly problematic and inappropriate. It 

contributes to a toxic mindset which is insensitive to other students.” Her peers concur. 

Stacy’s (DD,B) financial aid and scholarships pay her tuition, but do not cover all her college 

expenses. In order to afford a service trip with one of her clubs, she works Community Detail as a 

temporary job because Renowned allows undergraduates to fundraise for different service events by 

working Community Detail, further institutionalizing it as a way for those with limited funds to 

make quick money for different events and activities. Instead of receiving money for hours work, 

the funds go into a general pot for the club or service trip. Although it helped her attend a trip she 

was exciting to be part of, her time working Community Detail, she argues, taught her about how 

                                                
13 When parents discover that respondents work Community Detail, it sometimes leads to confrontations. Cheryl (PP,L) 
says that things got heated when her mother heard about her domestic moonlighting: “She was like ‘I worked so hard 
for you not to do those jobs and you‘re doing it at Renowned. What is wrong with you?’”  
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Renowned sees her and students from similar backgrounds. Interactions with peers while working 

Community Detail did nothing to allay those negative thoughts. Rather, they solidified them.  

It’s like having a maid, a student maid. The ones who don’t have to work can just chill and 
be here. I have to do this because this is the only job I can have. And to clean up after you is 
strange. I feel like a restroom, urine and feces, is the worst of the worst. Cleaning up in the 
cafeteria is leftover food but to have to get on your hands and knees and scrub their toilets, 
it says a lot about the divides here between who has to work and who doesn’t. To be like, “I 
have to clean your shit because I can’t afford to go to school.” The first restroom (I 
cleaned), I was like “What is going on?” Community Detail comes every three weeks. The 
fact that they don’t clean in the interim is just nasty. They let their bathrooms get dirty 
because they know Community Detail’s going to clean it up. One girl walked past yelling, 
“Community Detail, YES!” Her restroom was so bad. Why did they let their restrooms to 
get so disgusting? She was actually like, “Oh my god, Community Detail. Yes!” That just 
shows how they feel: Community Detail is their maid. I don’t think they understand that 
students do this not because they want to but because they have to. So bad. The room was a 
mess but I’ll focus on the bathroom. There was underwear all over the floor, multiple pairs. 
The floor was just dirty. Lift the toilet seat and there was feces all over the toilet seat, tissues 
on the floor, toothpaste on the sink, empty beer can in the bathtub. It was just dirty. The 
most disgusting thing was the feces all over the toilet. It was hard to clean. There was just so 
much stuff on the floor; we had to move their underwear out the way. I don’t know how 
they could go in there and use the bathroom every day.  

 
Stacy goes to class a few days later and finds that classmate sitting next to her. Frustrated from 

having to work Community Detail—and the state of her peers’ room—she does not hide the fact 

that she cleaned the room as the girl clearly did not remember her fact. Rather, she confronts her 

classmate about her filthy living habits. Her classmate’s response, however, shocks Stacy more than 

the filth: “Oh my god, that was you. Thank you! Yeah; sorry. I had stomach flu last week.” As Stacy 

notes, “She knew it was bad. Her saying that to me let me know that she knew her bathroom was a 

mess. You said you had it last week, why is your restroom still like that? Just shows they wait for 

Community Detail, we can do whatever because we know Community Detail’s going to clean it. 

That’s just sad. These are students, your peers. You’re just like, ‘Oh they have to clean it anyway.’ 

They don’t care. That’s my experience.” Entering as Community Detail made Stacy invisible to her 

classmate that she has class with every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and such interactions 

distract her while in lecture. 
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Being distracted because of interactions one has working community detail long after one’s 

shift ends was common. An excerpt from fieldnotes reads:  

“Community Detail story: student who cleaned the bathroom of her classmates. While she 
was cleaning they ignored her even through the student knew she was in the same class and 
they clearly recognized each other. Later in the week, the student who room they cleaned 
walked up to her and said. "I don't want to get you in trouble or anything but you missed a spot. Next 
time can you scrub under the toilet." The student was shocked to be approached like this and 
didn't know how to respond. She called her friend and ranted for an hour. She was 
pissed. This shows that the job does not end when you finish cleaning the bathroom. This is 
another example in which students private lives are impeded upon in very real ways. Similar 
to the classroom example with Stacy. It really shows just how students come to see their 
peers as working and not as equal and how much of knowing that affects students 
experiences inside and outside the classroom and how much time outside of the actual job 
itself plays a role in that. Again, the focus on how taxed lower-income students are in ways 
that their peers are not.” 
 
Feeling that their peers see them as subordinates when they don the Community Detail 

uniform is a common refrain. Respondents report experiencing a type of erasure of their student 

status. One white respondent, who works Community Detail for the extra money, shares an 

interaction that was too close for comfort. She and a friend are cleaning a bathroom with two stalls. 

They decide to divide and conquer: one would clean the sinks, bathtub, and counters, while the 

other cleans the toilets. While cleaning the left toilet, one of the room’s occupants enters the 

bathroom, pulls down his pants, and proceeds to “take a dump” while she and her friend are less 

than five feet away. He finishes after some time, flushes the toilet, pulls up his pants, and leaves the 

bathroom without acknowledging their presence, offering an apology, or saying thanks. To make 

matters worse, she has to clean the recently used stall with the seat still warm and bowl still pungent. 

Race further complicates matters. And does so differently for white compared to black and 

Latino students. White respondents also feel outed as being lower-income because of the prevailing 

assumption on campus that all white undergraduates are wealthy and the dominant perception that 

rich undergraduates would never work Community Detail. Elise (DD,W), a bubbly blonde with soft 

blue eyes who could pass for middle-class with her thrift store JCrew finds, argues that Community 
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Detail “presents a lot of opportunities for humiliation.” Disowned by her family and fully 

supporting herself in college, Elise works a number of jobs on and off campus to make ends meet. 

Yet, she says Community Detail makes her feel the most stigmatized. With a grimace on her face 

with the mere mention of Community Detail, she explains, “Students who don’t need money are not 

going to do Community Detail. Knowing that someone works Community Detail lets you know 

something that you otherwise wouldn’t know: their financial aid status, their socioeconomic class. 

Just seeing someone you won’t know their background. It’s not fair that Community Detail gives it 

away.” While some undergraduates can choose how much of their class background to advertise, 

Community Detail, according to Elise, removes that choice for undergraduates like her. 

In addition to feeling outed as poor on a rich campus, Elise says that interactions while 

working Community Detail adds additional stress to an already troubled situation.  

Community Detail is really gross. One room, the floor was covered in used condoms. It was 
the lacrosse team. It was nasty…. It was more just how dismissive people were. There was 
never like, “Thank you for cleaning my bathroom.” It was like, “Here’s my bathroom. Go to 
work.” They just completely ignore [you]. It’s dehumanizing. You’re going in, putting in this 
effort, yeah you’re getting paid, but you could do other jobs and get paid. You’re cleaning 
someone’s bathroom and they don’t even acknowledge your presence. It can be very 
disheartening. Sometimes I get frustrated. One time I was in a really bad mood so every 
bathroom I left I’d be like “You’re welcome!” And scream it into the suite and slam the 
door…. Students on campus aren’t very respectful. I don’t think they realize someone’s not 
working Community Detail because they can’t get any other job. Just think about it, the 
people working Community Detail, it’s someone who’s on financial aid. These are people that 
are in college but not only are they having to deal with the academics of Renowned but to 
find time to work, to make money. People don’t realize how difficult that can be or how 
much more of a burden that can be. I’ve heard so many people complain about Community 
Detail—“They didn’t clean my bathroom very well.” Go clean your own bathroom then.  

 
Outing and dehumanizing best describe Community Detail for Elise. There are other employment 

options on campus. None, however, are as accessible to the general population, pay as much, and 

are as flexible. Over her three interviews, she revisits Community Detail as a signifier of class that 

would, for her, otherwise go unnoticed because many of her peers assume that she is middle class. 

Elise is not the only white respondent to mention this shielding that being white provides in social 
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interactions. I have come across many undergraduates, and even college officials, who assume, a 

priori, that white undergraduates are affluent so much so that it provides a context for lower-income 

whites can pass until confronted with situations in which their class background is brought to the 

forefront. When Elise reluctantly mentions her Community Detail shift, the myth of middle-class 

status that is bolstered by being white falls away. The mop, bucket, and gloves ensure that. 

Black and Latino undergraduates, however, do not ”benefit” from similar assumptions about 

their class background (Torres and Charles 2004). In fact, it is quite the opposite. One respondent 

who is the daughter of a trustee at a prestigious school and a legacy at Renowned, recalls her peers 

asking how much financial aid she receives. That her answer is none raises eyebrows. For black and 

Latino respondents, Community Detail carries added weight of engaging in stereotypical manual 

labor in a wealthy, academic setting where most students are affluent and white and most janitors are 

Latino and black. Community Detail brought up notions of racism, discrimination, and blocked 

mobility options that relegated black and Latinos into manual labor positions. This history of 

domestic service is not so distant from respondents’ home lives. About a third of black and Latino 

respondents report having family members—mothers, fathers, aunts, uncles, and grandparents—

who worked or work as maids, custodians, or janitors.  

Allusions to The Help, The Jeffersons, Devious Maids, and Spanglish are not in short supply when 

respondents discuss how working Community Details evokes stereotypical images of the type of 

work minorities do. Ogun (PP,L), quick witted and engaging, argues that Community Detail creates 

worrisome power dynamics that her being Latina complicates further. She argues that, “going to 

someone’s room who is my lab partner or in class with me and I’m coming in as the typical ‘Latino 

cleaning person’ cleaning their bathroom, the power structure in that situation makes me 

uncomfortable.” Many black and Latino respondents like Ogun complain that working Community 

Detail made them feel—to borrow from James Baldwin—as if their color was their uniform, or 
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perhaps, their uniform was their color. On one occasion, one very light-skinned bi-racial Latina who 

could pass for white and who admits not knowing Spanish shares that one of her peers told her that 

working Community Detail is “the most Hispanic” things about her. 

Echoing Ogun’s frustration, Javier (PP,L) sees the shaming attached to Community Detail as 

neither unintentional nor without consequences: 

My dad used to say, “Do you know why they have big windows on buses? It’s to humiliate 
minorities.” That’s what Community Detail is. It’s like, “Give the dirtiest job to the kids who 
can’t afford other things.” And a lot of them are minorities. 
Tony: Can you speak a little bit more why you think Community Detail is humiliating? 
Javier: Because, say, I was to knock on someone’s door. I’m like, “Yo, can I clean your 
bathroom real quick?” I’m going to clean the toilet that you just threw up on this past 
weekend when you’re partying like crazy. Let me just clean that for you. And then just add 
the fact that I’m a minority reinforces that stereotype that all Spanish people do is clean and 
mow lawns. That’s what they’re good for. Explicitly that might not be what they’re thinking, 
but to some level implicitly that’s what they are. 

 
Working Community Detail sheds new light on how constrained his experience is at Renowned 

compared to his more affluent peers. These restrictions bother Javier. In his eyes, his more affluent, 

white peers who have two types of freedom that he does not: the freedom to fully experience 

Renowned without the burden of economic hardships and the freedom to just be seen as another 

student. When he enters the bathroom as the help, both of these freedoms are lost to him. 

Respondents are also aware that Community Detail, compared to other employment opportunities, 

is limited in what it can provide them because there are things that money cannot buy. Now, 

Community Detail is not the only job on campus. The flexibility to set one’s own hours, however, 

makes it quite amendable to undergraduate life. Marcia (DD,L) outlines how Community Detail 

negatively shapes her experiences early on and why she, eventually, lets it go:  

It’s a total signifier. Even as a freshman working in upperclassmen dorms where I didn’t 
know the people whose rooms I was cleaning, it felt weird. I felt really weird whenever I 
would say “Community Detail is here” and they would direct me to the bathroom. It’s a very 
interesting dynamic between two students. That was part of the reason I stopped. Another 
reason was it got really inconvenient. I would change clothes. I literally put on a uniform. I 
would put on clothes I didn’t care about, that it wouldn’t be gross for me to be cleaning 
someone’s bathroom in. It got annoying having to go to class, go back home, change, go 
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clean, come back home, change back into normal clothes. That was very inconvenient. Also 
it was, like I said, the fact I was cleaning Renowned student’s bathrooms. It’s not as rosy as 
Renowned tries to paint it. I mean, they pay very well, but it’s still a student cleaning another 
student’s bathroom. The higher pay says nobody wants to do that. I think it’s totally fine for 
students to work but they’re working as research assistants. They are working in the 
admission office. They are doing things that are prepping them in some way and building 
their resume. It’s just so weird honestly. The more I think about it like the weirder it gets.  

 
Marcia highlights key differencea between Community Detail and other jobs on campus: the 

(non)acquisition of transferable skills or experiences that employers, graduate schools, or award 

committees can readily identify and how other jobs end. There is a difference between working in a 

research lab and cleaning toilets. Even working in the library provides opportunities to work within 

an organization structure and learn computer systems. But Marcia also discusses having to take time 

away from class, rest, and work to change clothes, which she is not paid for. Compared to working 

in lab where one’s protective goggles and coats are always present, she ventures back to her room 

throughout the day to “put on a uniform.” 

An alum reached out to me after hearing about my study, wanting to share a memory about 

Community Detail that stuck with him even as he returned for his 35th reunion. When he entered 

Renowned, it was whiter and wealthier than it is today. Being a working-class white male, he worked 

to make his way through. Initially, he did not mind Community Detail. Seeing Community Detail as 

just a job, he cleaned a set of rooms during his freshman fall, never really questioning it. This 

changed when he was leaving for Christmas Break. One his classmates who lived in one of the 

rooms he cleaned presented him an envelope as they left for break. Inside was his Christmas bonus. 

That moment, that interaction, made him realize that his peer did not see him just as a classmate, but 

as someone who works for him, serves him, cleans up after him. Disheartened, her never looked at 

Community Detail the same way again. 

Respondents liken Community Detail to a forced choice made attractive by their limited 

funds. Higher wages and flexible hours incentive servitude. Community Details undercuts affirming 
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students academic identities before classes begin. The resulting “customer service” relationship, 

which they see as intentional, has added significance for black and Latino respondents rooted in 

America’s past and in some of their families’ present situations that connects to larger racial 

stereotypes about who does manual labor and who do mental work in these settings. 

Scholarship Plus 

Imagine a large, cavernous foyer, with two wooden tables, separated by 150 feet. Behind 

each are doors that lead into the campus theater. Two lines greet you, one at each table. The line that 

one immediately encounters after entering the main entrance is long, noisy, filled with smiling faces 

and idle chitchat about classes, weekend plans, and other adolescent musings. Demographically, the 

line is diverse but mostly white. The students in this line either have money in their hands or in their 

pockets to purchase tickets for the show. The other line, far off in the corner, is considerably 

shorter, though equally boisterous. It is much less diverse, however. Most undergraduates in this line 

are black or Latino with a few Asian and white patrons sprinkled in, almost the negative of its longer 

counterpart. Instead of having money for their ticket, they pull out their college ID and announce to 

the ticket collector, and those within earshot, that they are Scholarship Plus (PLUS) recipients or 

that they “PLUSed” the ticket.14 The usher then checks their name off of a printed list. These 

students then enter through adjoining doors while their peers enter through those half a football 

field away.  

This structured segregation happens so frequently at campus events that when lower-income 

students are conditioned to ask, “Where’s the Scholarship Plus table?” when they enter the double 

doors leading to the great hall. Such a scenario conjures up images of segregated bathrooms, water 

fountains, and lunch counters of Jim Crow South. As William Faulkner notes, “The past is never 

dead. It’s not even past.” Due to demographics, the implementation of Scholarship Plus results in 
                                                
14 The admissions office determines eligibility for Scholarship Plus using information provided at time of application. 
Generally, undergraduates who receive significant to full financial aid are eligible for Scholarship Plus. 
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separate lines and separate entrances, effectively creating a colored, poor door policy at a wealthy, 

white college. 

As colleges become evermore diverse, they often adopt new policies to accommodate new 

admits. Renowned is no different. Understanding that laptop computers are becoming near-required 

tools to be a functioning student, Renowned created a laptop purchasing assistance program for 

freshmen. Similarly, as the weather at Renowned tends to consist of months of freezing rain, sleet, 

snow, the university initiated a winter coat fund to help lower the cost of purchasing adequate 

outerwear to battle such prolonged frigid conditions. Renowned administers these two policy 

initiatives privately in the sense that the reimbursement checks for the laptops and coats are 

delivered via mail or in private meetings with one’s financial aid officer.  

Addressing the costs associated with attending cultural celebrations hosted by affinity 

groups, advance screenings of new movies, special talks by celebrities, and other school sponsored 

activities, Renowned created Scholarship Plus to remove money as a hurdle for social participation. 

Scholarship Plus subsidizes undergraduates’ participation in the life of the college, effectively 

eliminating the financial price of admission. Scholarship Plus also encourages undergraduates at 

Renowned to attend social events by posting all sponsored events on their website. These postings 

are often the first time undergraduates learn about some of the less publicized events. This initiative 

goes neither unnoticed nor unused. Respondents universally agree that Scholarship Plus is a good 

thing, in theory and in its intention. Many respondents praise Renowned for being forward thinking. 

Jose (DD,L) says that “To be honest man, let me tell you, if it wasn’t for Scholarship Plus, I wouldn‘t know 

what it is like to be at Renowned.” Renowned helping him experience events he always thought of as 

luxuries is a dream come true. Sadly, as Jose and other lower-income respondents outlined, this 

dream had nightmarish qualities.  
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As the old saying goes, however, the road to hell is paved with good intentions. Respondents 

generally hate how Renowned carries out Scholarship Plus. They lament how the program segregates 

lower-income undergraduates away from their paying peers and avails their class background to 

others via class-separated, racially segregated lines and entrances. When I tell respondents, “Tell me 

your thoughts about Scholarship Plus,” it becomes clear that the symbolic and social costs to 

experiencing this segregation weighs heavily on respondents’ minds.  

The few middle-class respondents who know about Scholarship Plus speak highly of it. One 

respondent, when asked if she receives Scholarship Plus, simply states, “I don’t; wish I did.” 

Another says, “It’s a great thing to have available; it allows students to go to things they usually can’t 

go to if they have to pay for it.” In [robing middle-class respondents about how Scholarship Plus 

works, however, blank stares often precede responses like, “I don’t know actually.” 

The Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor both frame Scholarship Plus as a blessing 

and a curse. Admittedly, about a fifth of my respondents report being fine with picking up tickets in 

the Scholarship Plus line. The combination of overcoming obstacles attached to being lower-income 

and still making it into Renowned is a source of pride for them and they see no shame in needing 

financial assistance to attend expensive social events that are, for all intents and purposes, luxuries. 

As Callie (DD,W) put it, “It doesn’t bother me personally; I feel very, ‘Hell yes I have Scholarship 

Plus!’” It is not that respondents like Callie were uncritical of Scholarship Plus; they just do not 

necessarily see its implementation as a fatal flaw. They, however, are in the minority.  

Although thankful that Scholarship Plus allows her to attend plays and concerts that she 

would be unable to afford otherwise, Ogun (PP,L) outlines the good, the bad, and the ugly of 

Scholarship Plus.  

It’s embarrassing; I have experienced embarrassment because they hold tickets at the event. I 
love Scholarship Plus, but the fact that you can’t have access to the ticket until the day of the 
event and you have to go to the Scholarship Plus line and you have to say your name, it’s 
uncomfortable. Honestly, for me, I know that’s my situation and it’s something that has to 
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be done. I’ve had practice with things like this in high school. For me, it’s awkward that they 
have a Scholarship Plus line and a regular line so you know who’s where. Ideally, for me, you 
can pick up Scholarship Plus tickets at the ticket counter beforehand so now everyone’s 
there and everyone has a same thing. Instead, I’m picking up a ticket for Ogun and they 
know. It says “Scholarship Plus” (compared to “General Admission”). There’s a bit of 
shaming. It’s the same at the food stamps office, welfare office, where it’s like I am 
vulnerable. Even though I go here just like you, I am vulnerable again, “I need a Scholarship 
Plus ticket please.” Or it’s like when they put condoms at Walgreens in a drawer and you 
have to ask someone to open the condom drawer. It’s a shaming thing. What messages are 
we sending? That’s what I think of Scholarship Plus. I think the program is great because 
obviously it’s $70, $80 that I don’t have. I can’t pay $10 to go to every event.  
 

Ogun wants to enjoy Renowned with her classmates. Scholarship Plus helps with that. Yet 

Scholarship Plus evokes memories of translating for her mother at the welfare office where they felt 

at the mercy of caseworkers and belittled by how those caseworkers looked down on her family. 

These feelings return in heightened fashion at Renowned because her admissions letter promised 

equal membership. Separate lines, however, prevent her from feeling as valued as her peers who do 

not have to rely on assistance. She knows her financial situation dictates that she needs this help. She 

accepts that fact. How Renowned makes her financial reality public for all to see as if marked by a 

Scarlet Letter is awkward, embarrassing, and upsetting.  

This labeling is present for undergraduates in the paying line but it does not work in the 

same way. Scholarship Plus is effectively a means-tested program with strict criteria for enrollment. 

Consequently, there is a much narrower economic range in the Scholarship Plus line than in the line 

of students who are paying. While one can rightly assume that students in the Scholarship Plus line 

come from fmailies in the bottom quarter of the income distribution, those in the paying line could 

receive some, little, to even no financial aid.  

Scholarship Plus complicates social interactions. Two respondents note how Scholarship 

Plus disrupted dating experiences. Lindsie (DD,B) was shocked to see her crush taking tickets at one 

event that she used Scholarship Plus to attend. Up until that point, the two had not yet had deeper 

conversations about family background, keeping it somewhat superficial through the courting phase. 
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She almost left the line from the shock of seeing him. When he took her ticket, he knew more about 

her than she was ready for him to know. And On Marina’s (PP,L) first real date, she arrived at the 

dance with her date but soon thereafter had to leave her now girlfriend to go to the Scholarship Plus 

line to pick up her ticket. As she says, “For freshman dance, there was no way you could get around 

it. The Scholarhsip Plus table was in front where you get your tickets checked.” Although her 

girlfriend did not understand what was going on, Marina (PP,L) says it haunted the whole night, 

coloring her experience. 

Sometimes separate lines are not the only way Scholarship Plus sullies social life. Even 

though Scholarship Plus ticket tables are separated from other by physical space, no large sign or 

poster distinguishes the tables from each other. This anonymity often leads to confusion. About 

fifteen minutes before show time, lines get congested. To achieve some order, ushers yell out into 

the crowd which line is for those with money and which line is for Scholarship Plus. Manuel (DD,L) 

and Nicole (PP,B) experience this first hand, and their accounts match my ethnographic 

observations. 

Manuel attended a friends’ fashion show, something he never thought he would do: 

“freaking ballet to Irish stuff, I normally wouldn’t… I still don’t fucking understand half of it… 

Scholarship Plus’s definitely been a way to have access to things I’ve never even thought of before,” 

his experiences using Scholarship Plus makes him feel outed, ostracized, and “othered”: 

I think [Scholarship Plus] is a problem, though, in terms of outing people. My first and 
second year, it was traumatic. That was a time when it was really difficult to admit where I 
was coming from; I was ashamed of what I was coming from. So being in that line, saying 
Scholarship Plus, I dunno. It was like being on a welfare line, or social services. 
Tony: You are not the first person to use that analogy. 
Manuel: You know, I think of it as food stamps, honestly. In terms of being a similar stigma 
like, “those people who are mooching off Renowned’s money.” I feel like I’m on welfare. 
Scholarship Plus here isn’t a bad thing, it’s just the way the stigma, the way it’s gone about, 
the way the people, the students who give out the tickets go about it. 
Tony: How do they go about it? 
Manuel: It’s blatant. I can’t really discern the difference between self-perception and actual 
reality. This is a distinction in terms of where I’m using the tickets. If I’m using it at black 
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and Latino events, I think the reception is much warmer, generally (laughter). Unless the 
person is mad bougie and has mad attitude. But, if I go to a non-black, non-Latino event, I 
feel like, generally, the reception of Scholarship Plus is much colder and really judgmental. A 
particular situation that stands out from some of my Scholarship Plus experiences is when 
they yell out, “Scholarship Plus tickets over here!” 
Tony: Oh my god! 
Manuel: Yeah. When the event’s about to start, people get mad and try to get into the place, 
it gets really crowded and ticket takers are trying to make sure people get their tickets, and so 
it’s usually like, “People who have paid already, over here. People on Scholarship Plus, over 
there.” It was crazy. It’s horrible. 
 

Being a good friend, Manuel gains exposure to social and cultural events he never considered 

attending before college through Scholarship Plus. Renowned may pick up the tab, but the structure 

of ticket delivery adds unrecognized social costs to an otherwise free ticket. As many black, white, 

and Latino respondents note, when affinity groups host events, Scholarship Plus is less stigmatized 

and there is greater awareness and sensitivity to it. In fact, these groups encourage their peers to use 

Scholarship Plus. They prominently place “Scholarship Plus Eligible” on their flyers and members in 

the community talk about using Scholarship Plus openly. Part of this reason is because many of the 

community receive Scholarship Plus and tickets purchased through the programs guarantees money 

for the group. Still, when campus-wide events get busy, ticket takers do not question how 

ostracizing it is to yell out into the crowd, “Scholarship Plus over there.”  

Figure 5.10. Picture of "Will Call" sign for students to pick up Scholarship Plus tickets 
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Figure 5.11. Picture of "Will Call" sign at a table for students to pick up Scholarship Plus tickets 

 

Manuel is not exaggerating. One late night event began at 9 pm and lasted until 2 am, but a huge 

influx of undergraduates rush in around 10:30 pm. 75 people tried purchasing their tickets all at one 

time, overwhelming the ticket checkers. To maintain a steady flow of ticket sales, the checkers 

assigned one person to hand out Scholarship Plus tickets and instructed her to sit at the opposite 

end of the table away from those who were taking money. Every fifth or sixth student in the crowd 

was told to see the young lady at the end of the table after waiting in line with the rest of the crowd. 

Watching from afar, one undergraduate who I came to know walked in, said hi by waving, and was 

pointed to the Scholarship Plus line. I remember being shocked by this because I did not think she 

qualified. Her being in that line let me know her class background in more concrete terms. 

Nicole (PP,B) discusses the separate lines but also a recent change in Scholarship Plus. The 

year before our interview, Scholarship Plus was unlimited, permitting recipients to go to any and all 

events. Due to perceived abuse of Scholarship Plus, mainly ticket sharing and scalping, Renowned 

capped the number of Scholarship Plus tickets each semester. Angered by this change, Nicole felt 

that the small cost to Renowned for paying for extra tickets is nothing compared to what it means to 

be reminded that she remains at the mercy of Renowned’s generosity: 

I like Scholarship Plus. It’s really, really great. Freshman year, Scholarship Plus was 
unlimited, so you could go to whatever you wanted. Then sophomore year, it got limited to 
10 tickets per semester. I was like, “Well if I am rich, I could go to any event I wanted to.” 
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So it’s a problem that I have to really think hard about which events I’m gonna go to 
because I can’t afford to go to these other events. I find it great, but I think different student 
groups have a way of handling it well, handling it poorly. Sometimes they’re like, 
“Scholarship Plus students over here” and the poor students would go over there. And now 
poor students are over here. That’s a problem that should be taken care of.  
Tony: Have you ever seen that, separate lines? 
Nicole: Yes, at different events. We did a bus trip to a basketball game. There was a separate 
line for Scholarship Plus students and a separate line for non-Scholarship Plus students… 
Tony: Separate busses!? 
Nicole: No separate buses. 
Tony: Oh, thank God. 
 

The limiting of events adds fuel to the fire, further ostracizing those who stand in separate lines with 

an added sense of constraint on what one is allowed to do. Nicole blames, not her peers for being 

insensitive, but rather Renowned for making her feel less than her peers with money. Separate lines 

and tickets point to larger oversights in policy implementation that negatively affect undergraduates 

and their relationship to the college and their peers. Like most respondents eligible for Scholarship 

Plus, Nicole takes advantage of it and enjoys events like road trips to see Renowned play basketball. 

But getting to the event is always an emotional journey, wrought with complications to one’s 

belonging and shots to one’s identity. Separate, segregated lines mark undergraduates as different 

and the social and symbolic costs attached to standing off away from one’s peers sully their 

experience and eats away at an already tenuous relationship with the college. 

The perceived intentionality behind the segregation and shaming works against affirming 

students’ presence on campus, making them hyper aware of stereotypes about people like them and 

wary of the institution for spawning such connections. One dean, with his head slightly lowered, 

admits wondering if such structuring limits the very thing the program intended to increase: social 

integration. 

Spring Break  

As stated earlier, Renowned closes all cafeterias during Spring Break. Respondents lament 

this policy and make claims that are tantamount to negligence for they see Renowned’s invitation to 
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come without the worry of affording college as a contradiction to being forced to pay for basic 

necessities guaranteed to them throughout the academic year. Furthermore, this gap has added 

consequences for students’ physical well-being.  

Generally speaking, cafeteria closings during Spring Break do not faze middle-class 

respondents. Walking around campus in March and April, I hear stories of trips to Vail for skiing, 

Europe for backpacking, Mexico for partying, and the Caribbean for tanning. I even joke with one 

undergraduate who just returned from Puerto Rico and still wearing his straw hat that he looked 

more like one of my cousins than his white, New England kin; six days in the sun had given him a 

golden glow. Stories of private planes for those who dislike flying commercial and staying in friends’ 

second or third homes in remote locations for those who want to relax away from crowded hotels 

and tourists percolate to the surface. Although extreme cases, they are abundant at Renowned. The 

most common stories one overhears over meals immediately after classes resume are of spending 

time with family and meeting up with old friends. Brittany (MC,B), the daughter of two senior level 

executives, does just that during her first Spring Break. As she explains, she wants nothing more 

than to have her family all to herself: 

Spring break? It was great. I was in Texas (laughs). I didn’t invite anyone. Just with my 
family. I have friends at home, high school friends, so I hang out with them. But I spend a 
lot of time asleep and with my granny, my mom, my dad. Family time. My family is really 
close and that’s what I prefer. I was like, “I wanna spend time with my family.” 
 

With a smile that shows her brilliantly white teeth, Brittany regales me with details of relaxing with 

family and friends. Daring not to bring anyone home, she opts to stay in her pajamas and be 

pampered by her family. We laugh about her going home for Spring Break because her mother had 

made her return home for the Easter holiday just two weeks prior. This summons does not sit well 

with Brittany and she reports telling everyone who would listen about how infuriating it is for her 

mother to make her fly home for Easter: “I told everyone. It’s ridiculous. It was a week before 

Spring Break.” Brittany does not worry about the financial cost of flying back and forth between 
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Renowned and Texas twice in the same month. Rather, she worries about being away from school 

for something, at least according to her, that did not warrant her to be home if she would make the 

same trip days after.15 

Spring Break means something wholly different for lower-income respondents. As Valeria 

(DD,L) explains “there’s always famine during Spring Break.” Nicole (PP,B) remains critical and 

angry at Renowned for the shutdown of the cafeterias: 

I think it’s stupid. It’s stupid. It’s particularly interesting that this is the only time the 
cafeterias are closed. Even during Thanksgiving break, the cafeterias are open. Christmas 
break, the cafeterias are open. Spring break is the only break the cafeterias aren’t open. And 
it is also the most blatant break where privilege and wealth play a part in whether or not you 
leave this institution and go to your house. It’s a problem that Renowned is not feeding 
students; one of the reasons a lot of the students probably aren’t going home is because of 
money and you’re just making us spend money to stay here. It doesn’t make sense. That’s my 
feeling…. They don’t understand what it means to be here and the ramifications of being 
here under circumstances like Spring Break, and not being able to go home, not having 
money to eat. Freshman year; I literally had no money. I just could not eat anything.  

 
For Nicole, and many of her peers, Spring Break is a luxury that she cannot afford but one that 

Renowned makes her purchase anyway. Arguing that Spring Break is different from other breaks 

because it is unencumbered by familial or religious obligations to be home, Nicole (PP,B) explains 

that Spring Break is simply a sign of privilege. Coming from the gym during Spring Break, I ran into 

Nicole returning from a shopping trip. She carried so many heavy bags that her hands were lined 

and red from the handles of the bags digging into her skin. A simple hello quickly transformed into a 

two-hour conversation. While she was on her way to bake chicken in a nearby dorm, she explains 

that she cooks there because her dorm locks the kitchen during Spring break, denying her access to 

it. As in the quote above, Nicole shares how annoyed she is that she must transport pots, pans, and 

                                                
15 Brittany (MC,B) and other middle-class respondents offer examples of leisure during their Spring Break adventures. 
Examples such as these are those that scholars typically highlight to show how social interactions between wealthy and 
lower-income undergraduates can make the latter feel bad about their lack of resources (Aries 2008). These analyses, 
however, do not account for the role the university plays in making class differences salient. As I outline below, the 
extravagant plans of wealthy peers are not the primary concern of lower-income respondents when they reflect on 
Spring Break. Rather, the food insecurity that cafeteria closings create weighs more heavily on their minds and the 
university is the prime suspect. 
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ingredients across campus because the college and her dorm refuses to acknowledge that students 

like her remain on campus during Spring Break and how betrayed she feels that this practice 

continues.  

Many times respondents report being unaware that they would have to face such challenges 

and had to resort to more drastic measures to make ends meet. Marcia (DD,L) reveals that the 

closings blindsided her because she only heard about them days before break started. In hearing this 

news, she confusion, hurt, and anger set in: 

Tony: What did you during a Spring Break? 
Marcia: I stayed here (laughs). 
Tony: Why do you laugh? 
Marcia: Because I remember a week and a half before Spring Break when I found out that 
the cafeterias weren’t going to be open. I called the Office of Financial Aid honestly. I don’t 
know if they had anything to do with it but I was so upset. I was like, people who stay at 
Renowned during Spring Break have reasons to stay: athletes who have to, international 
students who can’t fly home, or just students who can’t fly back home. There is usually a 
reason we’re here and for a lot of us, that is a financial reason. How are you going to tell me 
that I’m not going to have a place to eat for a week? I was so upset. It sucked. I didn’t do 
anything and wasted so much money. 
Tony: What did you eat? 
Marcia: Carrots, humus, apples, what else? Bagels. Nutella. Once in a while, well not once in 
a while, often, I would say, “I’m tired of this.” It would have been nice to leave the room to 
go eat, so sometimes I would spend money. A lot actually. It was so unhealthy. I was so mad 
that I have to go and buy food and it did get really expensive. Awkward. 

 
Shocked by the news, Marcia was ill-equipped to deal with the cafeteria closings. By the time she 

found out about the closing, her normal $500 flight tickets were even more out of her price range. 

Her inability to purchase a last minute ticket is almost a forgone conclusion. She simply could not 

afford to go home for such a short period of time. By staying on campus, however, she does not 

fare much better. Marcia’s food supply is limited to items that were relatively cheap, easy to find, and 

easily stored, but cabin fever caused some angst.  

Throwing her hands up in confused anger Miranda (DD,L) yelled, “What the hell are we 

supposed to do?” Her lower-income peers’ answers show how deeply it cuts to remain on campus. 

Tracey (PP,L) is very open with me from the moment she sat back on the couch with her legs 
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leisurely crossed in front of her. We discuss sensitive matters from the domestic violence she 

witnessed in her home to her own fears about belonging at Renowned. Not necessarily chatty, she 

keeps the conversation moving fluidly from question to question. When the conversation turns to 

Spring Break, however, her entire demeanor changes. She moves to sit on the edge of the chair, 

begins to slowly rock back and forth, and becomes much quieter. Not sure if she is aware of this 

shift, but her arms also move to cover her stomach. Speaking slower, she begins to tell me that the 

combination of the cafeterias closing and her severely limited funds—she came to college with $14 

to her name—forced her to live off one, not-so-healthy meal a day. She discusses how much of a 

headache it is to scrounge for food for ten days. Weeks later, however, during what I thought was a 

normal conversation, Tracey reveals why she was hesitant to talk about Spring Break: while alone in 

her room, she fainted from lack of eating. Trying to make ends meet, she worked as many hours as 

possible at her campus job but was still could not eat enough because she could not afford to do so. 

One day towards the end of Spring Break she found herself waking up from the floor not knowing 

how she got there.  

Sadly, coming from cities close to Renowned does not always serve as a buffer from feeling 

the social pain and stomach pangs of Spring Break. A number of lower-income respondents report 

being disowned by family members because of their decisions to put education first, especially when 

they chose Renowned over the local state or community college. Damion (PP,B) who hails from a 

town less than an hour away, could not return home during much of his time at Renowned because 

of tension with his family. When asked about his thoughts on the cafeterias closing during on Spring 

Break, Damion barely holds back his frustration: “It’s bad. They’re really oblivious to the fact that a 

lot of people can’t go home during Spring Break. The fact that you likely can’t go home because of 

financial reasons and then you’re taking away the security of having food to eat. You’re only hurting 

them further.” 
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Meeting up for lunch months after her last interview, Elise (DD,W) jokes that the last time 

we met up was over food during Spring Break. She is right: I treated her to dinner almost a year ago 

to the date. Our conversation went from catching up to her bashing Renowned for still closing the 

cafeterias. Elise mentions something this time that she had not before. During her freshman year, 

her nutritionist informed her of the closings, not her academic or residential adviser. Elise suffers 

from an eating disorder that she only recently began getting treatment for at Renowned because she 

now has insurance. Worrying that dealing with food insecurity during Spring Break could trigger a 

relapse after showing some progress, the nutritionist scheduled an appointment for Elise with the 

doctor before break. As she recalls, “my prescription was food; they gave me cans of soup.” Elise 

remains thankful for this assistance because, as she notes, she would have “hate[d] to live off of 

$0.67 Ramen from Walgreens” which she ends up doing when the soup ran out.  

Although no other respondent mentioned having an eating disorder, this example shows 

how problematic closing the cafeterias can be for undergraduates’ mental and physical well-being. 

Elise was fortunate to have had an appointment and subsequent help. But for her peers who did not 

have this informal support, they felt the full force of this official policy. The fact that college officials 

adopt creative, one-time strategies to help those in need shows compassion but also larger ignorance 

at the institutional level of the plight of lower-income undergraduates at Renowned created by 

policies enacted by the administration. It comes as no surprise then, when Anne (DD,W) and other 

respondents, with their anger at Renowned coming through, imploringly asked, “You’re going to 

make them do something about this, right? Seriously, this is absurd.” 

From a health standpoint, the food that respondents mention eating the most was not the 

best. Ramen, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, and food from vending machines are most 

commonly cited. Perfectly fine in moderation, but eating these items for every meal, every day for a 

week is not. For example, the Food and Drug Administration recommends no more than 2,300 mg 
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of salt intake per day. One pack of ramen contains more than half this amount. I ask respondents 

what strategies they use to cut costs during such hard times. Almost unanimously, they report 

hoarding food taken from the cafeterias on the days leading up to the Spring Break: loaves of bread, 

cereal, bagels, milk, fruit, and preserves. Cafeteria workers aid this process by setting out open bags 

of cereal and loaves of bread on kitchen counters near closing times. As Jose (DD,L) notes, “I take 

bread from the cafeteria. It is Survivor for a week. Peanut butter is my best friend over that time even 

though I break out in pimples because peanut butter is that oily. I wish I could go home.” Though 

respondents add to their stocks with what they can afford to purchase, they report living off 

increasingly stale confiscated goods from the cafeterias until either it is no longer edible or their 

supply dries up.  

When food stocks dry up, as the old saying goes, drastic times call for drastic measures even 

if it brings up unsavory memories from one’s past. It is almost ironic that the closings force Maria 

(PP,L) to employ a skill she picked up from her days of being homeless before choosing one of the 

wealthiest colleges in the country as her new home: going to food pantries.  

Last Spring Break I stayed here because I didn’t want to go back home and burden my mom 
with having another person in the room. It’s really super small; smaller than this office. So I 
stayed here with my friend from California because she couldn’t go back. We hustled. We 
went to a food pantry. Got tons of food [but] it was awful to live off of that for a week. 
Tony: What do you think about the fact that the cafeteria isn’t open? 
Maria: It’s an issue. They should keep it open because so many people can’t go home. We 
already have unstable home circumstances. It’s hard to support yourself if you don’t have the 
money to feed yourself. That should definitely be addressed. 
 

It is ironic that being homeless before college provided Maria with a skill to navigate one of the 

richest universities in the world.  

I reconnected with respondents during Spring Break. We talked over meals at local 

restaurants to which neither of us had been before.16 The rationale was two-fold. First, I wanted to 

                                                
16 I suggested to my adviser that I eat like respondents during Spring Break to see how much budgeting goes into eating 
around Renowned when the cafeterias closed. I had not done so since college as Amherst College adopted similar 
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alleviate them from the worry of finding food even if only for one meal. Second, I wanted updates 

since their last interview. These sessions proved to be as eye opening as their interviews. The first 

thing I noticed is that only one ate all of their food. Even after mentioning that our late lunch or 

even dinner was the first meal they had all day, they ate slowly and asked for at least half of their 

food to go. At first, I thought they did not like the food and were too polite to say anything. 

Conversations later in the week told me otherwise. Many voiced that they had fun and were happy 

to have food for the next meal. As someone infamous for never needing a doggy bag, it did not 

cross my mind during the meal that they were saving food for later. This makes perfect sense, 

however, as it was something of a gamble as to when the next meal was going to come.  

Renowned is not unaware of the closings effects. The Office of Financial Aid publishes a 

“Boot Strap Budget” guide that identifies cheaper places to eat and shop in the neighborhoods 

surrounding Renowned. It is incongruous, respondents argue, that the people who publish where to 

find cheap food are the same people who know exactly who cannot afford to do so. Without 

money, such a guide is giving a recipe to someone who has access to neither the ingredients nor the 

kitchen to prepare them. A more glaring actions taken by Renowned that highlights how such 

informal policies do not address structural programs is how Renowned provides athletes who are 

required to be on campus during Spring Break with per-diems upwards of $35 per day while all 

those who stay on campus, mostly because of circumstance, must fend for themselves. Sometimes 

this underwriting goes beyond just providing per-diems. In addition to these small pots of money, 

the Crew team, I learn over lunch with Cindy (MC,B), who is on the team, receives catered 

breakfasts each day of Spring Break that consists of “bacon, eggs, oatmeal, hash browns, fruit, 

bagels, pastries, and different juices.” Even though the heavyweights get to sample the foods at their 

                                                                                                                                                       
policies that I worked to replace. He forbade it; it was the first time he took such a strong position. His intentions were 
good. I was in the process of losing weight and had hit my midway point of 50 pounds and he did not want me to 
backtrack simply for ethnographic observations. I agreed. Instead I hosted meals with respondents so as to help them 
instead of simply commiserating with in being hungry and eating unhealthy foods. 
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leisure, Cindy says with a knowing smile, the lightweights cannot. The coach pushes the lightweights 

towards the fruit so there will be no trouble come time to weigh in.  

Cindy’s revelation is telling. While some undergraduates venture to food pantries like Maria 

(PP,L) or faint from lack of eating like Tracey (PP,L), Renowned supplies athletes with food even if 

the lightweights cannot sample from the bountiful spread laid out in front of them. While 

Renowned sponsors athletes, it permits its neediest undergraduates to go without. 

Closings are not isolated to Renowned. In fact, when you read their student handbooks or 

call the residential life offices of colleges that have adopted no loan financial aid policies, you learn 

that of those with traditional Spring Breaks, as of 2015 just 18% of them keep their cafeterias open 

for students to use without restriction (see figure 4.3). The reality is that food insecurity is an ever-

present, and some scholars argue, growing problem for undergraduates across the country 

(Goldrick-Rab and Broton 2015). Such practices force some students to try unhealthy 10-day Ramen 

diets; steal from their own cafeterias, oftentimes with the help of cafeteria workers; and quote 

“going to Family Dollar and living off what I can microwave.” Sometimes students live the old 

saying, desperate times call for desperate measures.  

Towards the end of fieldwork I encountered a student from another elite college whose 

Spring Break strategy was quite troubling. One young woman, white with a pixie cut and wearing a 

sweatshirt with her college’s name stitched across her chest, stood brave in a room full of people to 

discuss Spring Break. She announced her name and her class year. And then she paused. Looking at 

me as if for courage she revealed that she increases her online dating activity in the lead up to Spring 

Break. Given her lack of funds to provide for herself during Spring Break, she banks on traditional 

gender norms of men paying for meals and drinks on the first date as well as to offer her a place to 

stay for the night when she could not afford the fee for staying on campus. She felt that her only 

option was to use OKCupid as if it is DoorDash, to treat Tinder as if is it GrubHub. This is a reality and 
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tough choices that some first-gen and lower-income college students face year after year (Otani 

2015; see also Goldrick-Rab and Broton 2015; Sinclair 2016). In the context of increased attention 

to sexual assault prevention, an additional unintended consequence of Spring Break closures is that 

that these closings effectively push some students, especially young women, into potentially 

dangerous situations.  

Figure 5.12. No Loan Colleges and Spring Break Closures 

 

Spring Break reminds lower-income students of their place on campus that has real social, 

psychological, and physical consequences. This reminder came not from their wealthy peers, but 

from Renowned itself. Most find the cafeteria closings to be, to use Callie’s (DD,W) words, “pretty 

terrible… royally unfair.” This policy proves to be an obstacle for both the Doubly Disadvantaged 

and the Privileged Poor, placing additional and unforeseen financial burdens on already 

economically insecure undergraduates that only adds to the stress burden associated with being at 
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Renowned. Such experiences are neither limited to just those undergraduates I interviewed nor only 

to Renowned. An estimated 1,000 undergraduates remain on campus during Spring Break for a 

myriad or reasons, although, besides the athletes, it was more by circumstance than by choice. 

Furthermore, undergraduates across the country voice similar pains on Facebook and other forms of 

social media. As shown in Figure 4.3, closures are common even among colleges who have adopted 

significant changes in their financial aid policies like no-loan initiatives (Otani 2015). As Valeria 

(DD,L) quips, “Spring Break is the real Hunger Games” and the odds are never in lower-income 

undergraduates’ favor.  

CONCLUSION 

This examination of structural exclusion—instances when specific operational features of 

the college marginalize underrepresented groups—highlights a tension between proclamation and 

practice. On their websites, in their speeches, and during their interviews, leaders at elite colleges and 

universities broadcast a message to the masses, “Give me your resolute, your poor, your overlooked 

academic elite yearning to break free” from economic disadvantage and inherited social ills. Lower-

income undergraduates heeding this call—flocking to manicured yards of freshmen quads—soon 

discover that fresh winds of change often carry a great price. Changes in financial aid may have 

ushered in a major demographic shift, bringing the rich and the poor into the same social space in 

ways that is happening nowhere else in the country. There has not, however, been a corresponding 

change in campus policy. I have shown how college policies disproportionately burden poor 

undergraduates, effectively creating separate and symbolically unequal social spaces that push lower-

income undergraduates to the margins. Renowned may have extended covetted invitations, but it, 

like many elite colleges, has not adequately prepared for the occasion.  

Lower-income respondents endure these moments of strucutral exclusion. Black, white, and 

Latino. Male and Female. Doubly Disadvantaged and Privilieged Poor. Even those students who 
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enter with high stocks of dominant cultural and social capital are caught in this problem of not 

having money. They might be better off at navigating some aspects of social life, but college policies 

can override this social buffer that one gets from cultural resources, thereby deepening our 

understanding of not only how class and culture affect how students navigate college, but also how 

university practices shape those processes in public ways that exacerbate material and social 

difficulties associated with scarce economic resources that undercuts sense of belonging. 

Structural exclusion has implications for students’ opportunities and social well-being. 

University policies shape network development and the acquisition of capital, but do so unevenly. 

Given both the economic structuring of freshman orientation and incentivizing of work during the 

year, Community Detail may lead to segregated networks rather than diverse ones. Peer network 

development is effectively mediated by institutionally created market conditions. Usually those who 

clean and those who have stuff cleaned for them operate in separate circles. This is not the case as 

dorms and classrooms are locales that all students inhabit supposedly on equal social standing, and 

such structured interactions can create divides on campus. Furthemore, with respect to the 

acquisition of cultural capital in college, which affects mobility thereafter, Community Detail does 

not affirm an academic identity but rather incentivizes work that neither leads to recommendation 

letters nor fosters contact with college officials that can lead to meaningful connections. 

Students’ social well-being is equally important. These policies make students’ class 

background salient in visible, meaningful ways, serving as constant reminders of their difference, and 

potentially exacerbating preexisitng inequalities that undermine academic performance and social 

functioning. Like with Community Detail, the implementation of Scholarship Plus not only works 

against social integration, but also leads to unexplored dimensions of stereotype threat. Whereas 

previous studies of stereotype threat focus on how prejudiced notions of underrepresented groups 

negatively affect academic performance, the threat of living up to images of the minority cleaner or 
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welfare moocher extends outside the classroom. Reminders of one’s lower status that arise in 

interpersonal interactions reinforce these negative notions while also disrupting academic and social 

life. 

Similarly, the perceived intentionality behind the stigmatization works against affirming 

lower-income students as full members of the community in highly visible ways. It makes them 

aware not only of their own economic disadvantage and what these policies make them endure 

because of it, but also how their peers who do not have to manage scarce resources are exempt from 

such unsavory experiences. Acute vigilance and heigtened anxiety comes at a cost: such situational 

cues that an environment is hostile to a group one identifies with is emotionally and physically taxing 

(Cook et al. 2012; Purdie-Vaughns et al. 2008).  

For lower-income students, Spring Break is a shock to the system. Rest is not for the weary, 

but rather for the rich. Again, hunger hurts. In addition to knowing that one’s peers are off having 

fun while one rations food on campus, hunger undermines one’s ability to concentrate let alone the 

health effects of such a drastic change in diet. And this timing matters. This battle with food 

insecurity and reminder of one’s difference are happening right before, arguably, the most hectic 

time of the year: final exams and moving out. Yet when scholars examine class and race differences 

in academic performance, they don’t account for how these physically taxing experiences affect gpa. 

Although I examined these moments of structural exclusion individually, respondents speak 

of experiencing them in tandem. And this list does not pretend to be exhaustive. Analytically, this 

means that these institutional reminders of one’s difference are pervasive, making students hyper 

aware of their disadvantage. As Eldar Shafir and his colleauges note, scarcity taxes one’s mental 

resources, causing one to focus on managing the scarcity at hand, and negatively affects a wide array 

of congitive and behavior responses, from performance to personality (Mani et al. 2013; 

Mullainathan and Shafir 2013). The lived experience of navigating these university policies further 
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tax lower-income undergraduates’ bandwith by compounding the effects of what youth from 

disadvantaged backgrounds already have to deal with compared to their affluent peers, a difference 

that poor students are hyper aware of. 

There is a silver lining to this dark cloud: formal policies and practices are more easily 

changed than attitudes and preconceptions. The following college level policy recommendations deal 

with exclusionary aspects of the three policies discussed above. These suggestions may not be cheap 

but they have the potential to reduce or even remove the emotional harm undergraduates endure 

when forced to interact with existing programs. First, with respect to Spring Break, one solution to 

bouts of hunger and binging on calorie dense, nutrient deficient food is to have at least one cafeteria 

open during the break that all those staying at Renowned—athletes, international students, and 

lower-income undergraduates—have access to. This would even remove the need for piecemeal 

solutations like giving undergraduates food on a case-by-case basis per diems for athletes.  

Second, college officials must ask what are democratic implications of Community Detail. The 

economic carrot that Renowned attaches to Community Detail borders on coercision for 

economically strapped undergraduates like Tracey (PP,L) who begin their college career with $14 

(Sandel 2012). Community Detail participants’ relationship with the university and their peers is 

effectively mediated by market conditions when it need not be. An even more fundamental question, 

however, is do colleges need undergradautes to populate programs like Community Detail 

(Muirhead 2004)? Instead of hiring undergraduates, Renowned could hire trained professional 

janitors to do so. Simpler still, Renowned can also instruct undergraduates that they will need to 

clean their own bathrooms.  

Furthermore, Renowned can invest in and provide greater incentives for on-campus jobs 

that foster skill acquisition, contact with college officials, and opportunities for enrichment rather 

than having lower-income undergraduates serve as personal maids to their peers. As the grandson of 
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a housecleaner and brother of a janitor myself, I do not discount the hard work done by those who 

clean for a living. In a college community, however, where the life of the mind dominates the larger 

culture, Community Detail stands as a stark contrast to what one comes to college to learn. And 

given that lower-income undergradautes are those predominately on its rolls, Community Detail may 

already be preaching to the choir. 

Third, Scholarship Plus presents an opporutnity to examine how equallty important 

implementation is to the overaching mission of certain programs. Actions taken by organizations to 

remove structural hurdles to integration must examine the social consequences of implementation 

because negative experiences may depress uptake or use, limiting the efficacy of the program. In the 

case of Scholarship Plus, Renowned can deliver tickets electronically. Moving to an electronic system 

would then allow all undergradautes to use their college ID, a universal sign of membership in the 

Renwoned community, to enter events by simply swiping it at a card reader in the same way one 

uses a metrocard for the subway. This change potentially saves money in that it removes the price of 

paper tickets and reduces overhead associated with paying those selling and taking tickets. 

Spring Break, Community Detail, and Scholarship Plus do not exhaust the list of formal 

policies and practices at Renonwned that unevenly burden and negatively affect lower-income 

undergraduates’ college experiences. That is not the aim of this chapter. Rather, this chapter outlines 

organizational practices that lead to structural exlcusion and investiates the social consequnces of 

those policies. Such an analysis calls for social scientists and college officials to identify and examine 

the effects of such practices and polices on the well-being of not only the new admits but all 

undergraduates. Colleges and universities must adapt and change to accommodate more diverse 

student bodies. Internal reflection that an investigation such as this sparks is the first of many steps 

to inclusion and is important to deepening the meaning of access and equity for the two are not one 

and the same. 
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FROM ACCESS TO INCLUSION 

How do we move from access to inclusion? This question is central to the entire project. For 

increasing access through targeted recruitment and improved financial aid packages is a much easier 

task than accepting ever-more diverse classes of students as full citizens within a community and, 

equally important, treating them as such. Inclusion requires more than passing the optical diversity 

test of smiling faces plastered all over glossy admissions view books. Inclusion demands changing 

both the structure of institutions of higher education and the attitudes of those who run them. 

There is learning and growing to be done on both ends, from the students’ and the colleges’. If 

colleges are to continue extending coveted invitations, they must continually prepare for the 

occasion.  

Inclusion forces us to recognize that as each class of students at universities across the 

country begin to reflect America and not just its top 1%, so do colleges’ connections to once 

overlooked communities. These new ties bring various inequalities into sharper and sharper relief. 

With the help of personal narratives of undergraduates at Renowned University and ethnographic 

observation of campus life, I showed in novel ways how class and culture—in some ways 

independent of one another—shape those precious moments between convocation and 

commencement, between entry and exit. Moreover, I examine how university policies facilitate these 

processes, often exacerbating the transition and acclimation experiences of those from 

disadvantaged backgrounds. I outlined divergent and congruent experiences for a group of 

undergraduates once seen, treated, and prepared for as a monolithic group that extends theories of 

social reproduction and deepens our understanding of the reproduction of inequality in college.  

Investigating the differences between the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor moves 

the conversations from just being about how undergraduates from middle-class families navigate 
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college versus their lower-income peers to one about how poverty, segregation, gang violence, 

joblessness, unequal access to healthcare, unforgiving immigration laws, societal divestment from 

urban and rural communities, and other social dislocations shape daily life for many at an elite, 

wealthy college (Jack 2014, 2016; Massey et al. 2003). Social reproduction scholars building on the 

work of Pierre Bourdieu must take these ecological factors into consideration when understanding 

what shapes youth’s stocks of cultural capital and habitus. To make this point, I use the experiences 

of middle-class black undergraduates throughout this study as a theoretical yardstick to gauge just 

how differential exposure to societal ills set the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor apart on 

some aspects of college life and align on others. Although my research site is a single tony university, 

with its manicured lawns, spacious living quarters, and technology-laden classrooms, I show how 

urban social problems manifest themselves when students enter through the gates, for even those 

who made it to an elite college such as Renowned live in poverty’s long, cold shadow.  

 At many points throughout this study I wondered if we have given up the fight to make 

neighborhoods safer, more conducive for youth’s positive development. While some neighborhood 

are endowed with resources to protect its children from hurt, harm, and danger, other 

neighborhoods for their children to bear more than their fair share (Sampson 2012; Sharkey 2013). 

Walking down streets in their own communities, many respondents noted, was an everyday battle to 

stay safe. They traverse avenues that kept them in a steady state of hyperawareness. It was fight or 

flight. Not all youth have to deal with as they transition to adulthood. In college, not all youth have 

to confront the reality that they might receive phone calls from distraught friends right before an 

exam that a former classmate was killed in a drive by shooting or from frantic parents informing 

them that their sibling got beat up by a local gang for wearing the wrong colors on the wrong side of 

town (Charles et al. 2004). Concentrating, as respondents note, on abstract art concepts or academic 
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articles on life in poverty becomes all but impossible (Massey and Fischer 2006). It adds stress to 

their daily lives that was once foreign to these bastions of privilege.  

We have also turned out backs on public education in the country. We are, as a nation, 

content to experiment on public education, from Teach For America to KIPP, rather than truly 

investing in them. Although both are overcrowded with black and brown bodies, prisons get 

guaranteed funding while schools get GoFundMe campaigns. We need structural reform, not Band-

Aids that we treat as stitches. We would rather create alternative onramps to private schools like A 

Better Chance and Prep for Prep instead of repealing Milliken v Bradley and making public schools 

more equitable to the ones that those from privileged peers flock to (Ryan 2010). While some youth 

attend schools where teachers have terminal degrees and the resources to share their expertise with 

students, others attend schools where teachers split time between fighting for basic materials and 

breaking up fights (Coleman and Hoffer 1987; Cookson and Persell 1985; Kozol 1991).  

 These ecological dissimilarities manifest themselves in college in very real ways. College is a 

land of unwritten rules and tacit expectations. While some undergraduates experience these contexts 

and rules for the first time, others have had either prolonged training or a crash course before 

freshman year to prepare them for what is to come. As discussed in chapter 2, “Come to Italy with 

Me,” the Doubly Disadvantaged experience culture shock getting used to their peers, their 

professors, and the general college culture, while the Privileged Poor are more likely to report hitting 

the ground running. Yet, because of where they grew up the constant strain of dealing with crippling 

problems like death due to gang violence and evictions due to insufficient funds took their toll on 

both the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor in ways that their middle class peers do not. In 

chapter 3, “Can You Sign Your Book for Me,” we saw how their divergent trajectories to college 

influenced how they navigated the social dynamics to academic life. Office hours were familiar for 

the Privileged Poor, but foreign to the Doubly Disadvantaged. 
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Focusing on the symbolic elements of class—the ways in which differential stocks cultural 

and social capital—gives us insight into how students with different resources to navigate 

interpersonal relationships with peers and professors. As I have argued in other outlets (Jack 2015b), 

colleges have based much of their campus policies on looking at the symbolic dimension of class 

that is biased towards those who have access to such privileged sources of information. For 

example, because they lumped the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor together, they were 

less compelled to change their behavior because they thought their new admits “got it.” But that was 

not the case. Rather, they saw (and developed policy off of) an averaged experience that does not 

capture reality for either group.   

But we must not delude ourselves that cultural capital is all students need to succeed at our 

colleges and universities. We must take up examining the material dimensions of class—money—

and examine the many ways in which it shapes college life facilitated by university policies and 

practices. There is research on money and college but it is either focused on sorting at the 

application phase (Avery et al. 2006; Carnevale and Strohl 2010) or how the number of hours 

worked affects GPA (Bergerson 2007; Pascarella and Terenzini 2005). We know too little about how 

it shapes social relations on campus, social and physical well-being of current undergraduates, and 

how race and gender differences amplify existing class inequalities. We also know less of about their 

motivations for working. Chapter 4, “I, too, Am Hungry,” begins to address these gaps through 

examining structural exclusion.  

There are different levels of citizenship at elite universities. To enter some circles, cultural 

cache is all you need. But when one is left with no money and no food to eat during Spring Break, 

reality is grim. For far too many undergraduates, hunger and rationing off stolen food from one’s 

own cafeterias—or even graver circumstances—is reality. Standing in separate lines away from and 

cleaning behind those who can afford the full cost of citizenship at these institutions become as 
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much of the college experience as twenty page papers or calculus problem sets. Working to send 

money home calls into question why financial aid officers at colleges and universities do not estimate 

negative family contributions. So many of their lower-income students seek stigmatized, but higher 

paying employment like Community Detail to support their families (Goldrick-Rab 2016). Students 

navigate a campus in which there are constant reminders that they are at Renowned but not of it. 

And these reminders come not from their peers, but from the university itself. 

Too often we think about youth who make it out of distressed communities as having a 

golden ticket. Reality is not so simple. As James Baldwin taught us, there is a price to the ticket 

(Lehmann 2014; Sennett and Cobb 1993). As my respondents enumerated time and time again, with 

tears in their eyes and pained looks on their faces, sometimes the price is steep. Yes, making it into 

an elite college like Renowned almost guarantees that one graduates. It does not mean, however, that 

during those four years you were able to make the most of the connections and resources made 

available to you like your peers who had been taught to advocate for themselves and, more 

importantly, were placed in contexts that encouraged such behavior. It also does not guarantee that 

you see similar environments—those that are less familiar than home, less diverse than home, less 

forgiving than home—as a place for you in the future. It is one thing to graduate. It is another to 

graduate whole and healthy, ready for whatever the next adventure brings. As sociologists, we 

should not privilege the former and discount the latter. They are connected. For scholars and college 

officials alike to operate otherwise is sophomoric to the point of being academically negligent.  

Beyond extending social theories about class and inequality, these findings led to important 

policy changes at Renowned and have the potential to do so at other colleges and universities. More 

importantly, these policy changes made life for a myriad of groups of undergraduates better. When 

you help lower-income students, you make the campus better for all students. I fundamentally 

believe that. Career, mental, and support services at Renowned no longer wait for students to come 
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to them. Rather, they have worked programming into their budget and calendar where they 

proactively reach out at strategic points of the school year. For example, knowing that lower-income 

students are disproportionately more likely to do Community Detail yet less likely to enter their 

doors for help with resumes, internships, and fellowship, they hosted pizza nights during 

orientations when there is no food for Community Detail workers. Such a program had two 

immediate benefits. First, it fed students. Second, it permitted introductions between individual 

officers within the career office and students rather than “the image of the office” getting out ahead 

of them. Nearly 250 students came. These 250 individuals are a group of students who got a primer 

into what the office could do for them during their four years at Renowned. They subsequently 

widened the net. With respect to mental health services, that typically focus on racial and class 

differences in uptake, services for mental health began reaching out to students and student groups 

in ways that is more attuned to the cultural barriers to seeking help. Similarly, colleges are beginning 

to address the fact that their policies institutionalize food insecurity for economically vulnerable 

population. Beyond creating food banks on or near campus (Jordan 2015), some schools are doing 

what they should and opening dining halls and supporting students with grants.  

 The preceding analysis cannot say what happens to students once they leave Renowned. 

That is both a weakness and a strength. It is a weakness because mobility and stratification scholars 

would push to say if they all graduate, does this matter. The reality is that we do not know. Many of 

the findings in this dissertation are novel. Moreover, they cannot be easily transformed into a survey 

question or measured by traditional markers of access. For example, how do we measure hunger’s 

effect on grades and other behavioral outcomes in college? We know how to do for primary and 

secondary schools but we have not really focused on doing so in higher education (see Chaparro et 

al. 2009 for exception). Still, I think that is the wrong question to ask. If we want to know how 

colleges act as a springboard for youth’s future success and hardships, we should study the 
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experiences of those undergraduates who eat in its cafeterias, walks on its lawns, learn in its 

classrooms, and chill in its dorms. It gives us insights into how we can change colleges and 

universities from being places where a few succeed to where some succeed. If we keep working at it, 

then we will get to the place where most, and eventually all, succeed. For until then, uncritically 

praising colleges and universities as democratic institutions because they are increasing access to a 

wider array of students reflects a limited civic imagination. Citizenship is so much more than just 

being in a place. It is being of it. We must push to move the conversation from access to inclusion. 
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METHODLOGICAL APPENDIX:  

A. Data and Methods 

THE PLACE 

Renowned University is an elite university in the United States with a long history of 

educating youth from wealthy families. Renowned is a pseudonym. While some scholars find 

naming their research site an increasingly valuable enterprise (Binder et al. 2015; Khan 2011; Mullen 

2010), I take a different approach here. I believe that the particular school is less important than the 

experiences of the undergraduates who populate the university and the college practices that shape 

their experiences (Armstrong and Hamilton 2013). Naming the school might tempt readers to fixate 

on what is happening at that particular school rather than examine parallel experiences and 

analogous policies at different universities, especially those of similar selectivity, structure, and 

financial aid system. There are limitations to choosing one institution, but I accept the trade off 

between breadth and depth. As I discuss below, opportunities to attend events, sit on the stoops, 

and simply talk with students I did not formally interview gave me a richer sense of campus life and 

permitted me to observe students’ responses to incidents dealing with race, socioeconomic status, 

sexuality, and/or gender in real time. More generally, so as to speak to how class and culture shape 

undergraduate life amidst changing financial aid policies, Renowned met a number of criteria that 

allowed me to engage extant theories connecting social origins to how students navigate college 

(Willer 1967; Wilson and Chaddha 2009). 

Renowned accepts less than 15 percent of applicants and the middle 50 percent of SAT 

scores are between 2000 and 2400. Current undergraduates enter as White House Fellows, Gates 

Scholars, National Merit Scholars, patent holders, and other sought after fellowships and awards; 

and graduates go on to win Rhodes, Beineke, Marshall, Fulbright, and Watson fellowships. Like 
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clockwork, Renowned University routinely ranks in the top 10 of college ranking systems. Roughly 

one-third of undergraduates do not qualify for financial aid, many of whom come from some of the 

wealthiest families in the world. The largest racial group of the student body is white, at nearly 50%, 

following by Asian, at nearly 20%. Blacks and Latino undergraduates at Renowned make up roughly 

12% each.  

Although they serve fewer undergraduates than do large, public universities and might be 

what sociologist Steven Brint (2013) call “Ivy Islands,” elite colleges not only graduate 

underrepresented groups at higher rates than lower tier schools (Small and Winship 2007), they also 

provide greater chances of upward mobility for lower-income and minority (Bowen and Bok 1998; 

Dale and Krueger 2002). Renowned adopted progressive need-blind and no-loan admissions and 

financial aid policies to increase access for underrepresented groups. These financial aid policies 

reduce undergraduates’ need for outside loans or full-time, off-campus employment, which are both 

associated with academic and social disengagement (Bergerson 2007; Pascarella and Terenzini 2005).  

Renowned is almost exclusively residential. All undergraduates are immersed in the same 

social milieu and are exposed to the social and cultural norms that govern campus life. The dorms 

are tightknit communities that serve as the hub for social activities. Much of the college-sponsored 

programming like movie screenings and cultural celebrations that aims to extend learning beyond 

the classroom is funneled through the dorms. As I examine what Stevens et al. (2008:131–132) call 

the “experiential core of college life—the space between the elaborately studied moments of college 

entry and exit,” this residential dimension, combined with removing economic pulls away from 

campus, is key to examining what makes some students experience the same campus so differently. 

THE PEOPLE 

I recruited respondents in three ways. First, I immersed myself in the community by eating 

in the cafeteria; attending social gatherings and informal events like television show screenings; 
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moderating discussions on race, class, and inclusion held by student clubs and organizations; and 

building rapport with different college administrators. I became the person who student groups 

came to when they needed a moderator or someone who could give a larger context. These 

invitations often came as late as the night before. As one student noted, “We have to stop always 

asking Tony like this,” meaning so late in the process. Some of the events I moderated became part 

of their semester lineup. For example, I hosted discussions on shadism/colorism each semester 

during fieldwork for black, Latino, and Asian affinity groups who worked together so as to have 

cross-cultural conversations about the issue. These public events were particularly interesting 

because you saw a different dynamic among students. Debates took on more of an academic vibe 

than the midnight conversations. Texts and emails after events would loop me into why certain 

people said certain things that I could follow up with via casual conversations in the yard or at the 

local café.  

Scandal watch parties became an important weekly event, not just for the fun of watching the 

lead character Olivia Pope navigate the backchannels of DC politics, but because the viewing room 

where the screenings were held became a safe space to talk about issues on campus and also on the 

national agenda. We would watch Scandal at 9 pm and talk about the episode until around midnight. 

The conversation would then slowly shift from what was that week’s episode to larger political or 

social debates like police shootings or interracial dating.  

Through these interactions, I befriended student leaders of various affinity groups. I used 

these connections to send invitations to participate in the study through the groups’ e-mail lists. 

Second, respondents referred friends, often making introductions at events or via e-mail. Third, I 

introduced myself to undergraduates at public events on campus and personally invited them to 

participate in this study. The lines became increasingly blurred as time went on. I would receive text 

messages at 2 a.m. informing me of events on campus—social activities and more emergency 
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related—from students who I maintain relationships with. Something that became increasingly 

valuable was meals with students away from campus. I discuss in Chapter 5, “I, too, Am Hungry,” 

these off campus interactions permitted students to not only update me on their lives since the 

interview but also speak more freely without the time constraint of a scheduled two-hour session.  

I conducted semi-structured, in-depth interviews with 103 native-born black (B), Latino (L), 

and white (W) undergraduates and two years of ethnographic observation of undergraduate life at 

Renowned. I also supplement these data with interviews with undergraduates who did not fit the 

strict criteria for the study, like middle-class white and lower-income Asian undergraduates.17 I 

limited the investigation to the experiences of native-born undergraduates to examine how exposure 

to structural inequalities in the United States shapes undergraduates’ college experiences. To gain 

analytic leverage on how lower-income undergraduates who travel different trajectories to college 

report navigating Renowned, I purposefully include Latino respondents for four reasons. First, 

much of the literature on inequality and undergraduate college experiences focuses on black/white 

comparisons or intraracial investigations of class differences (Small and Newman 2001). Second, 

Latinos are the largest minority group in the United States, making up 17 percent of the US 

population in 2013 (Lopez and Patten 2015). Third, black and Latino undergraduates have more 

similar precollege exposure to poverty, segregation, and the concomitant social dislocations, 

compared to white or Asian undergraduates (Massey et al. 2003). Fourth, boarding, day, and 

preparatory high schools and elite colleges and universities also target lower-income Latino youth 

for diversity initiatives (Anderson 2012). I did not seek to formally interview middle-class Latino 

                                                
17 The choice to interview undergraduates who were outside the research parameters I set out was purposeful. I simply 
did not want to turn any student away who wanted to share their story. It was important to me to allow them to have a 
space to have their story heard and appreciated. In the end, their experiences provided another way to think of the scope 
conditions of what I found among students who did fit research criteria, especially in how their experiences speak to 
how trajectory to college shape how lower-income Asian undergraduates, for example, navigate college. As with Piper 
(PP,A) and Spencer (DD,A), their experiences align with the general story of being poor in a rich place but who traveled 
different paths to get there although race shaped their life differently than it does for poor black and Latino students. 
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undergraduates.18 Over the course of fieldwork, I discovered that a significant number of the 

middle-class Latinos at Renowned were born outside the United States. In the end, such a sampling 

strategy permitted me to explore (1) intraracial comparisons of how Black students experience 

Renowned to see how class matters for those of the same racial group and then (2) intraclass, cross-

racial comparisons between lower-income black, white, and Latino students to see how race shapes 

their students’ experiences. 

The number of lower-income white respondents who are Privileged Poor limits claims that 

can be made about racial difference among the Privileged Poor. They are a small, hard to find 

population. Lower-income white students participate in pipeline programs but do so at lower rates 

than their black and Latino counterparts. There are two possible explanations for the significantly 

lower number of white Privileged Poor respondents. First, they are not the target population for 

boarding, day, and preparatory schools. Second, geography may play a role in the sense that those 

who live in more rural communities instead of cities may have greater access to opportunities to 

attend private schools. I try to limit claims to the experiences of the Privileged Poor, Doubly 

Disadvantaged, and those from middle-class backgrounds and not specific racial groups when 

trajectory to college is primary concern. 

Table A.1. Analytic and Racial Classification of Respondents 
Classification	 Black	 Latino	 White	 Total	
Middle Class	 27	   27	
Privileged Poor	 9	 11	 1	 21	
Doubly Disadvantaged	 13	 29	 13	 55	
Total Respondents	 49	 40	 14	 103	

I asked a number of questions to assess respondents’ absolute and relative disadvantage, 

including how much financial aid they received (if any), what their parents’ occupations were, if they 

                                                
18 I also interviewed twelve additional undergraduates who did not fit participation criteria, for example, lower-income 
Asian undergraduates (3), undergraduates who immigrated as children (5), and middle-class whites and Latinos (4). I 
treat them as informants and incorporate their stories into my analysis akin to how I do ethnographic observation. Their 
testimonies match those of the larger sample and, more importantly, provide additional background to life at Renowned. 
For example, of the three lower-income Asian informants, one informant was Privileged Poor and her experiences with 
engaging college officials dovetail with black, Latino, and white Privileged Poor respondents. Similarly, the accounts of 
the other two Asian informants match those of the Doubly Disadvantaged. 
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were first-generation college students, whether they received a Pell grant, whether they received 

additional college scholarships to help with purchasing books or clothes, if they experienced 

economic hardships growing up, and whether they received government aid growing up (e.g., food 

stamps). As Table A.1 shows, 27 respondents were from middle-class backgrounds (MC), meaning 

their parents graduated from a four-year institution. I do not intend to flatten the heterogeneity in 

middle- and upper-middle classes (for a critique, see Lacy 2007). To bring attention to overlooked 

differences among lower-income undergraduates, I use “middle-class” to designate undergraduates 

from more advantaged backgrounds. Many respondents from families where both parents have 

degrees are upper-middle or upper class. 

76 respondents were from lower-income backgrounds, meaning they were first-generation 

college students or reported receiving significant financial aid (on average, over 80 percent of their 

tuition was covered by scholarship). I classified 21 lower-income respondents as Privileged Poor 

(PP) and 55 as Doubly Disadvantaged (DD). Among respondents, 70 identified as female and 33 

identified as male. This gender imbalance mirrors that of black and Latino undergraduates at 

Renowned and elite colleges more generally. Massey and colleagues (2003:40) show that for black 

and Latino undergraduates, there is a 2:1 and 1.18:1 gender ratio favoring women, respectively. 

Women also constitute equivalent portions of Doubly Disadvantaged (70 percent), Privileged Poor 

(77 percent), and middle-class (68 percent) respondents. 

I constructed my interview guide to investigate undergraduates’ lives inside and outside of 

school before college. In the first part of the interview guide, I followed a targeted life history 

approach to investigate respondents’ depictions of and experiences in their homes, neighborhoods, 

schools, and different organizations (see Young 1999, 2004). In the second part, I focused on 

respondents’ college experiences. I began data analysis by listening to interviews to develop major 

themes. For Chapter 2, the primary data sources were answers to question about their family, 
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neighborhood, and high schools. To understand their neighborhood context, for example, I asked, 

“If I were to take a walk down a street that you frequented, what would I see?” Chapter 3, the 

primary data source was questions about their transition to college, interactions within peers, and 

assessment of fit. I first asked students to discuss their first month at school and then probed with 

questions like, “Tell me about moving in and meeting your roommate.” The primary data source for 

Chapter 4 came from respondents’ answer to the statement, “Tell me about your interactions with 

college officials” and instances where respondents described encounters with or perceptions of 

professors and other authority figures at Renowned. In Chapter 5, the primary data came from 

students’ discussion of Community Detail, Scholarship Plus, and what they do during Spring Break. 

I purposefully asked about Spring Break because it is common in the literature to assess social 

exclusion (when students are made to feel like outsiders because they cannot afford to go on fancy 

trips) but added questions about Community Detail and Scholarship Plus as they emerged as 

formative experiences. I asked about these experiences in this open-ended manner to allow 

respondents to identify their most salient experiences and outline their modal engagement strategies, 

which I could then explore in more detail with probing questions (for a similar methodology, see 

Hirsch and Jack 2012). I created various codes in ATLAS.ti, a qualitative data analysis program, like 

“engagement” to focus on respondents’ engagement with authority figures and “structural 

exclusion” for any mention of university policies that make students feel excluded from the 

community (Charmaz 2006; Weiss 1994). I read transcript excerpts after classifying respondents as 

Privileged Poor, Doubly Disadvantaged, and middle-class to assess general patterns within and 

across groups.  

Given my background as a black man who is a first-generation college student and my 

(perceived) status as an authority figure, I thought critically about researcher effects—how who I am 

might influence respondents’ openness and my analysis. I do not believe respondents withheld 
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essential information in their interviews. On average, interviews lasted almost 2.5 hours. 

Respondents provided intimate details about their lives before Renowned. They were equally 

forthcoming about many aspects of their college experiences, from their engagement strategies to 

thoughts about fitting in on campus. Many respondents mentioned that interviews “felt like 

therapy,” or said that the interview was one of the few times at Renowned that they felt someone 

cared about their story rather than just what they plan to do during (e.g., major) or after (e.g., job) 

college. I believe respondents came to see me more as an emotional outlet than an authority figure.  

VALIDITY AND ROBUSTNESS CHECKS 

I checked my analysis by sharing preliminary findings and written reports with officials at 

Renowned as well as with respondents. I had conversations with members of staff who worked in 

career, mental health, counseling services as well as deans of student life who worked with different 

affinity groups and clubs. I presented findings at public forums and departmental meetings focused 

on strategies to engage first-generation college students for different support services. In one 

particular public discussion to deans and faculty, feedback confirmed an unsaid institutional 

expectation that undergraduates should reach out if they want help from different support services 

and offices on campus. After meetings with student affairs officers at Renowned, I gave another 

public lecture that roughly 60 professors, deans, residential advisors, and undergraduates attended. 

These structured dialogues, along with informal discussions with undergraduates around campus, 

suggested that this analysis captured not only respondents’ experiences but also those of 

undergraduates not in the sample.  

I also asked students to read drafts of chapters and provide feedback. Whenever I was 

invited to give talks away from campus, I took the opportunity to practice the talk with respondents 

so they could respond to how I am presenting their stories. They also engaged me on the framing of 

the talks as well as updated me on their lives and other events on campus related to the topic of the 
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particular lecture. When the New York Times accepted my opinion piece, “What Can the Privileged 

Poor Teach Us,” I called Alice (DD,L) and Ogun (PP,L) to discuss quotes that I selected for the 

national publication and they agreed that it matched their experiences as well as told updated me on 

how the patterns I discussed persisted over time. The underlying push behind my decision to share 

findings with respondents is to respect their stories and the relationship that we built.  

B. Discussion of Emergent Groups and Selection Bias 

This study is not a random sample of a population of undergraduates or an experiment, and 

thus cannot perfectly match respondents on all observable characteristics. However, heeding 

Stouffer’s (1950 cited in Morgan and Winship 2007:8) advice to “keep the experimental model in 

front of our eyes and behave cautiously,” in this appendix I discuss how selection bias might 

influence my results. Like Sampson (2012) and Winship and Mare (1992), I view selection bias as a 

social process that should be examined critically rather than simply controlled away.  

Privileged Poor and Doubly Disadvantaged are Weberian ideal types (Weber 1978; see also 

Anderson 1999, 2002): theoretical concepts used to highlight the overlooked diversity of precollege 

and college experiences of lower-income undergraduates at elite colleges and universities. In my 

examination of Midtown College, I used (1) quantitative data from (a) the National Longitudinal 

Study of Freshmen, (b) US Census, and (c) high school demographic data from the Common Core 

of Data and Private School Survey administered by the National Center for Education Statistics, and 

(2) qualitative data from in-depth interviews with twenty-four lower-income black undergraduates to 

document how the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor are similar on many baseline 

characteristics associated with negative college transition and acclimation experiences (Jack 2014, 

2015a). Within their homes, I showed how the two groups share similar (limited) parental resources 

and knowledge about college, experiences with economic disadvantage, and familial instability like 

coming from single-parent households. Ecologically, their exposure to segregation, disorder, and 
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violence in their neighborhoods over the life course and schooling until high school was also similar. 

Using this mixed methods approach, I showed how divergences in precollege experiences occurred 

once the Privileged Poor entered their preparatory high schools. Jack also provides evidence that 

Privileged Poor respondents and their families did not seek out this alternative educational 

arrangement, but rather discovered them through auxiliary means of enrollment after finding out 

about such programs through flyers, extrafamilial networks, and independent solicitations from 

programs like A Better Chance, Prep for Prep, or the Wight Foundation that places students into 

private schools. Additionally, he shows the Doubly Disadvantaged participate in programs like 

South Central Scholars and Schuler Scholar Program as well as very competitive college access 

programs like Questbridge that match successful applications to highly selective undergraduate 

institutions like Amherst College and Columbia University (Leonhardt 2014; Portes and Fernández-

Kelly 2008; Strayhorn 2011; Swail 2000; Swail and Perna 2002). 

For this examination of Renowned University, I use interviews with undergraduates and 

ethnographic observation to explore the relationship between culture, class, and inequality on elite 

college campuses as it pertains to how their disparate precollege experiences equip them with 

different orientations and strategies for navigating different aspects of college life. I am limited to 

investigating the college experiences of those undergraduates who have passed numerous stages of 

selection and who have graduated from high school, passed the selection criteria specifically at 

Renowned, and decided to matriculate at Renowned (Winship and Mare 1992). I cannot speak of the 

experiences of the Doubly Disadvantaged who did not make it to college, or to Renowned more 

specifically. Nevertheless, I argue that observed differences between the Doubly Disadvantaged and 

Privileged Poor who did matriculate at Renowned are worthy of investigation and are the result of 

precollege experiences rather than differences at origin. 
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First, in line with Jack (2014), the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor offer similar 

accounts of family and neighborhood dynamics as well as exposure to disadvantage in their 

elementary and middle schools. Second, I did not select respondents based upon their precollege 

experiences. My invitations to participate in this study did not attempt to recruit undergraduates with 

specific precollege experiences except for the criterion of being born in the United States. The 

Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor emerged over the course of the research project based 

on the modal experiences of each group.  

Third, I specifically asked all respondents to list, discuss how they came to participate in, and 

detail their experiences with any enrichment program that assisted them when applying to scholarships 

or college like Questbridge or pipeline programs that place them in private high schools with the 

intention of college access like Prep for Prep. Both types of program seek out academically gifted, 

lower-income and/or minority youth. In line with Stevens (2007), who argues that most lower-

income undergraduates are connected to different enrichment programs geared toward college 

enrollment or placement, I find that both the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor 

participated in auxiliary programs and report discovering them primarily from sources outside of 

their families.  

Figure A.1 
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As shown in Figure A.1, for the Doubly Disadvantaged, the most common ways 

respondents reported finding out about programs are through direct outreach (18%) by different 

scholarship and college access programs and teacher recommendation (11%) for participation in 

such programs. Both came after being identified as academically talented by members in their school 

or who got a high score on a standardized test at the state or national level. A number of Doubly 

Disadvantaged respondents report independently (11%) seeking out different programs that would 

help them gain access to college after coming to terms with their families’ lack of resources and/or 

lack of support in them going away for college. For example, Elise, who was disowned by her father 

and whose mother’s poor health kept her in hospitals and in debt from paying for medical bills with 

maxed-out credit cards, recalls how she discovered Questbridge:  

I don’t know, I think I got something. I was looking for scholarships my junior year and I 
went to websites like Scholarships.com. And Questbridge, they had something for the 
summer before senior year, I missed the deadline for it but I went on the Questbridge 
website and realized it was something that I wanted to do. You know, it’s free, free 
scholarship to college and it’ll help match you with full financial aid. 

 
Many Doubly Disadvantaged respondents also report being involved with two organizations 

that helped them apply to college and specifically to Renowned. It is important to note that of the 

Doubly Disadvantaged respondents I interviewed, almost half (45%) report not participating in any 

Mailings, 7% 

Network, 7% 

None, 45% Outreach, 
18% 

Sought Out, 11% 

Teacher 
Recommendation, 11% 

Mode of  Discovery for Doubly Disadvantaged 
Respondents  
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program because they were either unaware of them or their school counselors were not helpful in 

findings programs to assist in the college search process. Joshua regrets not participating in any 

programs after hearing about his peers’ experiences. He recalls, “my school actually didn’t present 

these things to me.” 

Figure A.2 

 
As shown in Figure A.2, with the exception of a few respondents (10%), the Privileged Poor 

report that neither they nor their families sought out scholarships or programs for them to attend 

private schools. Rather, teacher recommendations (30%) and outreach (20%) by the programs and 

private high schools played a large role in where they attended high school. For example, Sara, 

whose parents work as landscapers and have limited English proficiency and education themselves, 

says, “I was fortunate that, in sixth grade, someone came to my (public) school and talked about the 

private schools in my hometown. Due to that, I entered my (private) high school. That place was so 

nurturing for me.” Younger and older siblings often did not attend private school even if 

respondents did. Two additional pathways did occur: direct mailings from private schools and 

pipeline programs (15%) and sport scholarships (15%). Annie notes that Prep for Prep reached out 

to her middle school but all too often the informational pamphlets are not distributed:  
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Network, 10% 
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So my middle school… I guess a lot of parents don’t like the idea of boarding school. But 
Prep for Prep always sends packages to schools to hand out to kids but they never gave 
them out because they don’t think parents would let their kids go away so they never gave 
them out. But I was close to the counselor and I saw that on her desk once and [I was like,] 
“Hey! I kind of want to do this.” She was like, “Oh, are you sure your mom would let you? I 
don’t know if this (middle) school prepares you for that. But you’re smart!”  

 
The athletes in my sample who got scholarships to private schools were all male and played 

football. Informal conversations with other male athletes and women on Rugby and other teams 

reveal that they also were recruited and received scholarships to attend private high schools as well. 

Some Privileged Poor respondents did voice that they were directly recruited by private schools 

because the private school they ended up attending had a relationship with the school or a particular 

teacher at their middle school introduced the idea to them and their families. Different from the 

Doubly Disadvantaged, the Privileged Report generally report only working with one program 

aimed at helping them gain access to college. In their interviews, some note that they learned about 

programs like Questbridge when they got to Renowned because their high school counselors were 

not very knowledgeable about scholarship for disadvantaged minority high school students that are 

not attached to specific colleges and universities financial aid programs.  

The one exception for pipeline programs is regional differences. There is a concentration of 

these programs in the Northeast, a region of the country where a significant number of 

undergraduates at Renowned come from regardless of background. However, I interviewed 

respondents from the South and states like Texas, Ohio, and California who entered preparatory 

schools directly through scholarship initiatives that were advertised in their public schools or by 

teacher referral. As private high schools mirror elite universities by recruiting underrepresented 

groups to increase diversity, it is common to find economically disadvantaged students at these 

schools (Cookson and Persell 1985; Gaztambide-Fernandez 2009; Khan 2011). 

There might be a shift in discovery for both types of programs. Given increased media 

attention on and coverage of lower-income and nontraditional students applying to college, 
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members of disadvantaged communities are discovering programs like Questbridge (Leonhardt 

2014). Similarly, with respect to attending private schools through scholarship programs, there may 

an increase in the number of families and students who seek out programs like Prep for Prep, A 

Better Chance, The Wight Foundation, and a host of others due to the greater publicity around 

placement and high profile alumni (Anderson 2012; Meraji 2013; see also Patrick 2011).  

Finally, it is important to stress that we would be most concerned about the influence of 

selection bias on my results if we could think of some unobserved attribute of the Privileged Poor 

that would have made them more likely to know how to interact with professors and wealthy peers 

in the absence of the treatment—participating in a pipeline program (e.g., Prep for Prep). However, 

it is difficult to conceive of how this information could be transmitted outside of the high school 

context. It is possible that parents or peers could have independently prepared the Privileged Poor 

such that they would be better at navigating social hierarchies in elite environments like Renowned 

than the Doubly Disadvantaged even if they had not traveled this alternate path to college. Given 

the very specific nature of the knowledge that is transmitted within elite high schools and limited 

exposure to such environments in their personal networks before entering the schools, however, this 

mode of acquisition seems unlikely.  

I do not contend that by building on my previous work (2014, 2015a, 2016) and this 

qualitative examination of how respondents come to participate in different enrichment or pipeline 

program mutes the effect of selection bias. It does, however, make me confident that the differences 

I observe are more likely due to the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor’s disparate 

precollege experiences than differences between them at origin. Furthermore, scholars overlook 

differences between the Doubly Disadvantaged and Privileged Poor in their empirical investigations 

of college life. They erroneously treat all lower-income undergraduates as a homogenous group. 

Consequently, these investigations improperly measure the effects of inequality and poverty on 
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college experiences, leading to biased understandings of how class and culture lead to the 

reproduction of inequality in college. Given both the stark differences between the Privileged Poor 

and Doubly Disadvantaged, as well as the composition of both groups at elite colleges and 

universities, fully exploring and documenting the experiences and mobility outcomes of both these 

groups is important in its own right.  
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C. Interview Protocol 
 
OPENING AND CLOSING          
  
INTRODUCTION: 
 
My name is Tony, and I’m doing my dissertation on undergraduate college experiences. Today we 
will be talking about your life before and at Renowned. I have some questions I wish to cover, and 
I’m sure you will have some things you want to talk about too. So think of this as a targeted 
conversation. You can skip any question you do not want to answer and stop the interview at any 
time.  
 
I’m going to record our conversation if that is ok with you because I don’t want to take many notes 
during the interview. This way, I can really concentrate on what you have to say. If you want me to 
turn the recorder for any reason or at any time, just say so.  
 
Is it okay if I turn on the recorder now? Any questions before we begin?  
 
OK, let’s start. 
 
 
 
 
CLOSING: 
 
Thanks.   
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1) I like to start the interview by asking you to tell me how you got to Renowned.    
§ Tell me about yourself: How would you describe yourself? 
§ How would you describe your class background?  
§ Describe your college application process. 

o Did your family help when you were applying to college? Who helped? How? 
o Were there any tensions between you and your family during the application phase? 

§ Did you have an interview when you applied? Tell me about the interview experience. 
§ What factors were you most concerned about or interested in when choosing a college? 

(Financial aid?) 
§ Did you attend an admitted student reception? 
§ Why did you ultimately choose Renowned? 

 
Life before Renowned 
 
2) Tell me about your family. Probe:          

§ Who do you live with at home (parents [if separated: what age], siblings)? Where are you 
parents from? Parent(s) job? Parent(s) education. Siblings’ education? Extended family that 
you see routinely? 

§ Tell me about how your parents were involved in your education. 
§ Did you and your family experience economic hardships growing up? How did you handle 

that? 
§ Were your parents ready for you to go to college? Can they serve as resources for you now? 

How so? 
 
3) Tell me about your home neighborhood. Where are you from? Probe:      

§ If I were to take a walk down a street that you frequented, what would I see? How did you 
handle it? 

§ What do you like about your neighborhood? What do you dislike? 
§ How long have you lived there? Tell me about any moves you made when you were 

younger? 
§ Tell me about the people in your neighborhood. Probe: jobs, class 
§ Is there anyone in your neighborhood that you can go to for questions about college outside 

of family? 
§ Describe your interactions in your neighborhood growing up. How much time did you 

spend in the neighborhood? Did that change over time? 
§ Tell me about your friends back home. What are they doing now? Were these friends from 

the neighborhood or from school? Is there a difference? 
o Are you still in contact with any of them? How is your relationship now? How? 

Frequency? 
§ What is it like when you go back now with respect to interactions with peers in your 

neighborhood? Do you wear Renowned stuff? If no: ask why not. 
§ Would you move back to your neighborhood after college? Why/Why not? 

 
4) Participate in enrichment/scholarship programs before college (e.g., Questbridge, Prep)? 
Probe:    

§ Which one(s) did you participate in? When did you start? Were your siblings or other family 
involved?  
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§ How did you discover the program/scholarship? Did your parents seek out the 
program/school out?  

§ What did you do with that program? Do they help you now? How? 
 
5) Tell me about your high school. How would you describe it? Probe:      

§ Was it public or private? 
§ How would you describe the racial composition of your high school? Socioeconomic 

composition? 
§ Describe a typical day at your high school. What stands out about your school experiences? 

o What was the first day like? 
§ Tell me about your high school peers. What did you all do together at school? Outside of 

school? 
§ Describe your school friends:   

o Probe: class, race, where they lived, the friends’ parents and their jobs, home visits, 
closeness? 

§ How much contact did you have with faculty members at your high school? 
§ What activities did you do in high school? Sports? Clubs? 
§ Did you experience any racism or discrimination in high school? Can you share examples? 

Responses? 
§ How similar or different is your home neighborhood to your school neighborhood? How 

so? 
§ How similar or different is your high school to Renowned? How so (structure, faculty, 

dorms, culture)? 
§ Thus far, do you think your high school prepared you well for life at Renowned? How so? 
§ Did you know current students here? How did you know them? Did you reach out to them 

(for help)? 
 
Transition to Renowned 
 
6) Transition to College: Describe your transition to college. Describe your first month. Probe:      

§ Tell me about moving in and meeting your roommate. What were your first impressions? 
How did you get along? Any tension? Floormates? 

§ How did you feel about your clothes? How about your room decorations? 
§ How was your Diversity and Inclusion discussion? 
§ How do you think you compare to the typical student here at Renowned? 
§ Have you felt uncomfortable around peers discussing family/class background? 
§ Do you feel your class background gives you values/qualities that make you different from 

other students? 
§ How much of culture shock was coming to Renowned? What specifically was shocking? 
§ What was new? What was familiar? Why was it so? 
§ How has eating in the cafeteria been? How was the first time eating there? How is it now? 
§ Do you receive the Scholarship Plus? What do you think about it and how you use it? 
§ What was most difficult about your transition to college? What was the easiest? 
§ What was the thing you had to get used to the most that still gives you trouble? 
§ How is your relationship with home since entering college? Were they prepared for you 

leaving? 
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§ How comfortable are you with interacting with rich, white students? Have you experienced 
this before? 

§ Tell me about your interactions with school officials (profs, TFs, res life staff)? Probe: 
Similar to HS? 

 
7) Tell me about college life. Probe:             

§ How is interacting with your fellow students? Any surprises? 
§ Who do you feel most comfortable interacting with? Least comfortable? 
§ Tell me about your friend group (race, class). Different from high school? 
§ Who could you not be friends with? 
§ PP/DD: Do you see a difference between lower-income students who attend private and 

public schools? 
§ Some students leave their stuff like laptops lying around in public, have you noticed that 

too? What do you think of that? What did you think the first time you saw that? 
§ How much do you agree with this statement: “I fit in well here at Renowned”? Explain? 
§ Since coming here, have you felt that your class background has held you back from doing 

things?  
§ Have you changed to fit in here? If so, how? 
§ What are your thoughts on dorm crew? 

 
8) Strategies                

§ What strategies do you take to make Renowned your own?  
o How involved are you on campus? 
o Are you a part of any cultural clubs? [If Cultural Clubs: why? Were you involved in 

these types of clubs in HS] I heard that there are dues attached to the clubs? What 
are your thoughts about that? 

o What are your thoughts on the Cultural Center? 
§ What resources do you have access to that have been important to you in how you have 

navigated Renowned? What resources do you feel you need? 
§ When you need help with something, where or who do you turn to? 
§ What has been most rewarding thus far? 
§ What has been most challenging about Renowned? How do you cope with it? 
§ What is (are) the biggest problem(s) facing students like you at Renowned? 

 
9) Racial Attitudes               

§ How do you identify racially? How important is your racial identity? 
§ How often did you think about race before coming to Renowned? 
§ What do you think about affirmative action? Who should benefit? 
§ Do you feel accepted by the other black students? Probe. 
§ What are your thoughts about interracial dating? What have you seen of interracial dating on 

campus? How do you view other students of your own race who date interracially? Probe: 
§ Have you ever dated interracially? If so: what was their background? 
§ What about interracial couples in which neither person is of your own racial group? 
§ What are your thoughts on same-sex, interracial dating? (if heterosexual; heterosexual if 

homosexual) 
§ How do you view students of your own race who hang out with those not of your race? 
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§ I’ve heard about discussions around diversity and divisions within the black community. 
What are your thoughts?  

 
10) Have you experienced racism or discrimination here? Describe specific incidents.       

§ How did you respond? Examples. 
§ Were these types of incidents new to you? What about them were new? 
§ Do you feel the school handles issues around racism and discrimination well? 

 
11) Contexts                

§ Tell me about the last time you felt uncomfortable here  
o How typical is that? Frequency? [Specifics: cocktail parties, situations involving food, 

classroom]  
o Where at Renowned do you usually feel least comfortable? Tell me about that.  
o So knowing that you feel uncomfortable there, what do you do/how do you 

respond? 
§ What about contexts you feel most comfortable? 

o Probe: cocktail parties, situations involving food, classroom, etc. 
§ How comfortable are you in contexts in which you are the only minority? 
§ When/Where do you feel most stressed? 

 
12) Gender:              

§ What does it mean to be a [race/ethnicity] male on campus? Different from high school? 
o Do you know how to shave and tie a tie (when/how did you learn)  

§ What does it mean to be a [race/ethnicity] woman on campus? Different from high school? 
 
13) Concluding Questions:           

§ Is there anything we did not cover that speaks to your experience you would like to share? 
§ Any questions for me? 
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